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ffill~~~ng - • ,

ody Richards, the state speaker of the House, got
up last week and called for a blu_e-ribbon ~ommission to resolve what he descnbed as widespread dissatisfaction with Kentucky's higher education system.
.
.
Richards, a Bowling Green Democrat, said the
universities are scrapping like children over their
diminishing portions of the state budget. At fault,
Richards said, is the Council on Higher Education, tli'e
coordinating agency for Kentucky's public universities and community colleges.
There's no need for a study at all. In these times,
nothing that depends on the state treasury is going to
get all the money it wants. Moreover, the council has
the authority to stop the fighting right now. Today. ·
In 1981, the Prichard Committee did a thorough
but largely forgotten study. It rejected the idea of a
single governing body for Kentucky's universities a "superboard" - but warned that the council had
better exert its muscle to eliminate duplication and
promote cooperation.
This made sense, which meant that, in Kentucky,

J

it was ignored. To be sure, some universities have
been working to cut unnecessary programs and to
prove that they are spending their money wisely. But
there has also been subversion. Western Kentucky
University sought a ~octoral program in education,
and Murray State University and Paducah Community College are making a bid for an engineering
program.
Maybe there's a simpler answer to the problem
Richards has identified. Maybe the council, like the
lion in The Wizard of Oz, lacks courage. If so, the
governor needs to appoint members with gumption.
Richards, meanwhile, should worry less about blueribbon commissions and more about eliminating the
requirement that each university gets a designated
representative on the council, a requirement that
inevitably encourages self-inter?st.
In the meantime, the universities and their presidents should resolve to play by the rules. If they
don't, and the council does what it should, maybe the
universities will learn to step back the next time the
lion growls.
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£KU regents approve budget
RICHMOND, Ky. - Eastern Kentucky University's board of
regents approved a $123 million budget for the 1995-96 fiscal
year yesterday, including an average 5 percent salary increase
for faculty and staff.
The board also extended President Hanly Funderburk's contract through three more years.
Funderburk, who became president in 1985, has been given
contract extensions twice previously, once in 1988 and again in
1992. The latest extension runs through June 30, 1998.
The board als~ authorized honorary doctor of letters degrees
to be presented at the May commencement to Helen M. Reed a
Lexington educator, and Bobbie Ann Mason, an author from '
Lawrenceburg. Reed, a former director of Eastern's Model Laboratory School, will deliver the commencement address.

umvennti~
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:UK will honor
/Otis Singletary
LEXINGTON - Otis Singletary, former president of the University of Kentucky, will be the

speaker at UK's !28th commencement May 7 at 2:30 p.m. EDT in
Memorial Coliseum in Lexington.
He will receive the only honorary
degree awarded this year by the
university.
There are 5,154 degree candidates, including 3,208 for bachelor's degrees, 1,644 for graduate
degrees and 302 for professional
degrees.
Beth Henderson, an agricultural economics major from Irvington, will speak as a representative
of the Class of 1995.
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Private college
presidents 8Sk
to be heard

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucl
April 30, 1995

Group tells Council on Higher Education
to stress cooperation, study family incomes
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERAtD-lEAoER EDUCATION WRITER

GEORGETOWN - A delegation of private college presidents including a former governor yesterday asked the state Council
on Higher Education not to forget
them.
,
"We're begging for an opportunity to sit at th~Jable,. and we're
begging for an opportumty to communicate," said former Gov. Martha Layne Collins, the president of
St. Catharine College. "I don't think
it was meant to be this way."
The group of private college
presidents also asked the council to
study the family incomes of students at all state schools, both
public and private, as a possible
first step towards a re-examination
of tuition policies at state universities.
The meeting, which was yesterday at Georgetown College, was
the first time in several years that
presidents from the private colleges
had formally met with the council.
As part of their presentation,
the private college president~ also
asked the council to reward public
institutions for cooperating in projects with private schools.
Some also complained that the
two systems were competing when
they' could be cooperating.
Kenneth Winters, president of
Campbellsville College, cited a
Somerset Community College extended campus in Russell Springs
as an example. The state could
have looked at how nearby private
colleges might have served students, he said.
"This certainly does not seem
to say to us, 'We're proud of what
vou're doing in higher education,' "
\Vinters said. "It might even seem
to say the opposite."

John Frazer, president of the
Association of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities,
asked the council to study family
incomes of students at public and
private colleges.
Frazer said such a study was
needed because students at public
schools are in effect getting statesubsidized financial aid in the form of low tuition.
That might unfairly restrict some students' ability to
choose between public and private schools when
picking a college, he said.
Annual tuition at Kentucky's private colleges
averages more than $5,000 more than at its public
universities.
"I have had a real concern about the assumption
that low tuition is the best form of student aid," Frazer
said. "We're in a position where we really don't have
the appropriate information. Let's at least step back
and look at it."

Student loan
program revised
WASHINGTON, D.C. Students who need Stafford
loans to pay for college can
get a cheaper loan through
three borrower benefit
programs available from
banks that partner with
Sallie Mae, the nation's
largest holder and servicer
of Federal Family
Education Loans.
Sallie Mae's Great
Rewards Program is
available to borrowers of
Stafford loans - the
predominant type of
education loan - who
make their first 48
scheduled payments on
time. Borrowers who
qualify receive a 2
percentage-point interest
rate reduction for the
remaining term of their
loan.
The Great Returns offers
Stafford borrowers added
savings equal to loa,n
origination fees paid in
excess of $250 for borrowers
who make their first 24
payments on time.
Borrowers who elect to
use Sallie Mae's Direct
Repay Plan - a repayment
benefit that allows them to
authorize the electronic
transfer of money from
their checking or savings
account for their monthly
student loan payments receive an additional 0.25
percent interest rate
reduction for their loans.
Borrowers who qualify for
Great Rewards and are
enrolled in Direct Repay will
receive the following savings
over the life of a typical
Stafford loan with a 10-year
term (assuming an 8 percent
loan rate): $5,000 owed, $386
saved; $10,000 at savings of
$852; $20,000, savings $2,102;
and $60,000, savings $7,095.
More information is
available at school financial
offices.
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EKU to be Pena] Ize
for fa.iling to meet
pe.1-.10rm8llce gOaJs .~
r

~

BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

GEORGETOWN - Eastern Kentucky University
will lose out on $230,400 in state money next' year
because not enough of its students stayed in colle~ or
graduated.
·
That marks the first time that a state university will
be penalized by the Council on Higher Education
because it did not meet performance goals set by the
state.
The other seven state universities
and the community college system
received the full share of money
available to them, a total of $22.1
.million, (By way of comparison, the
1995-96 higher education budget is
$703 million.)
The state in 1993 said it would begin · requiring
univers~ties to earn any funding increases by meeting
L.ExiNGT_ON HERALD-LEADER, LExiNGTON, KY.
■ TUESDAY, MAY 2, 1995

Florida's tuition plan
During a visit with relatives in Pikeville, I happened on the April 11 article
detailing gubernatorial candidate Bob
Babbage's plan to fund higher education
for Kentuckians· using money from the
lottery.. My hosts also informed me that
Babbage's proposal has met with some
criticism.
·
In Florida, where I reside, a similar
program exists and it works! This program serves ·as an incentive for young
people to study in school with a guarantee
of a reward (tuition to one of Florida's
public universities). It allows hard-working students to obtain educational opportunities that might otherwise be denied
them.
I know this for a fact - my nephew is
a beneficiary. He attends University of
Florida tuition free.
The criticism of Babbage's education
plan is unwarranted. It works here in
Florida; it can· be a success in Kentucky.
BARBARA SEXTON
AMELIA ISLAND, FlA.
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EKU president
has job till '98
RICHMOND - Eastern Kentucky University's regents have
extended President Hanly Funderburk's contract two years,
through June 30, 1998.
The board of regents, who met
Saturday, also approved a university budget that provides for an
average raise of 5 percent for
faculty and staff.

-

$1,919,900,

606-783-2030

but instead will receive

:ierlain performance goals. -The :1995-96 school year will be the first ·
June the system. was put into place.

$1,689,500.
Hanly Funderburk, Eastern's
president, blamed the school's poor

iud~~t~ t~~~:~u:!~:d~:rb:~~i:;
:performance will decline dramati;cally in 1997-98. ·
Under a funding model also
(jipproved yesterday, the amount of ·
1)noney linked to performance sys-·
ftemwide will range from $1.7 mil;iion to $16.9 million, depending on
1how much •the state votes to in~\Tease higher education's budget.
·! The council measures whether.,
::universities qualify for full funding.,·
r,)>ased on how well they achieve 27 ·
tstate-set goals in five categories. It
!i'anks universities on a scale of 100
!.f>Oints.
~ To get full funding, a universifty must earn a majority of points in
!each category - which Eastern
fdid not do.
~ Eastern did not receive any
:points in the category that measilJres how many students seeking
bac he1or's degrees have graduated,
>'j:ransferred to another college or
:are still enrolled after five years. It
:'.also tracks how many students
,:seeking associate degrees fall into
:;those categories at the end of three
years.
Eastern was eligible to get

~~ ft~ge~o!at t~t~~~gih:ial~~
academic standards. That might
have caused some students to flunk
out or quit college, he said.·
Funderburk said Eastern had
started several programs t_hat try
to keep students in college by
identifying early which students
are having academic trouble and
working with them.
"We know that our retention is
,, not what we would like it to be"
,' -Funderburk said. '
· '
J. David Porter, the council's
vice chairman, said he was generally pleased with the first year's
results. But he also noted that no
university received a perfect score.
The University of Louisville
received 95 points, the best score. It
was followed by Kentucky State at
· 9~, and Morehead State, 92.
. The_ University of Kentucky got
89 points, . but UK p res1'd ent
· Charles T. Wethington Jr. said he
was satisfied with how the university had been evaluated.
The council this year plans to
re-examine the 27 measures it used
to ~ompute schools' scores as part
of its effort to develop a new fiveyear strategic plan.

0

i.
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Council approves
!funding proposal
1

HERAUD-lEADER STAFF REPORT

ing universities' performance and
GEORGETOWN
Ken- · on~ to J?~civide catch-up money for
;tucky's public college presidents um".ers1hes that historically have
;_&;ttl~d yesterday on a plan to received less funding,
· ~1str!bute money among universi. The college presidents had di' hes 1f the state doesn't give them vided sharply in the last few
: the 7.5 percent budget increase •months over how to divide the pool
:;they want.
·
of catch-up money, . They finally
agreed
on a plan to give money to ·
~'. . The ~ouncil on Higher Educa,',11on, which endorsed the funding all _four underfunded schools, allo::plan, said it also would return to cating· the most ·money to those
.
;, setting college tuition every two . furthest behind.
,
Council
chairman
Jim
Miller
: .years, rather than annually.
said he was optimistic that legisla: : _The fundi~g model approved tors :,vould approve more money
,,:b~ the council would put two- · for ~1gher education in their next
;,.th1rds of any new money toward session.
:.:coping with inflation if the state
"T~~re is, I believe, a growing
approves any budget increase of 3 recogmhon
that the only way to
'percent or less. The remaining prepare Kentucky for the future is
•increase would be divided among adequate funding for higher educa· two pots of money: one for reward- tion," he said.
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College leaders
aim to catch up
on state funding:_
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer

· While none of tbe state's community colleges or eight state universities scored 100 percent on tbeir perGEORGETOWN, Ky. -· Ken- fonnance goals, only one, Eastern
tucky's higher-education leaders Kentucky University, lost money bevowed yesterday to work for $106 cause of it. Eastern was docked
million in budget increases over the $230,400 because tbe percentage of
next two years to start catching up , dropouts increased and tbe percentwitb .universities and colleges in age of community-college students
surrounding states.
admitted was down. Eastern's budget
But if Kentucky schools want to increase will be $1,689,500 !bis year.
reap tbe benefits of any increases,
Eastern President Hanly Funderthey had better score well on per- burk said his school fared poorly in
fonnance report cards being devel- tbe number of community-college
oped by tbe Kentucky Council on students admitted because 1993 and
Higher Education.
1994 numbers were compared
The decision to seek 7 percent an- against 1992 - a year thaf Eastern
nual increases in the state's $700 had an unusually high number of
million . higher-education budget students transferring from commuwas made yesterday at a meeting of nity colleges.
tbe council at Georgetown College.
"l don't tbink !bat has much to do
The budget plan isn't perfect, witb the quality of what you do,"
University of Kentucky · President Funderburk said in an interview.
Charles Wethington said during the
The University of Louisville got
meeting. Most notably, he said, it the most points - 95 out of 100 won't give the community-college and the UK Community College syssystem enough money to catch up tem got tbe least, 75. Eastern got 80
witb its growing needs.
points, but tbe community colleges
•·•But if we get the ·funding we're . got tbe full funding available and
asking for, we will all move up to Eastern didn't because of the way
the levels of surrounding states," the perfonnance review was conWethington said.
structed.
Historically, !bat's been a mighty
The system used to parcel out the
big if.
money yesterday was put together
But James Miller, council chair- on short notice last fall, said Gary
man, said that, for the first time in Cox, executive director of tbe counyears, tbere is a good chance for !Jl~ _ cil. Because it was a new system,
- higher-education system to get the and because colleges and universimoney it needs.
ties had been under tight budget
"As long as I've been on the constraints, the council built in safecouncil I've never seen as much in- guards to give_ the schools a good
terest in adequate funding," he said.
chance to get full funding, he said.
The council unanimously apThe council is working toward "a
proved plans to seek 7 percent more aggressive system for the fu.
funding increases a year for the ture," Cox said.
In otber action at yesterday's
next two years, starting with the fiscal year that begins Jilly 1, 1996. meeting, the council:
The plans also set up an outline for
I" Chose MGT of America, a condividing tbe money if tbe increase is sulting finn based in Tallahassee,
less than that.
Fla., to report on whether there is a
At tbe meeting, the council also need for an engineering program at
approved plans to disburse new Paducah Community College. The
money according to a perfonnance- firm will complete its report .by
based budget plan developed last Sept. 1 at an estimated cost of
year. The plan took into account $75,000.
factors !bat include:
I" Approved several tuition-reciprocity plans • with neighboring
I" The sc\J.ools' dropout ra_tes · in
states, including one that will limit
recent years;
the number of Kentuckians who can
I" Graduates' satisfaction with
attend schools in Indiana at in-state
tbeir educations;
rates until more Indiana students
I" Numbers of students who
come
to Kentucky.
transferred from community colleges;
·
I" Quality of classes; •
I" Quality of research.
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Cooperation·
urged among
private, state
colleges
Associated Press
GEORGETOWN, Ky. Kentucky's public and private colleges
are competing when they should be
cooperating, some private college
presidents told the Kentucky Coun-•
cil on Higher Education.
Campbellsville College President
Kenneth Winters cited a Somerset
Community College extended campu~ in Russell Springs as an example. The state could have looked at
how nearby private colleges might
have served students, he said Sunday.
"This certainly does not seem to
say to us, 'We're proud of what
you're doing in higher education,' "
Winters said. "It might even seem '
to say the opposite."
The delegation of private college
presidents also asked !bat tbe council not forget their schools.
"We're begging for an opportunity to sit at the table, and we're begging for an opportunity to communicate," said fonner Gov. Martba
Layne Collins, president of St.
Catharine College. "I don't think it
was meant to be this way."
The meeting at Georgetown College marked the first time in several
years !bat presidents from the private colleges had fonnally met with
tbe council.
As part of their presentation, the
presidents asked the council to
study the family incomes of students at all state schools, botb public and private, as a possible first
step towards re-examining tuition
policies at state universities.
John Frazer, president of the Association of Independent Kentucky
Colleges and Univ~rsities, said such
a study was needed because students at public schools are, in effect, getting state-subsidized financial aid in the fonn of lower tuition.
That might play a role in students'
choosing between public and private schools when picking a college,
he said.
Annual tuition at Kentucky's private colleges averages more !ban
$5,000 more than tuition at its public universities.
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foster' a closer:0 workmg rela-).,i .,:,While · agreeing: with the :
Honship -between Kentucky's;.:;,_private college presidents on:
private schools and.state uni- · .the advantages-of working toversiti~s ·and:community 'COl-,.i::i·gether,':we. are far· less. enthu- ':
leges:·:Tapping• 'into; each;': siastic about the group's· re-·
other's,' re~qurces '·?01.ild,•:en:/,:que!it that the council ,study
hance tlle.,,educ;at10nal · !)p--('.:the family· incomes •of stu-,
BY LINDA VANHOOSE
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER
portunities ·. fol:' ' stuqents at . dents at all · state schools
both '·pr~vate_ ~oUeges_·'·and )[both public'and •private; as ~.
herman Arnett, 'retired More- ~
head
State
University ■
state_ un1vers1tles :?1~d . co~-. , ,possible first step towards a
administrator-educator and · n
µiµn1ty cqlleges. ·': '· -: 1 • . '" . ,;re-examination of tuition polformer state legislator, and Harlen
Whel:1 it, comes to higher,,\, icies at state universities. ·
Hamm, Morehead professor of ~
educ_ation, tl?,e number ~d:· ', John Frazer, president of·
speech, were honored_ for universi- ~
quallty ofpr1va1e·colleges m· ·the Association ·or Inty · service during . Morehead's
Ken~ucky·'are one,. of" the'·'-dependent.Kentucky Colleges
annual Founders Day convocation and awards ceremony,_which
state_ s greatest ass~t~: ,In Cen-, ,, . and Universities, said-such a
was held recently.
tre, Transylvania,. -Berea, : study was· needed because
· Arnett, who came to Morehead
G_eor~etown, Cumberla nd_, · students ·at public schools are :
in 1972, was associate director of
P1kev1lle and others, -Ken- 'in' effect getting.-statefinancial aid and veterans affairs
tucky has some of the mo~t ·· subsidized financial aid in
-when he retired from the universi,
resl?e?ted small· co_lleges In • the form· of low tuition That
ty in 1981. He also held faculty
America - Schools long rec.
.
. ·
rank as assistant professor of
ognized' for '. pi:oviding their: _;-might ~a1!-'~Y restrict some
education. He served in the Kenstudents with . outstanding, . students ab~1r to choo~e betucky_ House of Represenlf\tives
liberararts educations; ·.
, , · tween _public ~n~ private.
from 1966-1971.
· Hamm· began· his career at
,:.. ,Meeting.,wlth the•'council. ,.schools w~en pickmg a _colMorehead in 1965, teathing
on Higher Education for the,- lege, he said.
speech and theater at University
first· ;time ,·in· ,;several : years,":,::_· -Of course, state tax doll~s
Breckinridge School. Until recent~<?.P.W,; p_rivaJe,f.~ollege _pr~si-..,;/educ? tl?,e co_s~ of attendmg_,
ly, he coordinated Moreh~d's
dents-.'asked the:·council to r0"•1.,,state un1vers1t1es. and .com-..
forensics program, which is one:
ward public.;t;miversities' and:,;,', m~ity· colleges.' One '.of' the .
of the best in _the nation ..
community·,_ -colleges that -,-primary goals .of state- THE COURIER-JOURNAL!• WEDNESDAY, MAY 3, 1~95
work vy-ith t;he private ., s~pported scho_ols 1s to make
UK raises tuition
schools.' Often, ·,they·· com- , . higher educat10n_· affordable
-under 4 'percenii :
pfainedr'•it, s_~ems · ~e P;ub:i.ic ;, . more stud~nts. . '..
_
-~·"LEXINGTON - University,.of.
sphools ,are,_, competmg.-., with·,+ · Becau~e p_r1vate colleg~s do
Kentucky trustees yesterday ap- ,
private, ,schoolstwhen •l:they ,-;;•,not· _receive· st!lt~e··,,dollars,. the
proved a tuition increase of, less;_·
0
should becooperating.""0 > -·-::::/COst·of"tuition·at private col-:
than 4 percent next fall for full. ,
1n· a sta~e:.where public. uni- '; leges)s ab_qut $5,000 more ·a
time, in-state undergraduaies. :. •·,.
They will pay $1,130 per semes- ·,
l{~r~ities\pfte~fif e.¢ni:'°:,t,g1~1,h~,g;;;i:Y,ebar;;th,an.. ;~-~th;~~~!!!•· sk_chop!s,_,,
ter, plus $167 in fees. The fees in-.·
competing with-each other, it'i•~: 0 v10us1y(J ~t:'.ma es_ atcrease $2 to suppo_rt- th_e;student ,
iiiay~i,bei'. ·impossible-,. to .• get;i,;,Jending if private ,college less: 1
health service, ,
· .' . .
th.eni' to, build..'clo'ser worKing!;¢;'iufordable
for':m!Ul:Vc"studerits: · .
· ·. Out-of-state undergraduate stu1
1
reia.Horiships f\Y'ith'. ,private\( \ '. Reducing•' tax:-': support for
. dents will pay $3,557 for tuition. ,,
,choois, ,. but , it-· is"' a worth- universities and community:
Graduate students from Kentucky _;
while I goal.·· With . the right '··colleges 'won't change that. It
will pay $1,407 and those from
out of state will pay $3,887. ·
,pirit' of cooperation, it may will only make ·college unaf- ·
· The trustees : also ·approved:
Je possible for state universi- . fordable for more students by
room-and-board rates on the UK'
:ies 'and private colleges not '-' driving up tuition rates.
··
-campus in Lexington beginning
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next fall at $3,078, an increase of
. less than 2 pen:ent." ·· ." .' ·' · · · ··
The total of tuition and fees at
Lexington Community .College remains unchanged, at; $977; for
Kentucky students: · ·· ' ··
, . At the ·13 other community col•
leges, tuition will be $490 for-full•
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. WASHINGTON - I don't r==-===_.a good _education.dl)es.pay
reme'mher,ever:seein1fa flelid.;k
• \offiinr.economic betterment"
line and hoping that black,stu-,':
,, -I know tliat a-white high
dents and parents were not ·
school graduate in America
reading newspapers that day.
may s\ill get a better job
But last Sunday I saw the
and earn more than a black
headline, "BIACKS LOSE
person with a college deGROUND WITH JOBS DEgree. I know that in this cliSPITE EDUCATION GAINS,"
mate where politicians seek
md wished that black high
the presidency by denounc:
;choolers and college-bound CARL T.
ing every action - affirmafoungsters would not read it.
ROWAN
live, benign, litigious or
The headline was about a
whatever - to ~emedy old
1!port from the Economic
COLUMNIST
injustices, the "payoff' may
?olicy Institute that is accunot come ,soon.
"lite, as far as it goes. Jared Bernstein's.
But no ·race, no group, ever won
·esearch indicates--that even though · freedom or equality'without struggling.
1lack meri and woineri'have cl6sed'lhii" to'gain_·th_e \tllimate'aino4rit of trained·
!dµ~iitioftal 'gap'·b~tween ·themse\vesi intelligence.""".~"':,.,"'.,.,. ,.. · -,.,.
1nd'whites; in recent-years blacks-have•
So I beg the.black, brown and other.,
:ontinued tii'fall behind whites-in-em.:: disfavored childrerf of America nano
>loyinent aild income. ·
make their futures hostage to the reali1 accept Bernstein's explanations ty that the rewards of hard study and
hat_ more )!lacks have fallen out of ___ formal education may not seem great
nanufacturing- and into lower-paying in the current American job market or
:ervice jobs; that the decline in the in- political atmosphere.
luehce of labor unions has hurt
I ..ask them to believe me, please,
1lacks; and that racial discrimination · that learning liberates. It has an intrinn our labor market is still· rampant, sic value that no bigot can take away;
md may be increasing.
.
no hate group can destroy with a
_- Still,. I was jolted by the Economic bomb; and no _troubled nation can re- '
'olicy lnstitute's headline: WHERE'S . fuse to use to guarantee its survival.
'HE PAYOFF7 .
,
I beseech black Americans not to
I ,don't want black ,high schoo_l stu- embrace this report as an excuse for
leitts•or their parents ,reading anything abandoning_ their quest for a grasp of
l!at takes them to the foolish, destruc- mathematics, physics, politics and art
ive notion that there will be no payoff - and mpst of all for a place among
rom achieving real learning or from · those who control the quality of life of
.oning their intelligence and skills.
all who live on this planet.
,Learning liberates long-depressed
The depressing _current circumeople in.ways that transcend immedi- - stances notwithstandmg, I say to the
le jobs or paychecks. It provides self- minoi:Jty students ; and pare~ts of
steem that gives courage to thwart Amenca: Get that high school dip_lom:i,
1ould-be oppressors; it makes it possi- . that ~allege d~gree1 that expe~e m
le to_ find a marriage partner of great- che_mIStry, engmeenng, and ev~n Jourf pride and integrity; it endows par:, nalis_m. The payoff? ~ou'll s~e 11 every
nts with a !!Teater sense of familv mo- day m ways you can t imagme.
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EPA'-/'}lead·i.Browner, ,, OJyinpian., Moses
among,· coll~ge : graduAtioit speakers .'
,.,I; ;

HERAW-lEADER STAFF REPO'lf,
Sun~~/ Fo~~; UK j,;esidrint Oti~ · Uciv~ity, -~~d fonnetNe~. York
Kentucky's college graduatim\ j · A ·Singletary will _be the featured - ·Giants, quarterback ,Phil Simms
·season kicks off with 10 schools 1 ,speaker..He'll .also 'receive,an hon,_. 'will, deliver -:the. commencement
planning to send their ·seniors· on i· orary _degree,,:' . . , _,, ._ '·-'"·' ., .. i.•, , " ,, · speecl1 at Si... Catharine College. . ,
· their way today or later this weekOther notables. who. will ):>ass, . Government figures, •include
end. Even more ·plan ·_ceremonies ; · on· ·-their ,,wisdom and :advice . to Carol Browner, the head of the U.S.·
next weekend.
J
, •., : , Kentucky college.graduates range
En_vironmental Proiection,Agency,.
The University of Kentucky'-'- · ·from government administrators. to who· will speak. at Berea College,
which has the,mostgraduates, with. legendary sports figures .._, ·,i, •· ·. , · _and Mary Ellen Withrow,,the U.S.'
more than 5,150 expected - will .;t , Olympic. gold medali~ Edwin ~easurer, who will speak at Midhold its commencement ceremony, i:, Moses will speak atKe11tucky State ""1Y College. ...
·_.- - - - - ~- -

>·•:•.

·-

COMMENCEMENTS
Here are the college commencements in
the Herald-Leader circulation area:
TODAY (Friday, May 5) .i, : .,
. Kentuckr. Christian College, Grayson: 10 a.m., L~by Center.. 75th commencement 96 degree candidates. Speaker: Chancellor Dr. J, Lowell Lusby.
.
. . Lexington Communiiy Collegei 7
.P.m: M;ly 5, UK Memorial Coliseum.. 289
degree candidates. Speaker. Peter Flynn,
,SUperintendent of the Fayette Public Schools.
- Maysville Community College: 7
p.m May 5, front lawn of the college. 141
degree candidates. Speaker: Jerry Gore, mi~Qrity affairs at Morehead State University.
'.'~- SATURDAY, MAY 6 .
., ,
, Ashland Community College: 9
am., Ashland Paramount Arts Center. 172
degree candidates.
. Campbellsville College, Ca~pbell~ville: 3 p.m, Powell Athletic Center. I75
degree candidates. Speaker: Dr. E. Bruoe
Heilman, chancellor of the University -of
Richmond
.
Union College, Barbourville: IO am
John M. Robsion Arena 225 degree candi'.
dates. Speaker. John W. Frazer, president of
the Association of Independent Kentucky
Colleges and Universities. Honorary degree
recipient Rey. William R. Jennings. ; ,
SUNDAY, MAY 7 .
University ·of .Kentucky:

,. ·,

2:30

; :;. Morehead State University,· Mor~
'head: 1:30 p.m., '-Academic Athletic Center.
: 876 degree candidates. Speaker;.·Annette G:

, Lane-Bartley, a social work senior who is
: gradllating with honol'S. Honoraf.Y degree
1 recipient Sister Mary Jeannette Wess, presi: dent and CEO of St. Claire Medical Genter.,
,

Murray State University, Murray: 9

~grri..

outdoo~ on the campus quadrangle..,

I$/.: degree :candidates. Speakers:. Sara

'Thompson and Dave Washburn, outstand•
. _.. ,. . , ,.
Northern Kentucky., Umvers1ty1
Highland Heights: Five individual. com-,
mencements, at 9 · a.m. (technology and
educatiem), 11 a:.m. (communication,· allied
health, nursing1 2 p.m (business), 4 p.m.
(arts and sciences) and 6 p.m. (Lawj, all in
Regents. Hall. °J,886 degree candidates.,
'
University of Louisville: 1:15 p.m.,
Freedom Hall. , 2,000 degree candidates..
_Speaker. U of L President Donald Swain.
Honorary degree .recipients: Swain; Robert
;W, Rounsavall Jr., Louisville businessman;
,Marion McKenna loriner dean of the U of I;,
'Wlcl University of Kentucky nursing schools;
~ Enid A Neidle, senior consultant to the
-"dean of the School of Dental and Oral
:S,,gery and Columbia University. ,
~• Alice Lloyd College, Pippa Passes: I
,pm, Campbell Arts Center. 82 degree candi~l(;_!es, ~peaker. President Fred Mullinax ....
Cumberland College, Willj;unsburg:
'!.~am., 0. Wayne Rollins Center. 230 degree
~didates. Speaker: none. Honorary degree
'recipients: Richard Knock, a Fort Wright
:~iness executive; --and Truman W. and
_rMarle Myers Miller, ~etired aviation execu-

1ng female and male stud~ts.

p:m.;
Memorial Coliseum 5,154 graduates. Commencement speaker: fonner UK President
·Otis A Singletary. Honorary degree recipiiF,ies. .' < ' . /. :_, •• !
., .
:
ents: Singletary. ;
·
.
•.• 1 Georgetown College: lO am, ·. on
: WeStem Kentucky. Unive~ity,
:ci@dings_ Lawn. 21~ degree candidates. ,
,Bowling Green: 2 p.m, E.A.Diddle Arena.
•~er: U.S. Sen. Mitch McO,nnell, R-Ky.
2,636 graduates. Speaker: WKU President .
iHonorary, degree recipients: Dr. Chia-Wei
Thomas Meredith. . . , ' , .
,
~WOO, pre$ident of The Hong Kong. Universi-1_
:: ·. Asbury College;• Wiiniore:" i p'.r/{,
'Ir. of Scienoe and Teclinology,- and Dr.;
Hughes Auditorium. 190 degree candidates,
: ~ .Ozer, i psychologist with Faidax '
; Speaker: pr. Charles C. Lake, sen(or pasto, of
if<nmty Public' S!;hools in Virginia. ' , . · ,·
P.~"'
Commumtr fhurch of Greenwocxl, Indiana.
a~i-. Lees College, Jackson: 10 a.m., _Van\
1
Somerset Commnnity College: 2:30
1
L-,,feter Gymnasium.. &5 .degree ciindidates.,
! p.m. !'Jay 7; First Baptist C_hurch. 160 degree
/$9.eaker. J. Phil Smith, Lees College trust~
1 candidates. Speaker: Paul F. Isaacs, acting
ii::"'
Midway "'liege; Midway: II a.m.;.
1 secretary of the Justice Cabinet.
t~r<ives.Amphith~ter. or gymnasium in case
.
THURSDAY, MAY 11
...
,of, rain: 163 degree, candidates. Speaker.
' Prestonsburg Community 1College:
Ellen Withrow, U.S. Treasurer. .
.T )>m., amphitheater at Jenny Wiley State - - Pikeville 'College,' Pikeville:• 2· p.m; ·
·Park 108 degree candidates: Speakers: for!llieville College gymnasium. 188 degree
mer UK basketball coach Joe B. Hall and
rcimdidates. Speaker. -William .B. Sturgill,
,Do~ Duimster, a graduating student·-:
l~innan, ..board of. trustees. Honorary de-;
FRIDAY, MAY 12 ·. , ·
·,!I,..
tgt'ee recipient: Sturgill.
· .• ·.,
.
,.·,Southeast. Community College;
t:l:;; St, Catharine College";' 1Springfield:
Cumberland: 6 p.m., Courtyard of the college.
l)fily 13,, .10:30 am.; _St C;itharine College'
309 degree candidates.
,
!ol,apel. 80 degree candidates. Speaker. Phil
SATURDAY, MAY 13 '
.
.
JSmms; fonner New York Giants Quarter<back. , ·,
.
,
. '
Eastern KCntucky University/Rich:
~;!!_ Thomas Mol'e ! College, Crestview
mond: 1:30 p.m, Hanger Field at Roy Kidd·
iHillS: 1:30 p.m:, Connor Convocation Center:
Stadium. 2,100 degree candidates. Speaker:
~2 degree candidates. ·Speaker. .the Hon.
Helen M Reed, educator for .66 years and
;Nathaniel R. Jones, Judge of the U.S. Court of
fonner director of EKU Model Lab School.
:m,peals, 6th Circuit .
. · ' .,
,
Hpnorary degree recipients: Reed and Bobbie
~u Lindsey Wilson College, Colilmbia:
Ami Mason, Kentucky author.
tIO: a.m. Central time, Biggers Sports C.enter.
· Kentucky State University, Franki168 degree candidates. Speaker: Prof. Joseph
fort 9 am, William Exum Health, Physical
•C,,Hough Jr., dean of the Divinity school at
Education and Recreation Center.- 328 degree
tV~derbilt University. Honorary degree recandidates. ~peaker: Edwin Moses, Olympic
rcipients: Hough and. three others to be.
gold medalist Honorary degree recipient:•
f'announced.
·
,
'
1
•
I
formf:l" State.Supreme Court Justice John S.
~'. Hazard Coinmnnity College: 7 ·p;ni,'
fy.lmore.
£Ml?11.orial _ G~. ~6! <!egret! _cal!~idates.

a·

r

&{~ SATURDAY, MAY 27

g~

,

Transylvania University; Lexington:'.
d!f.30 am, McAlister Auditorium' 170 de-·
~ candidates. Spea~er. Kent, C, \Oz) NeltS()n, chalIJllan and chief executive officer of
;United Parcel Service., Honorary degrees:
[Nelson and John D. Wright Jr, Transylvania
ttirofessor emeritus. .
'
:<:;,c SUNDAY MAY,28 ,.•'
~ Berea eo'nege: 5 p.m.;'Hutchins Li~ Quadrangle, or Phelps Stokes Chapel
'ht-event of rain. 214 degree candidates.:
iSfi.eaker:.Carol Browner," administrator of the
IUS.; Environmental Protection Agency. _
SUNDAY, JUNE 4
·.
, , ,/\ 1 i
Centre College, Danville: 3 pm.; New-·
Hall. about 200 degree candidates. Speakactress .Lynn Redgrave. Honorary degree
pients: Redgrave and Dr. Craig Dykstra,
president for religions at the Lilly.
owm!nl
_
_

=
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AC~__;"to . ·.hqij;qr~:::_2 at g~~ducit:ion
- - - - - - - - ·__. - - --King's 'Daughters' Meiffcal
By GEORGE WoLFFORD
· Center,' will receive the 1995
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT
Distinguished Alumnus Award
for more than 40 years of meriASHLAND - Two longtime torious service to the comleaders will be honored Satur- munity and Northeastern Kenday as Ashland Community ··tucky.
College marks its graduation
Opal Conley, professor of biat the Paramount Arts Center.
ological sciences at ACC for
The program will begin at 9 inore than 30 years,· will rea.m., ·with presentation of ·as- ·"· ceive the Distinguished Sersociate degrees to 201 gradu- ''vice Award. During her years
ates. The ceremony is the 31st at the ·college, she has advised
for ACC, although the school's more than 300 pre-professional
predecessors date to 1938.
students who went on to beH. Bennett McWhorter, re- come doctors, nurses, pharmatired physician and vice presi- cists and physical therapists.
dent of medical affairs for Many practice in the Ashland

College of .Chest. Physicians.
He is a member. of..the·:Ken- 1
tucky Medical Association and '
the
American Medical Associaarea.
. .. .
·.
. te~s· staff in 1957.·
tion
and formerly served on .
Speakers will be Carl Keyes
While at the hospital, he
the
KMA
board of trustees.
/
and Tamara Hemmerle, out- started the Tri-State's firs{ inHe se'rve'ci"'fh~·,. A;i{e~i~an.
""standing male· and female "stu- ... tensive· care· unit: · It was
. dents of the graduating class. .... named in hjs honor at his re- Heart .-1\ssoc~ation in a. variety 1
McWhorter attended Ash- tirement in 1994. He also start- of positions. He was president
land Junior College - ACC:s ed. the area's first coronary of the Boyd County Chapter, a
· ·predecessor ....: from 1941 to · care training program for board member of .the Boyd/
1943 before going on to get liis nurses, established ·the p.ospi- Greenup Chapter and presi· medical degree from the Uni- tal's EKG department and ini- "dent of the Kentucky Heart As. ·_yersity of Louisvill~. .. __ .. . tiated CPR training in Ken- sociation. •· 0:-'• : ' ' ; : , : •,., .,. • /
He had a family practice in tucky.
. Conley. has twice received
Greenup County, spent three _ ·McWhorter is a fellow of the the Great Teacher Award from
· years as a U.S. Air• Force flight American College of Physi- the. University of Kentucky
surgeon, and completed a fel- cians, the American College of :National Alumni Association
lowship in cardiology at Cin- Cardiology and 'the American .· ~~ was nominated for recogcinnati General Hospital be·mtion by the .International
fore joining the King's DaughConference on Teaching Excel- '
lence in 1988. . . , . . j
She served on ACC;s ~dvi·sory· board and was the first
·faculty member elected to the
UK Board of 'l'rustees. :. , 1
Conley earned an associate .
degree in science at Sulling 1
.College in Virginia and bachelor's and master's degrees in
anatomy and physiology from
UK.
.
i
An ACC professor· since
,1964,_ she serves as a consultant m the allied health area
. for Northeast Kentucky ·college and Career Days and is a
board member for Physical
-J'!lerapy Human Subjects Re:yi.ew at W:15hington University
:m St. Louis.
·
· ··

I
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Three given medallions
honoring helpfulness
at UK commencement
BY BRENDA RIOS
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Traditional graduation rituals:
flashing cameras, parents beaming
with pride and relatives scanning a
sea of black mortarboards to find
loved ones.
Those were all part of · the
University of Kentucky's 128th
commencement yesterday afternoon at Memorial Coliseum.
·h
But two graduates wit some
atypical achievements were among
those honored during the ceremony
at which former UK President Otis
Singletary gave the keynote adpress to about 5,000 spectators.

By the;,n_umbers
· - There were· 5,154 "candi'
dates for degrees at)JK,.ip
eluding. 3,208 for J:iachelor's ,
· degrees, -1,644 for. •gra_duate
degrees' and• 302-·for 'professional degrees.
~ :. ' '
'
_.,
0

lems.
In 1982, Regester began the
Prader-Willi Kentucky Association.
She serves on the boards of the

Association of Retarded Citizens
and the Kentucky Disabilities Coalition.
Sullivan, 21, is an ordained
"A university is a civilizing minister who graduated yesterday
institution," he said. "It is a place . with a degree in agricultural educawhere there is widespread recogni- tion. He works with children at the
tion of the fact that education is an Shriners Hospital and was presiendless process, and the role of the dent of the Agricultural Student
university is to lay the foundation Council.
of that education."
Jean Cravens, who is not a UK
Mary Regester of Nicholasville student, also was awarded the
and Paul Douglas Sullivan of Ado!- Sullivan Medallion for her work
phus were awarded Sullivan Me- with the Hope Center and the
dallions for exemplifying a spirit of homeless. Three medallions are
helpfulness.
presented each year - one to a
female graduate, one to a male
Regester, 52, arrived at UK as a graduate and a third to a citizen
47-year-old freshman and gradual- who is not a student.
ed yesterday with a bachelbr's
Professor of anthropology Tom
degree in social work. She returned D. Dillehay yesterday became the
to school after spending several·· · first recipient of the $5,000 Kirwan
years caring for a daughter who Prize for original research. The
has Prader-Willi Syndrome, a con- • award was est:abiished in honor of
dition often resulting in mental Eli1.abeth H. and Albert D. Kirwan,
retardation and behavioral prob- UK's 7th president.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ MONDAY, MAY 8, 1995

Graduate a two-time
winner at UK
Ann Roach graduated from the
University of Kentucky again yesterday.
The woman who was once a
cirupout and "low-bottom drunk"
now has a master's degree in social
work.

The story of her road back to
sobriety was told when she received a bachelor's degree in 1992.
She hopes the master's will help
her get a better job at the Veterans
Affairs Medical Center, where she
is a nurse.

She was one of the university's
first black students in 1955, but her
life took a series of detours. There
was a degree in nursing, a marriage. children and divorce, and
more alcohol than she can remember.

"I still can't believe it," she
said. "Maybe some day I'll get used
to it."

Singletary, UK president from
1969 to 1987, received the only
honorary degree presented during
the ceremony.
In Bowling Green, Western
Kentucky University conferred
more than 2,600 degrees. President
Thomas C. Meredith greeted each
graduate as the student's name
was read in Diddle Arena. There
was no featured speaker.
As the graduates prepared for
commencement, Meredith offered
this advice: "Be optimistic. Be confident. Be successful. Have fun.
Make this world a better place to
be."
At Asbury College in Wilmore,
192 students participated in commencement exercises in Hughes
Auditorium.
■ ■ ■

The Associated Press contributed to this article.
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • MONDAY, MAY 8, 1995

Singletary touts
higher education
Otis Singletary, who was president of the University of Kentucky from 1969 to 1987, spoke
optimistically of higher education's role in society as thousands
of graduating students were honored at the school's !28th commencement yesterday.
·
Singletary said that after a
nearly 50-year career in higher
education, he is convinced that
"education will remain the main
instrument for fully developing
our human potential."
"Education is an endless process, and the role of the university is to lay the foundation of that
education," he said.
There were 5,154 candidates
for degrees at UK, including
3,208 for bachelor's degrees,
1,644 for graduate degrees and
302 for professional degrees.
Beth Henderson, a graduating
agricultural economics major
from Irvington, spoke on behalf
of the class of 1995.
I
"Hold on to your dreams because dreams create the visions
that can turn goals into realities,"
she said.
The atmosphere at Memorial
Coliseum was much different
from Singletary's first commencement in 1969. That event
was canceled because of unrest
over the Vietnam War.

Western, Asbury
honors grads too
Western Kentucky University
conferred more than 2,600 degrees yesterday, with President ·
Thomas Meredith greeting each
graduate as his or her name was
read in Diddle Arena. There was
no featured speaker.
At Asbury College in Wilmore,
192 students participated in commencement exercises in Hughes
Auditorium.

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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Graduates urged
to pursue dreams
Campbellsville College graduated one of the largest classes in
its history, conferring degrees on
173 students yesterday in the
Powell Athletic Center in Campbellsville.
Dr. E. Bruce Heilman, a Campbellsville alumnus who is chancellor and former president of the
University of Richmond, told
graduates that "if you can dream
it, you can do it."
"I have learned from young
men and women like you that we
are what to a large extent we
imagine ourselves to be," he said.
"We tend to become what we
expect to become. Our ambitions
substantially define our future."
Gwendolyn Whitehouse Rogers
of Lebanon was valedictorian and
Glenda Mac Edwards of Greensburg was salutatorian.

About 250 earn
degrees at Union
In Barbourville, about 250
graduates were awarded degrees
at Union College's 116th commencement in the John M. Robinson Jr. Arena.
"The most important thing you
can do is remember the three
'R's," Dr. John Frazer said in the
commencement address. "I'm not
talking of reading, writing and
arithmetic. I mean the three 'R's
being responsibility, renewal and
respect."
Frazer, president of the Association of Independent Kentucky
Colleges and Universities, said
that respect for others, for other
points of view, is an important
part of a person'.s life.
LEXINGTON HERAL<>i,EAOE~. LEXINGTON, KY.
■ SUNDAY, MAY 7, 1995

Crafts exhibit at Morehead:
A documentary exhibit of Southern crafts is on display at Morehead State University . in More• head.
"Hand Me Down: Pi: Photographic Celebration of Traditional Craft" offers an intimate portrait of Eastern Kentucky art
processes. Photographs by John
Flavell document carving, tatting
(a process of lace-making) and
woodworking.
The show continues until
May 27. The Kentucky Folk Art
Center is open from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. weekdays and 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Saturdays. Admission is
free. For information, call (606)
783-2204.

May 7, 1995

ACC awards

diplomas to 201
By GEORGE WOLFFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - An Ashland
Community College student
who studied nursing after
losing his job at Armco said
he would have left the community if the school hadn't
been here.
"ACC is a great place to
start over," said Carl B.
Keyes, outs landing male
graduate at Saturday's commencement program in the
Paramount Theater.
"It's a place to grow up, no
matter how old you are."
It was the second associate
degree from ACC for Keyes,
who completed a course in
general studies here 20 years
ago and moved to Florida. He
returned to Ashland and
worked at Armco, until
downsizing forced him into a
new career.
"I want to thank ACC just
for being there, giving local
students an educational opportunity they wouldn't have
otherwise had. I want to·
thank them for their selection of teachers, and for giving their students caring and
lime," he said.
Keyes is a 1971 graduate of
Russell High School. He is
married to the former Debra
Adkins and has two sons.
Tamara Jo Hemmerle,
president of the college's student government and outstanding female graduate, dedicated
her class' achievement "to
those who died in the Oklahoma tragedy."

Noteworthy: The Kentucky
Folk Art Center in Morehead has
received a grant of $26,700 from
the National Endowment for the
Arts. According to the Folk Art
News, the grant will be used to
design and install representative
works of Kentucky folk art in the
first floor gallery of the Kentucky
Folk Art Center's new facility
that is scheduled to open next
year. For more information about
the Kentucky Folk Art Center,
call (606) 783-2204.
■■■

Art critic Mike Holdren contributed to this article.

She described the graduates'
education as a "coming together, a crossing of diverse.
paths.
"We realize our educations
will forever continue. This is
not the end but the beginning
of our educational careers ....
our first step in becoming successful."
__ _
Hemmerle, a 1993 graduate
of Fairview Hi;h School and
daughter of Robert Lee and
Peggy Diane Hemmerle, received an -associate of science
degree and plans ,to become a
secondary teacher.
She will take additional
classes at ACC before going on
next year to UK, where she
will major in chemistry and
minor in biology. She is one of
two students in the state to receive UK's Circle of Omicron.
Delta Kappa scholarship.
Also honored at the morning
ceremony were Dr. H. Bennett
McWhorter, retired vice president of medical affairs for
King's' Daughters' Medical. ·
Center, given the 1995 Distin:.
guishe(I Alumnus Award; and·
Opal Conley, professor of biological sciences at- ACC for
more -than 30 years,· who received the Distinguished Service Award.
,
!)enlist Jerry Mai,ier,. one of
1
51 health professionals . in the
community who studied science with Conley, said she
"epitomizes excellence in,
teaching ... is dedicated to students and committed to ACC
· and UK."
Ed Maddox, 30-year member
of the ACC advisory council,
introduced McWhcirter, who
noted that Conley had been his
teacher while she was a-gradu0
ate assistant at UK.
Charles Dassance, president
of ACC, handed diI)lomas to
201 graduates.

The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky,

Friday, May 5, 1995

No connection
Don't tie creation of new programs
to progress on desegregation
The effect of prohibiting racial make-up of the prifour state universities from mary area served by each
creating new academic pro- university.
Morehead State University
grams because they failed to
make sufficient progress on is one of the schools the
desegregation goals is negli- Council on Higher Education
gible. None of the schools had Committee on Equal Opany new programs planned; portunities in Higher Educaindeed, in these times of tight tion deemed was making too
finances, universities are little progress in meetings its
more likely to eliminate pro- goals. However, the university is well above its goal for
grams than add new ones.
Nevertheless, Morehead the percentage of Kentucky
State University President blacks enrolled and percentRon Eaglin is right: It doesn't age of Kentucky blacks remake sense to link the cre- ceiving degrees. The univeration of new academic pro- sity fell short of its goal in
grams to meeting desegrega- the retention of black stution goals. The two are not dents, the percentage of
related.
blacks in graduate programs,
"Our goal should be to in- and the number of black 'faccrease access to higher edu- ulty members and managers.
cation," Eaglin said, not pe- The university has no black
nalizing schools for getting a managers, and only 1.9 persmaller share of the black cent of its faculty members
students available. Barring are black.
schools from creating new
The committee needs to
programs could actually continue- to demand that the
work against the goal of at- universities show proof that
tracting more black students, they are making a genuine efsince more degree offerings fort to attract and keep black
could attract more students students, faculty members
of all races.
and administrators. However,
Most of the goals, first es- it should find other ways to
tablished in 1987, are reason- achieve this desired· goal
able and should be achiev- - than blocking the'"creation. of
able. They are based on the needed programs.
·
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[n search of an 'A,' collegians also ,.seek the meaitln~ of life
"hroughout
1lstory,
1umans
iave asked,
'What Is
:he
neaning of
lfe?"
~ollege
;tudents
ire
;earching
the answer
to that age>ld question
n courses
1n death,
ethics and
the
meaning of
fun.

BY NATHANIEL SHEPPARD JR.
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

~

~

WASHINGTON -Demand
for the "death
course"

was so

high at Pennsylvania's GettysCLOSE-UP·· burg College last
year that William
Shoemaker and hundreds of other
students couldn't get in.
This year, the 20-year-old science major applied earlier and got
a seat in the class, which tries to
help students deal with a topic
many people scrupulously avoid.
Death and Dying is the most
popular elective course at Gettysburg College, administration officials say.
"! wanted to take the ... course

because I plan to work as a physician in a hospital trauma ward,"

Shoemaker said. "l am concerned
with making a contribution to society and enjoying the satisfaction of
knowing I had made a difference in
someone's life.''
Courses on death also were
deemed the most popular on college campuses in Carthage College
in Kenosha, Wis., Alfred University
in western New York state and
Hood College in Frederick, Md.
Educators say college students
are turning more to courses that

reflect their search for the meaning
of life.
"There is a new emphasis on
ethics and values, the effects of
science and technology on society,
love and justice," said Jerry Gaff, a
curriculum developer for the Association of American Colleges. "This
represents a big change from a
decade ago," when students sought
an edge to compete for the highest
paying jobs.

Alexander Astin, director of
UCLA's Higher Education Research Institute, said his agency's
annual survey of 300,000 incoming
college freshmen has found that in
recent years, students increasingly
are interested in courses dealing
with quality-of-life issues.
"It tells us that students are
interested in things outside themselves, in society and community

action, in environmental concerns
and helping people in need," Astin
said. "These values were popular
in the 1960s, bottomed out in the
1970s and are now becoming popular again."
Not that there isn't room for a
little fun.
The most popular course at
Carleton College in Northfield,
Minn., is Visions of California - a
look at life, literature and history in
the state of fun and sun. Last year,
students enrolled in the course
escaped Minnesota's brutal winter
for a visit to California, where they
stayed at resorts and hotels, a
spokeswoman for the school said.
At Whittier College in California, a philosophy course titled The
Good Life got top marks from
students for its exploration of what
constitutes a life worth living.
And at Champlain College in
Burlington, Vt., the Interpersonal
Communications course usually is
packed.
"I learned to communicate better with people, to listen better and
to express what I am feeling better," said Megan Libby, a business
major who took the class at Champlain earlier this year.
Undergraduates' quest for self-

expression and understanding has
created demand for courses in poetry, race and gender issues, said
Dean Beatrice Banu of Eugene
Lang College, a division·of the New
School for Social Research in New
York City,
"Students find poetry a congenial way to say who they are and
play on their anxieties," she said.
Courses in feminist inquiry, the
role of race in feminist thought and
homosexuality also have become
popular.
Next year Eugene Lang College
will offer a course on masculinity,
Banu said.
Historical issues such as the
Holocaust and civil rights figures ·

such as Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King Jr. have sparked the
creation of well-attended courses at
Salem College in Winston-Salem,
N.C.
At Lafayette College in Easton,
Pa., the most popular course is a
new ·one, AIDS: The Modem Pandemic.
And at the University of Northern Iowa, it is a three-credit course
called Seminar in Fitness and Mental Health, commonly called the
Marathon course because participants train. for and run a marathon.
At Miami University in Oxford,
Ohio, students like Country Music

Movies, a course that "interprets
country music movies for themes
of ritual, religion, and influence
from other culture, ·1d looks for
images of urbanization, migration
and revolution."
Educators and curriculum specialists say that although elective
courses reflect the interests of a
blooming generation, the structure
of classes makes it difficult to draw
sweeping conclusions about societal implications.
"Elective courses on one cam
pus may be required on another,"
said Clifford Adelman, a researcher
at the U.S. Department of Education, who has tracked student interests.
Vance Grant, director of the
Department of Education's statistics branch, said the most popular
major among undergraduates remains business, which accounted
for 257,000 of the I.I million bachelor degrees awarded in 1993, the
last year for which complete statistics are available.
·
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Panel urges
Morehead to
stayinOVC
BY RICK BAILEY
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

MOREHEAD - The committee charting the future of Morehead
State athletics is urging the school
to- continue its efforts to stay in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
In a progress report to the MSU
Board of Reg~nts on Friday, committee chairman Sonny Jones will
seek_ board approv;i.l for President
Ronald Eaglin to reiterate his plea
for need-based football.
Following the OVC presidents'
meetirtg here June 1, )!aglin will_
report to the committee that will
draft a final recommendation for
the board on at least a five-year
course for athletics at Morehead.
"We've had a 47-year relationship with the OVC," Jones said;
"and we hope we have 47 more."
If the presidents f(lntinue their
hard line toward Eaglin's plan for
· non-scholarship football, Morehead
might seek membership in another
league_ The Big South Conference
has been mentioned recently.
Big South Commissioner Buddy Sasser visited the committee
here earlier this year to discuss his
league. And while expansion is on
the Big South agenda at a meeting
this weekend in Myrtle Beach, S.C.,
Morehead isn't includeq.
The committee didn't discuss
any other options, such as the Big
South, at last night's meeting, Jones
said. .
At their last meeting in January, the OVC presidents by,a 7-2
vote told Eaglin · that Morehead
must fund at least 75 percent of the ·
maximum number of football
scholarships. That figures to 47 of
63 grants in Division I-AA
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· Eaglin had hoped MSU co~ld
reduce football grants, be allowed
to drop out of the OVC in football
and remain in all other sports. That
remains his goal.
"We hope they see things our·,
way this time," said Jones, who
indicated there might be some softening of the presidents' position.
After the January meeting, Eaglin appointed the committee to
analyze budgetary pressures on the
MSU athletic-program and develop
a plan to keep the Eagles in
Division I,
'
The committee rejected going
independent and chose not to challenge its legal rights within the
OVC constitution. Its last two options are to negotiate with the OVC
on football or seek another conference affiliation.
Several alumni and football
coach Matt Ballard addressed the
committee last night, expressing
their concerns about the football •
program and urging caution about
changing conferences.
Eaglin's announcement in January 1994 that he wanted nonscholarship football by 1998 set off
a firestorm of reaction. .Several

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

606-783-2030

'

.
players quit the team, Cole Proctor
'.
resigned as coach, Ballard was ;
hired, and the Eagles went 0-11 last •
fall. Morehead will maintain a level :
of 50 scholarships for this season.
If Morehead seeks membership •
in the Big Sou~ possibly _for the
1996-97 season, it would iom such
schools • as Liberty, · Charleston
Southern and Coastal Carolina,
where Eaglin was chancellor before
coming to Morehead.
ori]y two schools play football .
- Liberty and Charleston South- .
ern, which is on MSU's schedule
this. fall
i-.forehead's football future·
could include facing such Pioneer
League schools as Dayton, But_Ier,
Drake Evansville and Valparaiso.
They play !-AA football with need-·
· based grants.
·
The Pioneer League doesn't
compete for playoff ':°~~ideration
with the rest of the d1V1ston.
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"Our teiichers have"whaf
~ ~
~~D ' 1·: • •· • 1. may be the most lmpo~antjob .
· l}f. .: f'.I .~:. ,NQ.~~_N.9EN1,"'"' ''.::'.l in ,Kentucky,'.' ,he,,said, "Th~y
· ,. ;,',m ,;, '· · •.
· · are ch~rged, ,;with _preparing
~---· .~R'r1,wvAl<>rillgn, o,ur ,Y\)ung people for tlie fu,
::::rr~tei:,~~rol ~as =o;g· tiir,e.' ... , •/ '' .• " : ' V"
, . L,...,.~ ..
. t' Th!l wlruiers: received -cash
I/IK~~tuc~·1,tea"C.he~,:recog; ,prizes of $2,500 :ind glass ap1zlldn,t1lis,Mnornliig, for,. qt1t pies .
·
al'ldhil! classroom,'Bch!eve"Th~se t~-~cterJl.;...m;·~~e
en~ bY,'Ashland Inc.,,~., ' '
being honored have done im .
·s~ii:n'l.\ih"Pfii'acher'· Siiii'iin exceptional job, and we greatly
:ucker received ofiii of the appreciate their efforts," Jon.es
,mparty's Teacher, ,Achieve- said.
ent Awards during· cer!
Stucker, whose students renoliy · at the state Capitol: turned from a trip to Spain
av! Brereton 'Jones' was fea- last. month, said getting to
ired ·•speaker and., helped teach Spanish was the fulfill.
-es9lit the·awards. ·
ment of a dream.
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y''When I was working on my
master's degree, I. took night
classes· at Blazer and asked the
custodian if I could see the
Spanish teacher's room, When
l entered;· I wished it was
mine;" she said.: ,
. Sbi: ,years ago that dream
a
tr
· but Stu k ,
de~~ ch~~-19 'nearly a'iw'::'y!
empty. She moves about her
classroom, freely, to simulate
Mardi Gras or King's Day eel•
ebratlons, play verb conjugation games or listen to pop
music In Spanish or French.
"It's not so Important what
one teaches, but ·how one
teaches," she said. "When stu•

-

dents ask me why my class Is
their favorite and why time
flies so fast, I tell them It's because they are Involved In and
enjoy what we are doing."
Stucker got her bachelor's
degree at the University of Al·
abama In Birmingham and her
master's at Morehead State
University.
Stu_!:ker was the only teacher
.-..0m Northeastern Kentucky
~·n the list. The other nine
were:
Barbara Anne Gambrell,
Whitley County High School,
Williamsburg.
·
Raymond Edward Farrar,
Atherton High School, Louisville.
: Barbara Byrd Fendley, du'Pont Manual High School,
·Loulsvllle.
Barbara J. Mann, Simon
Kenton High School, Independence.
J. Maureen Motsinger, Scott
High School, Covington.
·, Martha June Page, Hodgen·vme Elementary School.
Vicki S. Rose, Centerfield Elementary School, Crestwood.
Irmgard L. Willlains, South
Heights Elementary, Henderson.
Ted Neal Williams, Campbell

County High School,, Alexandrla.
Ashland started Its teacher
awards. program eight years
ago in Ohio to increase· public
at warhe ness an,d siupportt the
eac 1ng pro,ess on. 1 extended the program a year
latder ..Jt° tKeVnltuclkly, ~l~nt';;io~
0
0
an
es
rg n a.
40 winners get $Z,S00 each.
.
More than 8,000 nominations
were received this year, a
record. Judging was done J>y
former winners, teachers and
other experts In the education
field from the four states. It
took place April I-3 at the company's corporate headquarters
at Russell.
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IN DEFENSE OF AMERICORPS

BOSTON - It didn't seem like ·
ironically, "capitalism was a lot Still others ask with mock concern how we
an omen at the time, ·
easier than democracy." He's can defend AmeriCorps when we are cutThe ceremony to begin Amerigone through an entire business ting money for, say, school lunch. As if ·
Corps was delayed by just a few
cycle· with AmeriCorps from those were the only or the natural competihours while workers removed the
start-up to full steam to salvage. tors for budget dollars.
.
remains of a plane that had
He travels around these:days.try- . ·: For his part, Segal defends AmeriCorps,
crashed against the President's
ing to reassure anxious·· young talking out of both sides of his mind as a
house the night before.
·· ' • · ·
.
corps members. And he· worries ·businessman and believer,
·
The photos taken that.Septem, .
· !';;,\ · that this new domestic· peace
He~ about both "cost-b;enefit analyber day show President Clinton
LEN== I corps will be killed by those sis" and "Americans helping Americans."
smiling and striding across the .EL
whose main goal is, in a phrase, He talks about both "investment banking''
South Lawn, applauding the first GOODMAN
"not letting Bill Clinton- win · in young people and "old-fashioned barntroops of \he new national serv,
one."
·
raising." He talks about both "cost-effecice. It was·a photo that would be
COLUMNIST
• National service. is Bill Clinlive mechanisms for change" and "l;nillding
seen on all the recruiting bro- •
ton's baby. In 1992, the motto of . citizenship.~
.
chures: ·"AmeriCorps - Coming Soon to the Clinton campaign was, "it's the econo'.'We are an optimistic people," lie conCommunities Everywhere."
my, stupid." But when the candidate spoke eludes optimistically. "The American peoNow eight months later, _the. 20,000 of national service, he pushed buttons· that pie always think :,ve can fix things." But it
members of a start-up AmeriCorps are im- · weren't connected to any cash register.··
is that: belief that puts national service at
munizing kids, building houses, testing waIn the White House, service became ·bis the center of this ideological debate - a
!er, running abuse shelters, teaching and "signature program." After the death of dangerous place to be.
learning. They're working for a small health care reform, he described AmertClinton came into White Hot.se preach•
wage, a sense of pride and purpose, and Corps as "the one achievement I could say ing that government can make things betthe promise of a college tuition voucher. r+was·most proud of."
·.
. ter. The new Republicans took over Con•
But the newborn service. has already beAll of this has made it, in the words of gress preaching·that the government had a
come vulnerable to aJethal attack. This one one senator, "a sitting duck." Now the . reverse Midas touch, it turned everything it
is coming from the Congress 11nd is aimed · duck is on the chopping block, or:the re- touched into dross.
at the White House ·as deliberately as that . scission block of-the Republican Congress.:
In this partisan world, the optimism genCessna. .
The Gingrich-led House began by voting erated by and about the young people who
What makes AmeriCorps such a juicy to cut the service's budget to only $160 mil-. make up this corps challenges the idea that
target for a polarized and ·politicized Con- lion, which would send many young people · government can't do anything right. In ZIP
gress is not its worth to the country nor home, breaking their contract with Ameri- . code 20510, there are lots of folks who'd
even its price tag, but its importance to Bill Corps. A sober Senate opted instead for a rather win an ideological debate than "fix
Clinton.
modest amount of growth tagged at $470 things." There are more folks who'd rather
As Eli Segal, the entrepreneur who runs million. Soon the wrestling match known defeat a president.
AmeriCorps as a model of '90s idealism as the conference committee will decide
In the rooms where members of Concost-effective altruism - admits ruefully: the fate of national service.
gress meet to wrestle down their differ''We've sold national service in eveiy ZIP
. The first attack on national service came ences and produce a budget, we're about to
code in America except one."
when Newt Gingrich described it as "coer- find out if . these p ~ can ~rform
The olie where the money is handed out. cive volunteerism" - whatever that means. what you rmght call a national semce.
Segal is a former businessman who says Others now call it a glorified jobs program.
• n.o .._, a,.,.
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Judge delays ruling in teacher's suit
against Morehead State student
~y BEN BOLCH
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

A Rowan County district judge
decided last night to defer his
decision in an "unprecedented"
case that questions the jurisdiction
of harassment charges brought by
a black professor against a white
student.
Judge John Cox said he would
issue a written verdict next week in
the trial of John "Ricky" Parks, 19,
a Morehead State University student from Ashland who was
charged March 31 with one count
of harassment by Yahne JacksonNchami, the professor of his college
orientation class.
"This case is unprecedented,"
Cox said. "I think there are some
issues that go a lot deeper than
what's been argued so far."
Nchami testified . that during
the two months this spring that
Parks was in her class, he was a
constant disruption, often engaging
in verbal battles and enlisting the
support of his classmates against

•

COLLEGE SPORTS

her. Nchami said Parks called her
"unimportant," "stupid" and "racist."
She said "the straw that broke
the camel's back" was a journal
entry Parks had written for the
class that deviated from the assigned topic. In the journal, Parks
.wrote about a civil case in which
Nchami is suing Morehead State.
"I felt like he was exhibiting
racist behavior and would not even
acknowledge
my
existence,"
Nchami said. "I basically was rendered ineffective because I was
afraid of the students."
Because of his actions, Nchami
said, she lost 30 pounds, would
vomit two or three times before
class and become nauseated just at
the sight of him.
Parks was removed from Nchami's class March 22 and placed in
an independent study class.
Parks, who faces a $250 fine if
convicted, did not testify.
Leslie Ellis, Parks' classmate in
the orientation class, said Parks

LEXINGTON HERALOLEAOE~. LEXINGTON, KY,

was rude and disrespectful. But
Ellis also said Nchami could have
handled the disruption by asking
Parks to leave the class.
And that was a key component
of the defense case: that the dispute
could have been settled outside the
court.
Defense attorney Mike Campbell tried to show that Nchami
could have settled the matter under
university guidelines.
But Nchami said she had _used
every appropriate channel within
the university. Despite meeting
with Parks and university administrators, she said that she "had no
recourse but to come (to court)."
"I felt that it would have been
handled by the administration at
another university," she said.
Parks said after the conclusion
of the five-hour trial that he was
just glad it was over.
"I'm just ready to go home and
get the semester over with and
focus on summer," he said.
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Critics say gender equity role
eroding men's sports
AsSOCtATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - The civil rights
law is simple enough: Colleges receiving
federal dollars cannot practice sex discrimination. In sports, that was supposed to mean giving women more
athletic opportunities.
But critics of the way government
has enforced the law told a House
subcommittee yesterday that schools often have been forced to cut non-money
producing men's programs such as wrestling and gymnastics rather than add
women's teams.

"This is the only civil rights law I
know of where innocent bystanders are
punished," R~p. Dennis Hastert, R-111.,
said at a hearing of a House Economic
and Education Opportunities subcommittee.
The former high school wrestling
coach is leading the fight to change how
the Education Department's Office of
Civil Rights enforces the gender-equity
rules.
Schools comply with Title IX of the
Education Amendments of I 972 by
meeting one of three tests:

■

Ensuring that athletic opportuni-

ties for men and women are "substan- ·

tially proportionate" to enrollment by
gender.
■ Offering a sports program that
"fully and effectively" satisfies the interests and abilities of female students.
■ Showing a history and continuing
practice of expanding the sports programs for women.
After the hearing, Hastert said he
had not decided whether to introduce
legislation to address what critics say is
the office's strict reliance on the proportionality test.
·
Norma Cantu, assistant education
secretary for civil rights, denied that her
office only used that part of the test or
required schools to cut men's programs,
as many colleges contend.
"It is my absolute, absolute practice."
she said, "that each part of the three-part

test is independent, should be used, will
be used."
David ]oms, president of Eastern
Illinois University in Charleston, Ill., said
Cantu's office "will tell you that they
never recommend that men's sports be
cut in pursuit of gender equity. However,
that seems to be the case in many
instances if the university or college
can't afford to add more sports."
The Education Department proposed
that Eastern Illinois add women's soccer
golf, field hockey and gymnastics _'_
even though the last two were expensive, there was little interest on campus
and neither sport was widespread in the
school's athletic conference, Jorns said.
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·uK STEPS filling in the job blanlts
STEPS works with real-estate
Agency employees have the
agel),ts _to. help people . who are
opportunity to buy insurance
relocating because one spouse
offered to UK workers, but at the.
found employment, with people
higher group rate, Downing said.
who are moving away but need a
While expensive, she said; it is
little extra cash before the deparstill cheaper than buyiiijta single··
ture is final and people who are
plan.
. f~(t ·,c·.:,, ·: •. , .
between jobs, she said.
STEPS has employed teachers
BY LEON STAFFORD
UK started the program
during summera·recesses, chapHERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER
because it was less expensive than
lains awaiting· assignments and·
en people talk about
contracting with outside agencies,
even a downtown lawyer· who
oors of opportunity,
Downing said. This advantage
worked ·through _the;: program
Augusta Leslie knows
allows UK to spend less money on
whenever she waiQJ_n. vacation,.
exactly what they mean.
overhead and put mo,e into
Downing said. . . .:,!;;., . . .
In 1991, she became a victim of
salaries.
Leslie, who learned.about the
downsizing, she said, when she
The advantage for employers
program from a relative who was
lost her job at ITT Financial Corp.
- mainly the different departworking at the school at the time,
So she went to the University of
ments wi_thin UK - is that people
found STEPS to be the perfect
Kentucky's STEPS program, a
sent to them are familiarized with
entree into UK. She is now an
temporary employment agency, to
the school's rules, procedures and
administrative assistant for UK's
look for work until she could find
exp~tations: ·It· _also, is~·a -good
employee benefits office.
a permanent
screening process . for UK for
. "It was a way·to "ge(your,.foo.t job.
Information.
potential full-time hires.
m the door and meetpeoplii;"."said .
By June 1991
'·- ~: _~"''-"·
"If a ~on does n?t work out
~lie, 35, a native:of Georgetown.
she had that job For information
temporanly, they don t work out
'You got to get acquainted with
- a position at on th,fStud~L.·
period," Downing said.
people who had the potential to be
the university and Temporii.iy,;z.i LEXINGTON HERALD-L
L
. ·===
your next supervisor"
she acquired ~~~~0~1~,t~
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Many helped
by temporary
employment
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an
right throug]_i;~z:.-'sfie':!f.·saj_<;tf1>Il
STEPS' ability ,ti);quicliJy.dmd'.hefl
a permanent. positioi:i. '.'$i,letro-'.
spect I was .laii( iftfij,\¼.._IIJ}~- ,
ployed for onlyJ:w!i°}!/l)'.~ti1-::_.'.•:'1-' -:
STEPS -•SfudenfsTonm'Tem0 •
porary Employli&tla2emenf Service - has placed thousands of
UK students and Central Kentucky citizens, including students.
from other colleges, in positions
within the university. The agency
celebrated its 15th year anniver-"
sary in January.
"It's an excellent avenue for
people· who wanHo return 'lo the
job market," Lillian M, Downing,
manager of the program, said of
its appeal to people outside UK.

About STEPS
Here are some -vital statistics for the University of Kentucky's
Student-.; . and
Temporary Employee Placement Service: ·
, · -.•
■ It has saved UK $6.6 million during; ·the•.l;ist. 15'. ears•
, .~:.;;..--.~•.;Y."""ti~;--.
..,~,..... -----:;·_-:-:r.-,_:f.:'
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Y
■ Only one-fourth
third of those placed are UK. ··
students.
. ; •. . . _ ·
■ On average, 126 vacancies are filled each month. .
■ At least 400'pebple are
employed thro;igl1c,..t~e.,;PT2; , ,
.,,-,,..i,--,_~_::i
gram
■ 1,460
l
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HERAi..0-lEADER STAFF REPORT

Kentucky's population increased nearly 4 percent from 1990
to 1994, reversing the stagnation of
the 1980s, according to a University of Louisville report released
yesterday.
The Bluegrass area and Northern Kentucky led the surge, with
growth of 6 percent during the four
years, the Kentucky State Data
Center said.
. ~stem Kentucky lost poptllatton m-the 1980s· but has-grown in
the 1990s. All regions of the state ·
except the Pemiyri!e area in south'.
western Kentucky, grew at least 2
percent from 1990 to 1994.
Center Director Ron Crouch
said Kentl!cky _is benefiting from a
general migration to America's intenor from the coasts, which have
relatively weak economies,
l_f the growth of the 1990s
continues, Kentucky's population
could Jump nearly a quarter by
2020, the center said,
_
But Crouch expects the state's
growth rate to slow down. The
ce~/er worked up a more ''moderate scenario that forecast 7 percent population growth from 1990
to 2020.
·
In either case, the Bluegrass
and Northern Kentucky are expect~ \0. lead the way again, with
s1gn1f1cant increases even unde
the moderate scenario.
r
Fayette County is expected to
grow ~om an estimated 237,000
people m 1994 to 261,000-317,000

people by 2020. The lower mod
fi
.
represents a lti percent increa~e fro;;rathte 19901gure still
count.
e
census
Only northeastern Kentucky and the Big Sand
area of Eastern Kentucky are expected to 1~
populat10n through 2020 under the moderate growth
scenano.
But the ~enter's figures indicate the number of
~ebtucky children probably will continue to drop or
a_ est, stay level, while the number. of seniors could .
nse as much as 70 percent by 2020:: .·. _
Fertilicy has contributed · ti ;,,, .. _. · · .. .f00wth1; ·but the bulk of future
cfnieu/~~~i:
·P us age group, Crouch said.
- ·_-·-

,:O~il}

.Jbat means the state will have to' attract n~w
r~1 ents and keep young ones from leaving, he said.
"~e ~nnot rely on our high birth rates to keep us
growmg, Crouch said.
., .

Where's your county?
· ~ere are the counties in the area development districts

listed on the chart above.
Allen, Barren, Butler, Edmonson, Hart
Logan, Metcalfe, Monroe, Simpson, Warren
'
Big Sand~: Floyd, Johnson, Magoffin, Martin, Pike
Bluegrass: Anderson, Bourbon, Boyle, Clark, Estill,
Barren River:

Faye!te, Franklin, Garrard, Harrison, Jessamine, Lincoln

Madison, Mercer, Nicholas, .Powell, Scott, Woodford '
Bracken, Fleming, Lewis, Mason, Robertson
Cumberland Valley: Bell, Clay, Harlan, Jackson, Knox
Laurel, Rockcastle, Whitley
'
Flvco: Boyd, Carter, Elliott, Greenup, Lawrence
Gateway: Bath, Menifee, Montgomery, Morgan, Rowan
Buffalo Trace:

Gr~en R~ver: Daviess, Hancock, Henderson, Mclean,

Ohio, Unron, Webster
Bullitt, Henry, Jefferson, Oldham, Shelby,
Spencer, Trimble (Floyd and Clark in Indiana)
Kent~cky River: Breathitt, Knott, ·Lee, Leslie, Letcher
Owsley, Perry, Wolfe
.
'
Lalie Cumberland: Adair, Casey, Clinton, Cumberland,
Green, McCreary, Pula_ski, Russell, Taylor, Wayne
Unc_oln Trail: Breckinridge, Grayson, Hardin, LaRue,
Manon, Meade, Nelson, Washington
Northern Kentucky: Boone, Campbell, Carroll, Gallatin
Kentucklan_a:

Grant, Kenton, Owen, Pendleton
Pennyrlle: Caldwell, Christian, Crittenden,

'

Hopkins, Liv-

ingston, Lyon, Muhlenberg, Todd, Trigg
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle; Fulton, Graves,

P~rchase:
~rrk'm:::on

A.Jl:::,r.,.h<:>11. AA,.,..F...,,.1, .... -

.

KENTUCKY POPULATION PROJECTIONS

The Kentucky State Data Center projected population growth for the state's 15 area develooment districts uslna moderate growth and hiah arowth scenarios..
'
CENSUS
CENSUS CHANGE
ESTIMATE
CHANGE
PROJECTED
.CHANGE
PROJECTED
CHANGE
PROJECTED
CHANGE
PROJECTED
1990 , · 1980-90
1980
%
1994
1990-94
2000
%
1990-2000 %·
2000 ',,'
1990-2000 %
·2020
1990-2020 %
2020
Moderate
Moderate
Hiah
High
Moderate
Moderate
Hiah
3,660,777 3,686,891
KENTUCKY
26,114
0.71%
3,826,792
139,901 .. 4%
3,824,639
. 137,748
4%
. ! 4,040,675·
353,784 10%'
3,927,352,
240,461
7%
4,530,750
, 5,725
BARREN RIVER
217,041
222,766
2.64%
233,808
11,042 .6%
233,128
'10,362
5%
. 247,996
25,230 11%
244,848
22,082 10%
276,071
181,759
BIG SANDY
165,020
(16,739 -9.21%
168,004
2,984 l 2%
161,640
(3,380 -2%
174,0°19
8,999
5%
151,960
113,060 -8%
177,704
547,280
BLUEGRASS
590,336
43,056
624,655
7.87%
34,319
6%
639,021
48,685
8%
, 678,131
87,795 15%
687,431
97,095 16%
797,374
54,636
51,877
BUFFALO TRACE
(2,759 -5.05%
53,675
1,798
3%
51,742
(135
0%
. 56;694
4,817
9%
50,728
(1,149 -2%
63,425
227,557
223,024
CUMBERLAND VALLEY
231,025
J.4,533 -1.99%
8,001 ,4%
228,235
5,211
2%
243;614
20,490
9%
230,755
7,731
3%
268,288
140,734
FIVCO
132,685
(8,049' -5.72%
134,955
2,270
2%
130,759
(1,926' -1%
142,016
9,331
7%
122,906
19,779) -7%
150,159
66,340
GATEWAY
66,346
6
0.01%
70,413
4,067 ,6%
67,734
1,388
2%
74,539
8,193 12%
67,729
1,383
2%
82,584
GREEN RIVER
199,048
199,342
294
0.15%
203,647
4,305
2%
202,007
2,665
1%
211,318'
11,976
6%
201,375
2,033
1%
224,047
KENTUCKIANA
804,395
796,491
J7,904' -0.98%
822,126
2&,635
3%
814,326
17,835
2%
846,033
49,542
6%
816,253
19,762
2%
948,390
KENTUCKY RIVER
134,437
123,495
(10,942' -B.f4%
125,929
2,434
2%
122,483
(1,012' -1%
133,038
9,543
8%
118,246
15,249 -4%
144,820
171,049
LAKE CUMBERLAND
174,283
3,234
1.89%
182,931
8,648
5%
180,670
6,387
4%
195,275
20,992 12%
182,509'
8,226
5% '
217,805
217,666
219,101
LINCOLN TRAIL
1,435
0.66%
228,155
9,054
4%
230,868
11,767
5%
243,251
24,150 11%
244,153
25,052 11%
274,849
NORTHERN KENTUCKY
313,550
334,979
21,429
6.83%
354,955
19,976
6%
365,610
30,631
9%
385,223
50,244 15%
408,042
73,063 22%
462,319
PENNYRILE
204,937
205,800
863
0.42%
206,043
243
0%
211,908
6,108
3%
215,767
9,967
5%
217,361
11,561
6%
237,211
180,348
PURCHASE
181,346
186,471
5,125
3%
184,508
3,162
2%
193,860
12,514
7%
183,058
1,712
1%
205,704
' 998 0.55%
FAYETTE
204,165
225,366
21,201 10.38%
237,611
12,245
5%
244,713
19,347
9%
260,861
35,495 16%
261,936
36,570 16%
317,032
JEFFERSON
685,004
665,123
(19,881
-2.90%
672,311
7,188
1%
660,460
14,663 -1%
676,555
'2%
11,432
632,979
(32,144' -5%
732,026

'

SOURCE: KENTUCKY STATE DATA CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE.
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CHANGE

1990-2020

%

Hiah

843,859

23%

53,305
12,684
207,038
11,548
45,264
17,474
16,238
24,705
151,899
21,325
43,522
55,748
127,340
31,411
24,358

24%

91,666
66,903

8%
35%
22%
20%
13%
24%
12%

19%
17%
25%
25%

38%
15%
13%
41%
10%
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UK instructor
honore·d~ in Iowa
BY LINDA VANHOOSE
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

EKU
Three members of the Eastern
Kentucky University faculty have
been named the 1995 recipients of
EKU Foundation Professorships.

Student honors

H

elen. Reed taught at the
■ Judy Harris, an educaUniversity of Kentucky for
tion
associate professor at
17 years and has traveled
to Liberia and West Africa with · Thomas More College, will
spend the summer in Chile
U.S. Aid for International Develparticipating in the U.S.
opment.
Department
of Education's
Her career
Fulbright-Hays
Seminars
also has includAbroad
Program.
She will
ed
teaching
travel
to
Chile
in
late
June and
Peace
Corps
stay through August.
volunteers, tes■ David Strickland, a 1994
tifying before a
Asbury
College graduate,
U.S. Senate subrecently won a silver Telly
committee and
award for his production of a
serving
as
music video using the Larry
director of the
Norman song "Look to Jesus,
Model Labora- Reed
He's
Got the Answer."
tory School at Eastern Kentucky
■ Lexington native AyoUniversity. She has published
dele Embry, a junior at Georseveral books, including an auto-gia
Institute of Technology, is
biography.
one
of 69 students nationally
The newest item on Reed's
to receive a Harry S. Truman
resume is receiving ati Alumni
Scholarship. Embry will
Achievement Award from the
receive up to $30,000 in scholUniversity ·of Northern Iowa·, the
arship support.
UNI Alumni Association's most
prestigious award.
Her teaching career began ety.
nearly six decades ago in a.oneThe honorees, who served in
room school house in rural Iowa.
the industry for many years, were
responsible for planning or buildMOREHEAD
ing many of the state's important
Judy Rogers,· Morehead State roads, buildings and infrastrucassociate
vice· presi-d ture. Th e lifetime achievement
dUniversity
t f
d · aff
en or aca em,c
arrs an
honorees are:
dean of undergraduate pro~s,_ _ ■ James Allen of Winchester,
has ~n selected a~ an Amencan .. chief executive officer of Allen Co.
Council on Educat:Jon Fellow f!>J] since 1950
1995-96.
.
■ CI~ude. " Berry Jr. of
;. :;_fri'i,>;;;7,.;;;•.Louisville, chairman of the board
UK
~.':':}:'!: ·and chief executive officer of
Five men who have helped Wehr Constructors_ Inc. since
build modern-day Kentucky were · 1986.
recently named recipients of Life■ James Codell Jr. of Winchestime Achievement Awards given ter, president of Codell Construeby the University of Kentucky tion Co. since 1948.
College of Engineering's Construe- •
■
Clarke Potter Sr. of
tion Management Founders Soci- Louisville, president of Potter
Consulting since 1990.
A
posthumous
lifetime
achievement honor was awarded
to George Frank Kemper of
Frankfort, a state highway engineer for 11 years.
The Young Construction Engineer of the Year award went to
David E. Miller of Lexington,
senior project executive for Messer Construction.

.

;~if$l~:r

Jones
Brown
Honored
were
Harry
Brown, professor of English;
William Jones,
professor
of
philosophy and
religion;
and
Isabelle White,
professor in the
English depart- White
men!.
The awards were frrst given
in 1988 by the EKU Foundation's
board of directors to recognize
"creative, self-motivated exemplars of the ideal college professor."
. Also at EKU, Charles Elliott, a
professor of biological sciences,
and Lydia Carol Gabbard, professor of curriculum and 'instruction,
have been recognized for q_utstanding classroom performance.
They received the EKU National Alumni Association's Awards
for Teaching Excellence at the
annual alumni awards banquet
. Saturday.

UK
The UK Alumni Association
Alumni Association recently honored six UK professors at its.1995
Great Teachers Awards luncheon.
Honorees from. the· Lexington:·
campus are:
Issam Harik, professor of civil ··
engineering and head of the structures section of the Kentucky
Transportation Center.·
Penny Miller, chairman of
undergraduate studies in the
political science department.
Bruce Walcott, associate professor of electrical engineering
and director of graduate studies
for the department.
Tommy Whittler, associate_
professor of marketing.
The others are David Cooper,
associate professor of English at
Jefferson Community College in
Louisville, and Carlton Hughes,
assistant professor of communications at Southeast Community
College in Cumberland.
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·:$66.5 million budget for

MSU _gets approval
By GREG COLLARD
OF THE DAILY INDCPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Faculty and
staff salary increases make up
most of the $1.2 million increase in next year's $66.5 million budget for Morehead State
· University.
The $964,000 increase in
wages is part of the MSU's
, fl ve-year plan to get salarie_s
-more in line with other universities in the region.
The raises include a 1 percent across-the-board raise and
money for merit raises and
promotions.
Combined merit and acrossthe-board raises will range
from 1 percent to slightiy niore
than 4 percent, budget director
Angela Martin said.
Last year, the range was 2
percent to 10 percent.
But that still wasn't good
enough for Gene Caudill, an

'

assistant superintendent at
MSU's physical plant and the
only Board of Trustees member to vote against the budget
"I understand we are und~r
severe financial constraints
~ut my constituents do not be'.
heve that. I do not feel comfo1;iable with the (salary) priority placed on the budget "
said Caudill, who will make
$44,295 next year.
But the rest of the trustees
said the salary increases were
the best they could do.
"If you think you (Caudill)
can solve the problem, you
need to talk to someone abqut
it," said William Seaton of
Ashland, chairman of the
Board of Trustees.

MSU President Ronald Eag\in received a 3 percent salary
increase and a one-year extension on his contract that now
runs through 1999.

The Daily Independent, Ashlanct,_Kentucky,

R eport

agrees
•

With•
E aglln
:ly GREG COLLARD
)F THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - The "unac",
:eptable" financial problems
acing Morehead State Univer~
ity's athletics program show
hat its football program
hould only offer needs-based
cholarshjps, says a report
iven Friday to MSU's Board

[Trustees.

The 15-member committee
iade up of board members
tculty and alumni did not se~
ny hope for the future unless
he financial situation
hanges.

Eaglin will earn just under
$130,000 next year, in addition
to a house the university provides him.
Trustee John Rosenberg of
Prestonsburg was concerned
that salaries at MSU's extended campus centers, such
as the one in Ashland, are too
low.
"You can't just pay the bottom," he said, noting that salaat . the Morehead campus
are much higher.

-nes

Eaglin said MSU's future
budgets must stress more efficiency, particularly in course
offerings.
"I think we can purge 10
percent of what we offer every
semester if we're more efficient in what we do," he
said. "What does it take to get
the job done?"

Saturday, May 13 1995

About $1.3 million will ha~e
to be transferred froin MSU's
Foo_tball is MSU's most exgeneral fund to make up· for pensive sport, consuming
next year's expected deficit in about 30 percent of the athletic
the athletic program, which is department's budget. Funding
budge!e~ to cost more than th e sp?rt has become even
$2.4 mill10n.
more difficult since Eaglin pro"The committtee believes posed making changes to it
that the excessive use of gen- more than a year ago.
era! state appropriations to
MSU supporters donated
cover athletic deficit expendi- about. $210,000 to the Eagle
tures is not in the best interest Ath1etic Scholorship Fund in
?f Morehead State University, 1993
·94 - Donations dropped to
75
its students or the citizens of $ ,ooo t~is year, and next year
the Commonwealth," the re- support Is expected to decrease
port says.
to $50,000.
The committee was formed
''.Many people are acting out
earlier this year after seven of of ignorance on the issue " Eat1:e Ohio Valley Conference's glin said.
'
nme schools rejected MSU's reGoing entirely to needsquest to remain in the ovc in based scholarships would genall sports except football.
erate more student interest in
MSU President Ronald Eag- football since more players
!in . will make that request from E!!stern Kentucky would
agam June 1 when the presi- moS t hkely be playing, said
dents of OVC schools meet at Sonny Jones of Frankfort, vice
MSU. OVC by-laws stipulate chairman ~the- Board of
that eight schools must agree Trustees.
to such a request.
"Its hard.for me to see East"The key is that they must ern Kentuckians watching peobe convinced our f"mancial dif- pie from out of state playing
ficulties are at such a severity football - and they don't do
that . it needs this approach " lhat," Jones said.
Eaglm said. "We're not tryi~g
tn oaf n,,+ n.4"
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Morehead official says football
grants to end
-
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MOREHEAD Morehead State
University is going to eliminate scholarship football, even if the Ohio Valley
Conference boots the school out for
doing so, the head of an athletic committee, predicted yesterday.
"I personally_ am sicli arid tired .of
(the issue)," said Sonny Jones, vice
chainnan of the university's Board of
Regents. "Our intention is to put a~ en~
to it now and not be bothered with it

anymore."
Jones, a Frankfort funner, was head
of a 15-member committee that was
fonned in January after President Ronald Eaglin decided to phase out football .
scholarships within five years.
The committee included four board
members, MSU faculty and alumni. Its
mandate was to study budget pressures
on MSU's athletic program and develop
a_IJ@." to keep the school in Divisio_r:iL
athletics.
Jones presented the committee's conclusions to the full board yesterday. The
board agreed that Eaglin should try a·
third time to persuade OVC officials to
let Morehead remain in other sports
while dropping out in football.
The presidents of the nine OVC
schools will meet in Morehead on June 1.
In the past, seven of those schools have
said that MSU would have to drop out of
the league unless it maintained 47 football scholarships.
But Jones said Eaglin might be able
to get enough votes this time around.
"There has been some softening,"
Jones said. "Whether that' will be enough
remains to be seen."
Jones said the committee unanimously agreed that football expenditures,
particularly scholarships, "must be substantially decreased, if not eliminated
entirely."
Morehead football lost $424,000 on

$720,000 in expenditures in fiscal year
1994, including $371,000 for scholarships, the committee said.
That loss accounted for one-third of
a $1.2 million loss the university took on
all athletic programs that year.
Officials counted 57 people in the
stands at· one home game, Jones said.
Last season the team was badly beaten
in all its games.
Jones and Eaglin said many of the
alumni who oppose eliminating scholarships aren't aware of football's poor
finances.
"This· is a very emotional issue with
a certain subset of alums," Eaglin said.
"Many people are operating out of igno-

rance· on the issue."
If scholarships were maintained, all
other sports at the school would suffer,
Eaglin said. The school's goal is to keep
I;>ivisi_on I football, albeit without scholarships, while maintaining all other
sports at Division I levels as well, he
said.
Jones said the state's five other
regional state universities should be
looking at their athletic expenditures,
too.
(
The University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville make money
through athletics, according to figures
from the Council on Higher Education.
But the six regional universities lost
a total of $7.2 million in fiscal year 1994,
and are projected to lose $7.7 million in
fiscal year 1995, the council said.
All five regional universities with
football programs lost money on football.
Faculty trustee Bruce Mattingly and
Jones said athletics should not be receiving such a subsidy while academic
programs are being squeezed.
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Athletl•C
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Taxpayers covered
$7.2 million deficit
By JOHN VOSKUHL
Staff Writer
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Compare the
cost - in tenns of state tax money
- of fielding athletic te_a_ms at _Ke~tucky's public universities with a
?aU_Mary pass thrown late in the

But one'sa long bomb, while the
other might just be a time bomb.
"It's been a well-kept secret for
years," said Keith Kappes, vice
president for university advancement at Morehead State University,
where the issue of funding athletics
during a time of tight budgets has
come to a head.
Here's the secret: For the 1994 fiscal year, Kentucky taxpayers spent
$7.2 million to underwrite deficits in
the athletic departments at Ken. tucky's six regional universities, according to the state Council on
Higher Education. In the current fiscal year, the tab for taxpayers is expected to be nearly $7 .8 million.
:•1 don't think that's fair ... to the
··taxpayers of this state," said L. M.
· "Sonny" Jones, a Morehead regent
who has helped lead an effort aimed
at reducing the university's athletics-driven deficit - nearly $1.3 million in fiscal 1994.

For Morehead, the issue has
boiled down to football - specifically, the need to stop offering athletic scbolarships for football players, a move that has won the unanimous endorsement of the regents.
Yesterday the regents again directed President Ronald Eaglin to
ask officials in the Ohio Valley Athletic Conference let Morehead participate in so-called "need-based"
football. The presidents of the other
colleges that make up the OVC have
already turned· down a similar request.
During a glum meeting in which
they approved a new $66.5 million
operating budget that's ~nly 3.5 percent larger than the previous year's,
the regents also approved a report
that said spending on intercollegiate
football should be "substantially decreased, if not eliminated." t .._ •.•

•
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men's basketball and football, according to figures from the Council
on Higher Education.
At Morehead, where spending on
football totaled $720,000 during fiscal 1994, regents aren't sure what
they'll do if the OVC doesn't let
them drop football scholarships.
Options include switching conferences, Jones said -,- and a key will
be preserving the status of the university's basketball team. The OVC
presidents are due to meet at, Morehead June 1 - and perhaps "there
has been some softening on some
stances," he said.
But there are hard stances even
among Morehead's friends.
Jones, who chaired a committee
that held hearings on the issue, said
most of the alumni he's heard from
since the issue arose last year think
that "scholarship football" must be
preserved.
"This is a very emotional issue
with alums, and especially with a
certain subset of alums," Eaglin
told the regents yesterday. "And a
lot of them are operating out of ig-

k\-Y'\t~'?<-c,~IY'

Moreover, the report said, "the
current deficit in funding athletics
programs must be reduced further."
Morehead, however, is hardly the
worst offender among Kentucky's
regional universities with regard to
deficit spending on athletics. According to state figures obtained by
Morehead regent John Rosenberg,
none of the six institutions runs an
athletics program that pays for itself.
In liscal 1994, for example, Murray State University ran a deficit of
more than $2.2 million; Western
Kentucky University's was nearly
$1.8 million. The others, which ran
deficits lower than Morehead's,
were: Kentucky State Univ_ersity,
$696,900; Eastern Kentucky University, $609,000; Northern Kentucky
University, $599,400.
The athletic programs at both the
University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville pay for them- norance."
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158 graduate at Midway College: Midway
,College, Kentucky's only college for women
awa~ded 158 degrees at its commencement
day m Marshall Gymnasium on the campus US
Treas_urer lyfary E(len Wjthrow spoke on he~ · ·
experience m public service. She is the first
person to have held the post of treasurer at all
three le':'els of government - national, state and
local. Midway College was founded in 1847.

Satur-
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Cumberland College graduates 230
Cumberland College in WIiliamsburg awarded 230 undergrac
uat~ and graduate degrees Saturday. Richard Knock of Fort
Wnght and Truman Miller of Lakeland, Fla., received honoracy
doctor of law degrees.
Presidential scholars were Donna Shinn Ball Chris Ball Jerr
Mansfi~ld, Donald Poynter and Bryan Riley. '
'
Candi Vanhoose and Bassem Shahim received the Berger
awards as outstanding male and female graduates,

Morehead president
says budget falls short
1992.
Universities statewide are losing enrollment as the number of
college-age students dwindles.
But Morehead has been hit
particularly hard by a loss of outof-state students. Morehead's outof-state tuition rates have risen,
moving closer to in-state charges at
universities in Ohio and elsewhere,
officials said.
The state is expected to give
the school $34.1 million, a 5.2
percent- increase from last year.
The $1.7. million jump in state
funding accounts for most of the
$2.2 million increase in the school's
total budget.
The board also increased housing fees an average of 3 percent for
new students only and imposed a
state-required $50 increase in instate tuition, to $840 a semester.
The board also extended Eaglin's contract through spring 1999
and gave him a 3 percent raise, to
$129,000 a year.

BY SCOTT LEARN
NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

MOREHEAD
Morehead
State University will have more
money and fewer students under a
budget approved yesterday by its
board.
But President Ronald Eaglin
said the school, battered by cuts
three years ago, is still well behind
in its fundiDg.
And the two employee representatives on the board said-they
are not satisfied with the raises
built into the $66.5 million budget.
The school will set aside $1
million for raises, including a 1
percent across-the-board raise and
money for merit raises and promotions.
~·
Combined merit and across-theboard raises will range from 1
percent to slightly more than 4
percent, budget director Angela
Martin said.
Last year, the range was 2
percent to 10 percent.
Larry Gene Caudill, staff truston the board, cast the only
dissenting vote.
"I understand we've got severe
financial restraints, but my constituents don't believe that," Caudill
said. "Other universities gave substantially larger salary (increases)
to staff and faculty."
Morehead's fall enrolhnent will
drop from more than 8,600 students last fall to 8,400 this year,
officials predict. That's down from
a peak of nearly 9,200 students in

ee

I
I_
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Ah, fu be
iin England
Eleven Kentucky college students will spend a month this
s~~er at England's top universil!es 1!5 part _of the EnglishSpe~king Umon's annual scholarship program.
They will study literature, history, theater and economics at
Cambridge, Oxford or the Lond~n School of Economics, and
will spend 10 days touring London.
This year's winners of the
$3,000 scholarships are: Carl
Lawson and Kok Ming Lee of
Berea College; John Kincade of
Centre College; Elizabeth Woodford of Transylvania University·
Roger Brown, John Kuczwara '
a_nd Evan Reynolds of the University _of Kentucky; Erin Burke,
Chns Carter and Jaime Corum of
Bellar.mine College; and Rachel
Schmidt of Spalding University.

'
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St. Claire leader
given honorary
degree from MSU
By GREG COLLARD

0FTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A local
health care executive told
more than 900 students who
received degrees Saturday
from Morehead State University not to overlook their
spiritual development.
.
Referring to the classic
movie "The Wizard of Oz,"
Sister Mary Jeannette Wess
noted how the scarecrow
needed a brain, the lion
lacked courage and the tin
man was without a heart.
Graduates are "taking
care of the straw man, but
they still need courage and
heart," said Wess, president
and chief executive officer
of St. Claire Medical Center.
"Life within the religious
community has given me
the truth and ministry to
help me follow the yellow

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

brick road and I wish the
same for them," she said.
The university awarded
Wess an honorary doctor of
humanities degree.
The class of 1995 has a
tough road ahead of it, Wess
said.
"It's very difficult to find
a job and to compete with
what's out there," she said.
"But I have also have found
through my work (in Morehead) that there are many
gifted individuals" graduating from MSU.
The 56-year-old Wess will
leave St. Claire June 18
after serving 12 years as the
hospital's leader. She will
return to Covington, where
her order, the Sisters of
Notre Dame, is based, and
live in semi-retirement.

Wess said this morning she
was overwhelmed when MSU
officials told her three weeks
ago that she would receive an
honorary degree.
"It was certainly something
I never expected or dreamed
of," Wess said.
She said she accepted the degree as a tribute to everyone
who has supported her
through the years - family
friends and colleagues.
'
Wess also has a bachelor's
degree in medical technology
from Thomas More College in
Covington, and a master's in
hospital administration from
Xavier University in Cincinnati.
Student speaker Annette G.
Lane-Bartley told her classmates not to forget the most
important person in their academic success.
"We -need to thank ourselves
for all we have done to make
this dream. come true, for
without our dedication we
would not have accomplished
what we have," she said.
Lane-Bartley, from Ezel, received a bachelor of social
work with honors.
Also honored Saturday were
management professor Robert
E. Meadows and Sue Hurley, a
custodian in the Camden•
Carroll Library. Both received
MSU's Distinguished Service
Award.
Meadows has directed MSU's
Small Business Institute for
the last 10 years, which helps
small companies solve problems to remain competitive.
Hurley has been described
by university officials as the
librar:(s "bluebird of happiness" while -making it one of
cleanest libraries in .the region.

606-783-2030
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Man gets degree by long~distance education
I

BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Eric Bauer was the only University of Kentucky student to
graduate yeste.-day, but his commencement was televised anyway.
It was only fitting. Bauer, who
lives in Pittsburgh, had earned his
master's degree in mining engineering by taking classes through inter. active television.
It took three years, and Bauer
had to pay UK's out-of-state tuition, just like any other non-resident.

•

But Bauer, an engineer for the
U.S. Bureau of Mines in Pittsburgh,
said that learning by satellite
worked for him. No universities
near his home offer the master's
degree program that he needed, he
said.
"There's no other way to get a

degree that's faster or easier than
this program," said Bauer, 41, who
has worked for the Bureau of
Mines for 15 years. "I don't see any
drawbacks with it."
Bauer is the second person to
earn a master's degree from UK
entirely through distance learning
programs, said Connie Baird, director of UK's extended campus programs.
(The first distance-learning
master's degree, for special education, was earned in-state last year,
Baird said. So Bauer is the first
person outside Kentucky to get his
degree that way.)
About 500 people are enrolled
in televised classes, Baird said.
Seventeen UK departments offer
some courses or entire degree programs through distance learning,
she said. Students come from all

.

over Kentucky, West Virginia, Vir•
ginia, Delaware, Ohio and even
California, she said.
In Bauer's case, he and a coworker, Jeff Listak, received the
classes, which were transmitted by
Kentucky Educational Television,
at a training center at the Bureau
of Mines. He could watch the
courses as they aired, although
sometimes he taped them to watch
them at night or during his lunch
hour.
A telephone hookup let Bauer
ask questions during the class. His
exams were take-home tests, and
he mailed his homework back to

UK.
The set-up worked well except
for a few minor glitches, he said.
For instance, he missed class once
because a thunderstorm knocked
the receiving satellite a few inches
I

off kilter, rendering it unable to
pick up the signal.
Bauer, who finished his master's courses with a 3.75 grade
point average, did travel to UK for
a weekend to complete required lab
work for one coui,;e. He also visited
UK before embarking on the program, which he read about in an
office newsletter.
· The graduation yesterday was
held in the same classroom from
which Bauer's televised courses
originated. Several of his co-workers watched the ceremony in Pittsburgh and congratulated Bauer
over the phone link .
Bauer said he was "a little
overwhelmed" by the ceremony,
which several mining engineering
faculty members attended.
"When you think of graduation,
it's usually something with 700 or
800 or 1,000 people," he said. "And
here it's just me."

Don't judge ARC on South Carolina's football
stadium fumble
H
BY TIMOTHY COLLINS

ere we go again. The decision by South Carolina officials to use their state-level
Appalachian Regional Commission
money to build a football stadium
has set off the loud, but tiresome
anti-Washington, anti-ARC chorus.
The chorus may well be singing
most of the right words, but it is
facing the wrong direction, with
backs turned to the real events.

ARC, founded 30 years ago, is a
federal-state partnership that gives
states considerable latitude to use
dollars from Washington. This is a
form of a block grant to the states
to finance projects within the feder:;tlly designated Appalachian region.
In this case, South Carolina's
former governor made what quite
arguably was a rotten decision to
use state ARC funds to build a
practice facility for a new National
Football League team, the Carolina
Panthers. The site would be Wofford College in Spartanburg, S.C.
While ARC officials in Washington approved the project, which
also was a mistake, it was the
governor's right to propose the project. This means ARC should not be
the only subject of the song.
There are, of course, plenty of
reasons to fault ARC's record, including too much emphasis on

roadbuilding and not enough emphasis on education. But ARC's
process of federal and state cooperation, with money channeled
through federal block grants to
states, is basically a good one if
officials use the money wisely.

The system is by no means a
panacea. Anyone - in Washington
or a state capital - can make bad
decisions. Like any partnership,
ARC is only as strong as its partners and the willingness of those
partners to use an open, public
process to seek advice and identify
funding priorities.
The whole mess in South Carolina has a double sense of drama.
First, ARC is taking the blame
when the governor of South Carolina is just as much at fault, if not
more so. Second, to make matters
worse, the anti-Washington chorus
has fallen way short with its misplaced criticisms.
Lately, the chorus has become
so loud - with its mind-numbing
theme that only states and localities
are capable of dealing with the
nation's problems - that we are
conditioned to blame Washington,
even if it is not all Washington's
fault. Given the constant antiWashington invective that has
helped create the climate of cynicism, it seems the critics are mindlessly chanting the song withoutunderstanding the events or who
should be hearing the message.
So, for those of you who have
missed the meaning of the events,
here's a small effort to turn the
chorus around and get it facing in

the right direction. The ARC process that makes states and the federal government partners in developing the region is not fatally flawed,
but does depend on wise decisionmaking at the state and federal
levels. While ARC officials failed in
their oversight capacity, this case
clearly shows that officials in state
governments can and do make mistakes. There is a risk with federal
grants to states. The funds can be
misused, and that is what happened
here.
Events in South Carolina do not
mean that ARC is an evil to be
eliminated. But we can learn some
lessons, especially if we take a look
elsewhere for some good examples
that the anti-Washington chorus
needs to understand.
In Kentucky, we are trying to
use the ARC development money
wisely. Gov. Brereton Jones and his
staff have supported a broad-based
citizens task force to explore new
ways to resolve some longstanding
crises that have plagued our Appalachian region and its people, while
weakening the whole commonwealth.
The· 12 committees of the task
force, which will work in areas such
as telecommunications and technology, economic development, work
force development and tourism,
builds on a process Jones initiated
in 1993 that drew together hundreds of. citizens to visualize a new
future. Their report, "Communities
of Hope," issued in January, is a
forward-looking document that outlines the needs and desires of the
many participants.
But "Communities of Hope" is
not just another study to be forgotten. It forms the basis for actions
designed to improve the quality of
life in Kentucky's ARC counties.
The planning process generated

considerable enthusiasm because it
allowed citizens from all walks of
life to voice their needs. With a lot
of work and a little bit of luck,
these same citizens, U§ing ARC dollars, will begin to implement regional strategies they have laid out
for themselves.
·
The availability of ARC statelevel money helped make continuation of the citizens task force possible. Could Jones have continued the
task force with state money? Of
course. But, if nothing.else, ARC
over the years has helped create an
atmosphere of cooperation that has
brought many good things to the
region and the state; in Kentucky
this year, ARC funds will support
such things as clean water projects,
special education needs, health and
welfare programs and dozens of
other human-resource projects. As
the ARC-funded task force gears up
this summer, it will be a visible and
positive contribution to life in the
commonwealth.
·
As for South Carolina and its
football stadium, let's hope the
:I
chorus can tum the right direction::
and place the blame in the right ";
plhace: wjth odffihcials hi that state i!,
w o m1tiate t e proiect.
Certainly ARC can be improved'.;:
Anyone who lives in the mountains·:
or works with its residents would Ii
welcome changes for the better. But
the brainchild of the late Gov. Bert,,
T. Combs and other Appalachian ·
governors is not the monster manv 1
in the anti-Washington chorus ·.
would have us believe. It is, howev,1
er, only as good as interested citi- "
zens and officials in state and federn
al government make it.
·.,

.,
■ Timothy Collins is research

di·

rector at the University of Kentucky
Appalachian Center.
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Study says ·funding
of higher education
rose 2% in decade
By MARK SCHAVER
Writer

Staff

FRANKFORT, Ky, - Maybe Ken,
tucky hasn'\ "shamefully ignored its
most basic needs" in higher education, as House Speaker Jody Rich•
ards said three weeks ago,
And maybe Kentucky doesn't deserve a "D" for the.salaries it pays
university professors, as a University of Kentucky 'professor argued
when she released a study on faculty compensation that same week.
At least that's the conclusion that
could be drawn from a "Fact Book
on Higher Education" released by
the Southern Regional Education
Board this month.
The board, a non-profit organization representing 15 Southern
states, says that after adjusting for
inflation, state funding for higher
education in Kentucky has risen 2
percent during the last decade.
Its figures show that higher-edu>
cation spending in Kentucky rose
significantly during the 1980s, then
fell in the first few years after passage of the 1990 Kentucky Educa-,
tion Reform Act, and now is slowly
rising again. ·
Richards did not return telephone
calls. But in a. lecture April 25 at
Kentucky Wesleyan University, the
Bowling Green Democrat said "the
hard facts" show "higher-education
funding has been In decline for 20
years" and that "many of our institutions have fallen into sony states
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From arts· to sciences, GOP aims
budget ax at universities' research
.
BY FRANK RICH

igh up on any list of ain'tbroke, don't-fix-'em institutions is America's huge web
of universities.
As Vartan Gregorian, the president of Brown, puts it: "As many as
three-quarters of the best universities in the world are located in the
United States. What sector of our
economy or society can make a
similar claim?"
But Gregorian - in a powerful,
post-election speech to the National
Press Club in Washington last fall
and in a phone conversation last
week ~ now feels he must campaign for the American university's
survival, and fast.
Why? The Republican budget
plans sailing through the 104th
Congress would end a SO-year gov-·
emment-university partnership that
has made our country's highereducation the best.
For all the talk about funding
cutbacks in student loans, surprisingly little attention has been paid
to how the GOP budget will damage the educational institutions
themselves.
Now reality is setting in. -As
Harvey Fineberg, the dean of Harvard's School of Public Health, said
in an interview last week: "We
thought the case was so self-evident
we didn't think the cutbacks were
actually going to happen. Now that
the proposals have come forward,
people are just dumbstruck."
The GOP assault on higher edu-

H

cation began not as a budget-balancing strategy but as an ideological campaign in this winter's
Congressional hearings on the
National Endowment for the Hu-

manities.
Arguing that the :S:EII should
be abolished, representatives of
right-wing think tanks led by \\'illiam Bennett and Lynne Cheney

In practical tenns, Fineberg explains, this is "like eating the seed
com." Fewer grants will slow scientific breakthroughs in disease prevention and cure, which from the
Salk vaccine to recent advances in
breast cancer have mostly happened at American universities.
With less research come fewer opponunities to nurture new-research-

ers.
condemned unin~rsities en mas.._"-C
Ask GOP leaders how universias subversive hotbed, of political
ties
will replace federal funding,
correctness.
But the Bennett-Chene,· charac- and the mantra-like answer is "priterization of academia was· an indis- . vatization." 8ut lately industry has
paid for only 7 percent of academic
aiminate smear. as was their descientific research and developscription of the :S:EH. The
ment, compared with the federal
endowment's typical (and largest)
government's 57 percent.
grants go not for ~larxist deconstructions of "I Love Lucy'' but to
"Anyone who dreams these cuts
underwrite Euripides translations
will be replaced though private phi(University of \'irginia), or edit the lanthropy or industry is fooling
papers of Andrew Johnson (Univer- himself," says Fineberg. The resity of Tennessee).
·
search that might unlock the genetJust the same, the Bennett-Che- ic origins of a disease, after all, does
ney strategy did the deed: under the not immediately produce a product
industry can sell.
House budget proposal, the NEH
will be killed.
Just as bleak are prospects for
With respect for our universiprivatization
in the humanities.
ties so low in the new Congress, it
Richard Ekman of the Andrew W.
was inevitable that no one would
think twice about axing the federal Mellon Foundation has calculated
contribution to academic :-;cience re- that the NEH, tiny as it is, gives
three times as much to the humansearch as well.
ities as all the private foundations
One example: The pro1x1St>d
in .-\meric'a combined - which
cuts at the \'auonal [nstitutcs of
makes it "highly unlikely" that
Health alone will r;!dit'ally :liter rhe those foundalion:-. can L'H'll begm to
nation's medical ~(hc.cil:-, _1.!1\'t.'11 that replace the endowment's ~upport of
roughly 16 ~rrL·n~, ,, ·bl'Jr income
uni\·ersity scholar.-hip.
derives fn'>m federal r,--l'arch

grants, mainlv irom the \II I.

f
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ICKING UP THE
IECES
Cleanup begins
in storm's wake;
1 dead; 51 injured
_STAFF, WIRE REPORTS

The morning after a fierce
stonn slashed a 150-mile gash
across Central and Eastern Kentucky, Morehead State University
President Ronald Eaglin was barbecuing hamburgers in his backyard.
Electricitv
was still off in
Morehead
as
Eaglin scrambled to feed a
crew that had
been toiling for
hours to saw up
!1hr111t-

,.,

...1----

2<~1-year-uld
oaks that lay up-

ruoled un the
campus lawn.

Some of the trees smashed
eight cars parked along the campus
boulernrd. and the high winds
ripp,.>d a 30-foot chunk out of the
basketball arena's roof.
The only gmd thing about any
of this, Eaglin said, was that the
spring semester ended last week.
In downtown .\forehead yesterday, ;\favor Don Greenhill sat in
the dark· at city hall and estimated
damage to the Rowan County seat
at more than SI million.
Greenhill said that aside from
damage to the college campus, the
top story of a hardware store was

"completely gune." .-\nother manufacuring crnnp•m~· lo:-.t 20 percent
of its roof, .11:d the\\ md blew dmvn
the city"s ndil) ~nwer.
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Radio station
still off the air
MOREHEAD -·Nonheastem
Kentucky's public radio station
was still off the air yesterday
after high winds knocked out
electricity at its Morehead State
University studio and tower site.
And the next power outage at
one of those sites will knock
WMKY-FM off the air again, because it has no auxiliary power.
"We really need to be part of
an emergency-infonnation sys•
tern," said Larry Netherton,
WMKY's general man.ager.
"We're not helping anybody if
we're not on the air."

Ironically WMKY, a 33-kilowa:
station that serves 12 counties, b
part of Kentucky's emergencybroadcast system. But probably
less than 10 percent of Kentucky's radio stations, including
others on the EBS network, hav,
auxiliary power, said Garrett
Wood, chief engineer at WUKYFM, Lexington's public radio sta
tion - which is on the emergenc
network, but has no auxiliary
power, either.
"Most broadcasters are at the
!"ercy of the power companies,"

LEXINGfON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON.
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The education lottery

E'VE decided today to schools ($192 million).
It's not enough to keep either
dwell on some facts the
state's community colleges
specifically, facts about
($164
million) or Eastern Kentucky
the Kentucky Lotteiy
University ($143 million) running
and education spending.
Nobody else has paid much at- for a year, much less the Universitention to them lately, so we fig- ty of Kentucky ($752 million).
"' Second, while the lotteiy's
ured we'd give it a tiy..
Eight. years ago, a certain candi- impact has been oversold, its $116
date for governor encouraged Ken- million is still $116 million, and
tuckians to believe that a state lot- . that's nothing to sneeze at.
Politicians who pretend otherwise
teiy would produce gobs of money
for education without the burden - that it's just lying there waiting
for them to spend
. of taxation.
Today; another
- have also done
A DRtP IN THE BUCKET
candidate for
the state a dis-1995 LOTTERY-"""'
governor
is
service.
REVENUE:
playing the same
The lottery
$116 MILLION
siren song, hopdoes make a difing to hijack the
ference. It prolottery's provides enough, for
ceeds for politiinstance, to pay
1995 KENTUCKi
cal gloiy.
the state's share
;;;,.; EDUCATION.
That's what
for the public
/•:°'" SPENDING:'
sent us on our
schools
in five
· \"$4.7 BILLION
, 1r
· ,,;,,
search for facts.
Eastern Kentucky
We found some
counties - Pike,
interesting ones,
Knott, Floyd,
and they add up
Letcher and Perto two inescapcy ($106 million).
able conclusions:
Or for the schools
STAFF CHART BY ANDREW DAVIS
I" First, the lotin Fayette and
teiy makes up a small fraction five surrounding counties ($117
million).
3/125
, or 2,4 percent - of the state's
It produces enough to operate
education spending. Politicians Western Kentucky University for a
who pretend otherwise - that it year ($ll3 million).
could make a noticeable dent in
And it's enough to pay for a year
school funding - have done a big of the state's system of technical
education ($ll5 million),
disservice .
. Kentucky will spend about $4.7
The most interesting fact we
billion on education this year ($2.6 found, however, concerns scholarbillion on public schools; $1.8 bil- ships, since the hottest ploy of the
lion on higher educatiort; and campaign is the idea of using
about $300 million on adult and about $53 million of lotteiy money
technical education). The lotteiy for a new scholarship program.
will. bring in about $116 million.
Surprising as it may seem, KenThat's right: $4. 7 billion versus tucky's colleges and universities
$116 million. And even $116 million already give millions of dollars in
doesn't go as far as many of us scholarships and fellowships.
would like to think.
In .fact, they spend about $126
It's not enough money, for ex- million on them - more than the
ample, to offset the state's ·annual lotteiy now produces. So, the next
contribution to the teachers' retire- time a candidate asks where all
ment plan ($202 million).
that lotteiy money has gone, we
It's not enough to pay the state's plan to answer, firmly and factualshare of Jefferson County's public ly, "Scholarships."
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Lewis says he'll be Murray regent
'

BENTON, Ky. - Former state Rep. Richard Lewis of Benton
said he will take a seat on the Murray State University board of
regents on July l.
Lewis, 57, was one of three people nominated for the seat
that will be vacated by Virginia Strohecker of Horse Cave. who
has been on the board for 15 years, Strohecker did not seek
reappointment.
Gov. Brereton Jones has not made a formal announcement.
However, Lewis said his appointme1:1 was confirmed Wednesday
by a member of the governor's staff.
The appointment is for six years.

1995

■ OWENSBORO

1

W
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Brescia College leader to retire: Sister
Ruth Gehres, president of Brescia College in
Owensboro, announced yesterday that she will
retire Sept. 15. Gehres, who has been at Brescia
for 27 years, has been its president since 1986.
Under her term, the college expanded academic
offerings, developed a strategic plan and acquired
the Lechner Graduate Center Facilitv. Gehres, a
former professor of English. said she will pursue
a sabbatical in preparation for a new ministry.

THE COURIER✓OURNAL THURSDAY. MAY 18, 1995

Berea to award
honorary degrees
Berea College will award an
honorary degree, posthumously,
to John B. Stephenson, its president emeritus, at graduation ceremonies May 28. Stephenson will
be honored for his decade of leadership at Berea, including his
successful campaign to raise $65
million for the school.
The school will also give Jane
Baucom Stephenson an honorary
degree. During her husband's
term, she founded the "New Opportunity School for Women "
which helped low-income w~men
prepare themselves for the workplace.
John Stephenson, who was
president of Berea from 1984 to
last summer, died in December,

LEXINGTON HERAL[).LE4DER. LEXINGTON, K'f' ■ MQ-..QA'f' :\IA'f'

Acorn Award

22.

199

nomina-

tions: '.\'ominatiulb are now JX"l1g'
accepted for the fourth annual
.-\com .-\ ward. to be presente<l 111
the fall to a teaching proiessor
exhibiting excellence in sen·ice and
commitment to students. ~omint>es
must be full-time facultv member,
of anv accredited four-\'ear Kl'n·
tucky.college or univers{ty. or any

full-time facultv member of Kentucky's junior ·or community colleges. To nominate a teacher. \Hite
to the Kentuckv .-\dvocates for

Higher Education. .-\ttn.: C!ms
Yaudas, P.O. Box 391. Ashland,
Ky. 41114. Include the teachers :all
name. the name of the college ur
umvers1ty where the teacher works
and the city where the school is
located. Deadline for nominations
is May 31. For more information.
call Alois Moore at 439-1971 or
Chris Yaudas at 329-3846.
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Brescia College president retiring
BRESBap OWENSBORO, Ky. - Sister Ruth Gehres has decided
to retire as president of Brescia College effective Sept. 15, the
school announced yesterday.
Gehres was named Brescia's third president in February 1986.
During a total of 27 years, she also served the school as English
professor, alumni director and assistant in public relations.
During her tenure, the college has surpassed its goal in the
capital campaign for a new campus center, acquired the
Lechner Graduate Center facility, expa~ded academic offerings,
including a new master's degree in management. and formed a
oartnershio with Mercv Hosoita! Wellness Center. the school
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KSU's academic team
aims at national title
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERAl!)..lEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - They might
not get the attention of intercollegiate athletes, but the members of
Kentucky State University's academic team are no strangers to the
adrenaline of competition.
."Sometimes you blow the other
team away, and other times you
really ha,ve to fight from behind,"
said team captain Cory Brown, a
junior. "Some people might not
understand the parallel, but it's
there."
Using Brown's athletic analogy,
this weekend could mean that Kentucky State is headed for the academic equivalent of the Final Four.
The · Kentucky State· team
leaves Saturday morning for the
natfonal finals of the Honda Campus AU-Star Challenge,- an academic competition for historically black
coTieges and universities. Eight
teams will compete for the chance
to earn grants of up to $50,000 for

their schools.
It's not the first taste of success
for the KSU team, which has advanced to the quarterfinals three
times, coach James Britton said.
But Britton thinks this year's
team has a good shot at taking the
national title.
"At any other school, our alternates ·would be starting," said Britton, a KSU residence hall director.
The students usually spend
several hours a week studying for
the competition, Britton said. Some
faculty members help the team
study, and Britton also uses moti- .
vational tapes and speakers.
·J
But Britton said he emphasizes 1
teamwork so students can help
coach one another. He isn't allowed
to speak with them during the
actual competitions.
"If you get a selfish individual
on the team, you're going to lose,"
he said. "At some point, they have
to become the coaches because I
can't help them."

The students take the team's
. success seriously. For instance,
they help scout potential new team
members each year.
"I was sitting in the lounge
watching jeopardy!' and the next
thing I know, I'm drafted," said
.freshman Frank Cantrell.
Several team members said preparing for competitions also had
helped them with their; school
work.

Who's on the team
Members of Kentucky State University Academic Team:
· Cory Brown, junior, political science,
Louisville; Frank Cantrell, freshman,
biology, Cumberland; Reginald Davis, senior, music education, Memphis; Christle Lard, sophomore, accounting, Columbus, Ohio; Scott
Morton, senior, physical education/

secondary school teaching, Owens'
boro; D_amon Turner, senior, biology,
Louisville; and Shannon Winston;

senior, English education, Louisville. _
"I think it's helped me in my
self-esteem and confidence," said
Reginald Davis, a senior. "You
become proud .of yourself and your
university, and you realize that you
can compete and achieve if you set
your goals."
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Regents approve budget: \lurray State
University's board of regents approved a S,-1.7
million budget Friday that includes an increa,e nf
-1.7 percent in faculty and staii wages and ~nefits for the 1995-1996 fiscal year.

South's public colleges
lack equity for minorities

1

BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER

.Southern public college;; - in"Not one ,1f the I~ :-tates we
cluding Kentucky's - still haven't
examined can dcmon~trnte an acmanaged to eliminate the last vesceptable level oi dc-,;egregation,"
tiges of segregation and provide
said Robert Kronley, the study's
equal opportunity for minority stuproject director. '"( lpportunity for
dents, a private foundation said
minority ~tutient~ 1~ limited. it'.s
yesterday.
fragmented and i_t"s uneven."
In Kentucky and the 11 other
But Kentucky has already takstates studied, the percentage of
eri several of the :-tl'ps recommendwhite adults who have bachelor's
degrees was about double that of 1 ed in the foundat1«m·s report.
black adults, according to a report i
The report sl\·s that states
by the Southern Education Founda'i should develop their own desegre. tion, an Atlanta-based charity that gation plans and require individual
monitors equity in education.
plans from every universitv. It also
The· report also found that: ' recOmmends that states · monitor
Blacks and Hispanics are underrep- universitifS' perfnmmnce towards
resented among ·bachelor's degree
meeting their minoritv recruitment
recipients in almost every state and· goals, and either re\\:ard them for
field of study; and every college achieving them or penalize them
studied had an "acute shortage" of for falling behind.
black and Hispanic faculty members.
In Kentuckv. the Council on
Higher Educati~n in 1990 started
measuring schools' annual progress toward state-set goals. If a
school doesn't make enough progStudy area
ress, it is not allowed to propose
new degree programs.
The Southern Education Foundation
studied these states in its report on
. In t~e most recent report. five
desegregation efforts at public col. ot the eight state universities did
leges:
not meet the state's go:i!s.
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maiyland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.

Roy Peterson. who o\'ersees the
Kentucky plan, said he thought
Kentucky showed more progress
than the other states the foundation
studied. But, he said, he also
agreed with the report's broader
conclusions.
"I'd say that we look pretty
good in it," he said. "But even in
Kentucky, we've got a lot more to
do."
Kentucky universities still need
to improve the rates at which black
students stay in college· and graduate, Peterson said. They also must
make more progress in recruiting
blacks for executive and professional jobs, and make it easier for
students to transfer from community colleges to four-year schools, he
said.
Kronley said he thought most
states could pay for programs to
support desegregation by moving
tax money from other programs.
He also endorsed setting aside
some college scholarships f0r minority students and criticized what
he said were politicians· efforts to

use affirmative action as a divisive
political _issue .
"There .are large gaps to overcome. but thev can be overcome:·
he said. "\Ve ·see this report as a
beginning.··
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UK may absorb Lees Colleg
Private school's
debt led trustees
to make overture
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky has started talks
with Lees College that could lead to
a UK takeover of the financially
(roubled, two-year private college
m Jackson.
Lees President Charles Derrickson said the proposal being discussed would make his school a
branch campus of UK's Hazard
Community College. But both he
and UK President Charles Wethington Jr. said the talks are still exploratory.
Derrickson said Lees' financial
problems, including a $1.6 million
debt, and related accreditation
problems led the trustees to direct
him to make the overture to UK.
~•1 think it's become clear that
Lees alone may not be able to continue serving the greatest needs (of
students in .its region) in coming
years," he said.
Wethington confirmed that dis-.
cussions are under way.
"I know the long history that
Lees College has had in serving the
people. of the mountain region," he
said. "It did seem to me that the
University of Kentucky ought to be
open to some discussion that might
provide for a continuation of that

Wethington said Lees officials
had made it clear they would like
to retain the name of the Jackson
school.
Both presidents said that neither
financial arrangements nor the timing for a UK takeover have been
discussed yet.
But Wethington said that if the
merger occurs, the financing could
come from coal royalties UK gets
from mining done _in the Robinson
Forest in Breathitt, Knott and Perry
counties.
"It could not be done unless the
Robinson Forest income were used
in support of it," Wethimrton .,,;,1
Through a trust agreement, timber baron E. 0. Robinson donated
the 15,000-acre forest to UK in 1923,
and its coal reserves in 1930. The
arrangements required that any
money UK derived from the forest
be used for agricultural experimentalion, teaching and practical demonstration of reforestation in Eastem Kentucky, or other purposes
that would benefit people of the
mountain region. ·
For years, UK opposed mining in
and near the forest, contending it
would disturb water-quality research in the Clemons Fork watershed.
.
,
But m 1991, the school s board of
trustees reached an agreement with
the ,t,shla_nd-based Add1~gton h1c.
to mme SIX of the forest s outlymg
tra~ts. The trustees _agreed that rayallies from the mmmg w~uld ~e
used fa~ the purposes outlined m
the Robinson !rust.

As of last December, some $12
million has been placed in the Robinson Trust Endowment. Wethington said he thought that using the
money to absorb Lees College
would comply with the trust.
But he said that the board of the
E. 0. Robinson Mountain Fund
would be consulted before the royalties were used for any purpose.
Lyman V. Ginger, chairman of
that board, said it did not have to
approve UK's use of the money and
added that he has told Wethington
funding for any Lees arrangement
would be appropriate.
Wethington said once the take-

over issue "reaches a certain point,"
it will be discussed with the Council
on Higher Education.
The move apparently would not
require state approval. Kentucky
law requires legislative approval
only for new community colleges, ·
not branches of existing ones.
But Gary Cox, executive director
of the Council on Higher Education,
said yesterday that the council
would want to discuss some policy
questions about a UK-Lees link.
They would include "some implications for the commonwealth and
higher education statewide that
should be considered, such as the
addition of another (campus) physical plant, addiiional higher education responsibilities during a period
of scarce. resources, and then the
question if there might be a better
way to accomplish the same objectives," Cox said.
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Strapped Lees College seeks to join UK system
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WAITER

UK would not agree to t,
might get involved to offer upperover Lees if it was in debt, C.
Le~s College. ,truggling with level courses in Jackson, Derrick- said. "We can't assume th
financ,al problems. is trying to join son said. It already teams with debts," he said.
the University of Kentuckl' com- Lees to offer bachelor's degrees in
Lees, which has an operati
munity college system.
·
education on the Lees campus.
budget of S3.6 million for the 19:
. If the deal doesn't go through .. _ "I think it would be in the best 96 school year, has about i
"ti would be rather difficult" for _interest of this county and of East- students. About 40 percent of th<
Lees, a private two-vear college in em Kentucky to do this," Derrick- are 25 or older.
Jackson, to sur·
son said.
Carr said Ha7.ard Commun
vive on its own, On A12
The Lees-UK deal depends on College - with an enrollment tl
said Lees Presi- ■ Robinson
two major factors: how much, if has tripled in the last decade
dent
Charles Forest revenue anything, the community colleges already attracts a large number
Derrickson.
key to Lees
get '.'om UK's revenue from mining students from the Breathitt Cour
"Lees by it- College's
Robmson Forest, and whether Lees . area.
self is going to future
can pay off its debts.
"If we could get the funding ·
have a hard - - - - - Lees, founded in 1883, has been · need, we would be interested,"
time, so we ought to have some working to erase a debt, of about said. "We're certainly interested
other alternatives," Derrickson $1.6 million for several years.
helping Lees continue to serve t
said. "The board feels that this is
The debt landed Lees on proba- Jackson area."
the best direction to go."
tion with the Southern Association
UK in 1989 approached t
The Lees board voted . unani- of Colleges and Schools, meaning board of Sue Bennett College.
mously _Saturday to authonze col- that it could lose its accreditation if two-year private school in Lande
lege off1c1als to pursue talks with it doesn't show the association that about becoming a community c
the UK community colleges, he its financial problems are under lege. But that deal eventuallv i
said.
control
apart after the school's naiior
Derrickson and Ben Carr, chanLo;ing accreditation would board vetoed the idea.
cellar. of UK's community ~ol_leges, inean that students wouldn't qualiJolin Frazer, president of 1
des~tbed the talks as prehmmary. fy for federal financial aid and that
Association of Independent K,
But tf _the deal goes through. Lees they might have trouble transfertucky Golleges and l!niversiti
";ost hkely would beco'!'e a sate!- ring their classes to other colleges.
said t\vo-year private colleges :
!in.~ campus of Hazard C11mmunitv
tionally lia.ve struggled to c,
Derrickson said the school has
College rather than a new cnmm~collected pledges and private d"na- since the C:€Wlosive 1:,rrowth of pt
nity college, Carr ,aid.
Morehead State L"ni\·ersity also tions_ to pay slightly more than half lie ~o_n:~uni~ colleges in the 1~;

•
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Study says college access race-based
By SALLY STREFF BUZBEE
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Forty years
after the Supreme Court outlawed
segregated schools, blacks and Hispanics still lack equal access to public colleges and· universities across
the South, a private advocacy group
said yesterday.
High schools serving blacks and
Hispanics often don't offer collegepreparation classes, the Southern
Education Foundation said. Colleges rely heavily on admissions criteria, such as standardized tests, on
which minorities perform less well.
Whites and minorities still over-

whelmingly attend different colleges. And blacks receive college diplomas at a lower rate_ than whites.
"Not one of the 12 states studied
can demonstrate acceptable levels
of desegregation in its higher education system," said the study's author, Robert Kronley.
The study, financed by the Ford
Foundation, found that:
i" Just 53 percent of black students taking a college-entrance test
had taken the high school courses
recommended for college preparation, compared with 67 percent of
white test-takers.
"' In eight of the states studied,
fewer than 10 percent of black firsttime freshmen had enrolled in their

THE COURIER-JOURNAL SATURDAY. MAY 20, 1995

Murray :regents
adopt new budget
MURRAY - Murray State University's board of regents aoproved a $74. 7 million budget
yesterday that includes an increase of 4. 7 percent in faculty
and staff wages and benefits for
the 1995-1996 fiscal year.
Murray attorney Sid Easlev
was re-elected chairman of rhe
board of regents. Beverly Ford of
Benton was re-elected vice chairman and Sandra Rogers won reelection as board secretary.
In other business, Nancy
France, an associate professor of

nursing, was sworn in as the new

faculty regent.

state's "flagship" university.
"'In everj state, graduation rates
for minoritv students from all degree programs lagged behind those
for whites.
"'Each state had an "acute shortage" of minority faculty.
The states studied were Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, KentuckY, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Texas and Virginia.
Glimmers of change have
emerged since a 1992. Supreme
Court ruling that instructed Mississippi's public universities to do
more to bring minorities into the
system, Kronley said.
•
KentuckY has changed its school
financing system to ensure that students at poor high schools can take
college-prep classes. Mississippi
and Florida ease minority students'
transfers from two-year community
colleges to four-year universities.
And North Carolina encourages minority undergraduates to consider
graduate school.
.
But some of the group's recommendations have little chance. The
study calls for more higher education spending and more student aid
at a time when siates are cutting
one and Congress is considering
cutting the other.
It calls for more minority faculty
and scholarships reserved for minority students as the nation argues
over affirmative action.
And it concludes that universities
fail to provide supportive atmos- .
pheres for minority students. even
as nonminority students increasingly are criticizing special minoritysupport programs as discriminatory.
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Court ruling could imperil
state scholarships for blacks
BY ANGIE MUHS

Leaders wary of Supreme court ruling

H~lD-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER

The future of college scholarships reserved . for Kentucky's
black students is up in the air after
the U.S. Supreme Court let stand
yesterday a ruling that a Maryland
program was unconstitutional because it was restricted to black
students.
Kentucky colleges don't plan to
change their minority scholarship
programs at this point. But officials
are trying to figure-out whether the
case involving the University of
Maryland will force them to make
changes later.
"I'm sure there is going to be a
bevy of interpretations out there,"
said state Sen. Gerald Neal, DLouisville, who has pushed the
state university system to make
more progress on recruiting black
students.
Kentucky's public colleges reserve some scholarships for black
students. The colleges, which are
under federal requirement to increase minority representation
among students, say such programs are crucial to meet that goal.
The Council on Higher Education will survey university presidents to find out how many of
their scholarships are· f!!SefVed for
black students.
.
But Gary Cox, the council's
executive director, also said the.
decision won't affect Kentucky colleges' efforts to eliminate segregation - even if it means the state
can't offer such scholarships.
"While we have not had time to
assess all of the ramifications of
the announcement, the action of the
court will, in no way, halt the·
commonwealth's commitment to removal of any past .v.estiges of a•
formerly dual system ofsegregated
higher education institutions," Cox
~ in a prepared statement:: -..,_
•!But some college administratoi$= said they are concerned the
st~'s efforts could be in trouble.

",...It's
,,..

more

t ~ just a sad
d~ because that
s($lds like it's a
p~olem
that's
g<Zil!g
to
go
a~," said Laure~• Byars, vice
cn4,i\cellor for minorjly affairs at
tr(;pniversity of Byars
Kentucky. "This
is:a: major, tremendous setback to
t!kfommitrnent that the state has."
:~tJK offered at least 500 scholarslii~ reserved for black students
~.worth a total of $1 million - at

HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

Reaction to the Supreme
Court decision to let stand a
lower court ruling that found
race-based
scholarships
unconstitutional:
■ Robert Atwell, president American Council on
Edu~ation: "We do not believe

the decision by the·_ 4th U.S.
Circuit Court•of Appeals applies
broadly to all mil)oi:ity_ \!U'&etec\ ·
scholarship programs . . . We
advise those that offer minority
scholarships not to make undue:
changes in their, programs; nor·
to abandon their efforts to enhance minority participation
and
success
in
higher
education."
it3~ington campus unng
- -l
9~13yars said.
:•l'We want to wait until we find
otlt:for sure what's going to happ~a" she said. "I don't know with
hoV.: much speed this_ will aff~

.

'
us~',

::l\.t Morehead State Univei:;sity,
allebt 95 percent of the minority
~Iarships are . eanJ?afked for
b ~ students, said Tim _Rhodes,
d ~ r of financial aid. Mo~eh~d
~ - asid,e $75,00<! for mmonty
s~larsh1ps, he said:
•:•Our state says we haye to
in~se our minority student enr~ent, which means we need
t ~ scholarships," Rhodes said.
"\lk are still committed to recruiting minorities. We'd have to come
up with some other way."
The Maryland case started
when Daniel Podberesky, a Hispanic student, sued the university after
learning he did not qualify for the
Banneker scholarships, which were
reserved for black students. He
argued that the process discriminated against him.
The University of Maryland,
backed by the Clinton -admjills1:1<1° ·;
tion and many·' higher educatioi:igroups, argued that the scholar- .
ships were necessary to remedy ·
past discrimination at the- schoo);
which barred black students unul
the 1950s, and to increase diversity.
More than 45,000 students ~ationwide receive race-exclusive
scholarships, the university argued
in its appeal.
But the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled in October that the
Banneker program more resembled
"outright racial balancing'' than a
program tailored to remedy past
discrimination.
That was the ruling that the
~ •• -.-,.,,..... 0

(',,,,.-t

1n~

ct'lnrl \'PC::tPrrl;:J.V.

■ State
Sen. Gerald
Neal, D-Louisville: "For

those who are
faint of heart
or who are
disingenuous,
it would have
a chilling effect. For those of ill will, this
cou\d_provide the opportunity to

attack."

·

■ Robert Kronley, project directo~, Southern Education Foundation: "It is re-

grettable that'the court did notgrant this important , issue. the
full hearing it deserved."
Kentucky State Sen. John:David
Preston, a vocal opponent of minority scholarships, said he is pleased
by the court's action.
"I think the facts ·are a little;;
different (in Kentucky); but the ;
legal principles would be similar,','
said Preston, R-Paintsville.
. , :. ,.
Kentucky is not in the 4th' U.s:·:
circuit.
• , · · ·~ ,.
If the 6th U.S, Circliit,-;Court;.;
which covers Kentucky, µecided·-tg:
hear a similar case-;.iind::al!;o ·CQII· :
eluded such sehotai!ihil¼fare· un-,;
constitutional,0i_~em,\fY~:sut~l11e:
- Court· decision< would applf"'.hefe, i
'said Robert"·Stenger, a University:
of Louisville-- law professor and ..
expert in constitutional law.
But if the 6th Circuit ,were to
rule that,scholarships reserved for·
students of a certain race are permissible, that would essentially
force the Supreme Court to hear
and rule on the issue; Stenger said.
Sen. Neal cautioned against assuming that yestef\lay's action
would affect Kentucky.
For instance, he said, the appeals court found that Maryland
had not proven that the scholarships were needed to. address past
discrimination. That might not be
the case in Kentucky, he said.
"You can't just look at one case
and predict necessarily what is
going to happen with the others,"
said Neal, who is a lawyer.
Byars said that despite the
recent controversies over affinnative action programs, she was still
"shocked" by the Supreme Court's
decision- not to hear the case.
"I hadn't expected it," she said.
"In my opinion, it's a step back."
■ ■ ■
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De~line in money
for higher education
hurts joJ> creation
The Kentucky New Era editorial published April 24 concludes that only the
community colleges of Kentucky are being
robbed of their fair share of the state's
higher education budget. The editorial
overlooks that over the past 10 years,
higher education's share of state appropriations has slipped from 17 to 14 percent.
The declining priority of higher education in the state budget poses real problems for the future of our community
colleges, universities and the commonwealth. While financial support has declined, total institutional enrollments have
increased by 40 percent and community
college enrollments have doubled. As more
new jobs require post-secondary education, we are sending the wrong signal to
economic development prospects. These
prospective job creators already know that
Kentucky ranks 48th among the states in
the percentage of adults with college
degrees.
The Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education, a citizens group, proposes that
we be united in our efforts to increase
money for community colleges and universities. We are not looking for new buildings, we are· talking about smaller class
sizes, cooperation between schools, creating a better balance between teaching and
research, rewarding top teachers· and a
commitment to making Kentucky a leader
in higher education.
Your support on behalf of "all" higher
education institutions in Kentucky would
be apprecia_ted.
WIWAM E. BEASLEY
KENlUCKY ADVOCATES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION INC.
PADUCAH
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GOP-vs. HIGHER EDUCATION
BY FRANK RICH

NEW YORK - High up on any list of
ain't-broke, don't-fix-'em institutions is
America's huge web of universities.
As Vartan Gregorian, the president of
Brown, puts it: "As many as three-quarters of
the best universities in the world are located
in the United States. What sector of our economy or society can make a similar claim?"
But Gregorian - in a powerful, postelection speech to the National Press Club
in Washington last fall and in a phone conversation last week - now feels he must
campaign for the American university's
survival, and fast.
Why? The Republican budget plans sailing through the 104th Congress would end
a 50-year government-university partnership that has made our country's higher
education the best.
For all the talk about funding cutbacks in
student loans, surprisingly little attention has
been paid to how the GOP budget will damage the educational institutions themselves.
Now reality is setting in. As Harvey Fineberg, the dean of Harvard's School of Public
Health, said in an interview last week: "We
thought the case was so self-evident we
didn't think the cutbacks were actually going
to happen. Now that the proposals have
come forward, people are just dumbstruck."
The GOP assault on higher education began not as a budget-balancing strategy but
as an ideological campaign in this winter's
Congressional hearings on the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Arguing that the NEH should be abolished, representatives of right-wing think
tanks led by William Bennett and Lynne
Cheney condemned universities en masse as
subversive hotbeds of political correctness.
Are there indeed the radical feminists
and multiculturalists that Bennett decries
on campus? Of course. Do some of them
get NEH grants? Yes - and why not, given
that they're Americans too?
But the Bennett-Cheney characterization
of academia was an indiscriminate smear,
as was their description of the NEH. The
endowment's typical (and largest) grants
go not for Marxist deconstructions of "I
Love Lucy" but to underwrite Euripides
translations (University of Virginia), or edit
the papers of Andrew Johnson (University
of Tennessee), or assist an archeological

dig (University of Wyoming).
Just the same, the Bennett-Cheney straegy did the deed; under the House budg,
proposal, the NEH wiU be kille\[.
With respect for our universities so lo•
in the new Congress, it was inevitable th,
no one would· think twice about axing ti:
federal contribution to academic scienc
research as well.
One example: The proposed cuts at It
National Institutes of Health alone wi
radically alter the nation's medical school
given that roughly 16 percent of their ii
come derives from federal research grant
mainly from the NIH.
In practical terms, Fineberg explains, th
is "like eating the seed com." Fewer gran
will slow scientific breakthroughs in disea,
prevention and cure, which from the Sa
vaccine to recent advances in breast cane,
have mostly happened at American univer,
ties. With less research come fewer opport
nities to nurture new researchers.
"We will destroy the future by turning
generation of would-be scientists away
Fineberg says.
Ask GOP leaders how universities w
replace federal funding, and the mantr
like answer is "privatization." But lately i
dustry has paid for only 7 percent of ac
demic scientific research and developmer
compared with the federal government's :
percent.
"Anyone who dreams these cuts will be r
placed though private philanthropy or indu
try is fooling himself," says Fineberg. The r
search that might unlock the genetic origi:
of a disease, after all, does not immediate
produce a product industry can sell.
Just as bleak are prospects for privatiz
tion in the humanities. Richard Ekman
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation has c,
culated that the NEH, tiny as it is, giv
three times as much to the humanities
all the private foundations in America car
bined - which makes it "highly unlike!:
that those foundations can even begin
replace the endowment's support of unive
sity scholarship. If it's dumb and dumb
this country wants, it couldn't find a mo
foolproof scenario than the one now beil
drafted on Capitol Hill.
ci

New York Times News Service
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UK to offer
Internet
access at
lower cost
BY TODD PACK
HERALD-LEADER BUSINESS WRITER

The University of Kentucky is
making it easier - and cheaper for computer users statewide to
dial up the Internet.
That has miffed a Lexington
Internet provider who worries that
UK's service could undercut his
business.
UK yesterday said the "We want to
school is teamopen the
ing with MCI door for the
Communications whole state
Corp. to launch
to have
UK ON LINE.
Internet
When it goes
access ...
on line in Aufor as little
gust, it will offer
low-cost access
cost as
to students, facpossible.".
ulty, staff, alumni and "friends DOnE FBISKNEY •
UK's executive
of the universidirector of
ty."

communications

and network
In a news reservices
lease, UK suggested anyone
could use it, saying it will put the
worldwide computer network within "easy reach of all Kentuckians."
That concerns Michael Polly,
president of Mikrotec Computer
Services.
"It kind of bums us that they.
might be offering it commercially"
said Polly, a losing bidder on the
project.
Polly said he . had understood
the low-cost service would not be
offered to the general public;
. ~ defin~ a friend as anyone
with an ongomg working relationsh\p" with the school, said Doyle
Fnskney, UK's executive director;
of communications and network-

services.
I! hasn't yet d_efined a "working
relat1onsh1p," Fnskney said. "No
one's ever asked us that before."
No one knows if the definition
could include, say, an avid Wildcat·
fan or someone simply wanting to
browse the school's on-line archives.
Friskney said UK might set a
more specific definition before the
service goes on line.
UK and MCI will offer Internet
access through the school's main
campus and 13 community colleges
outside Lexington.
University students, employees
and alumni will be charged $12 a
month for 15 hours of on-line time·
"friends of the university," $17:
Each extra hour would cost 75 ,
cents.
_ UK students and employees
will not be charged for connecting
to the Internet through on-campus

computers, Friskney said.
The school's rates will be
cheaper than commercial Internet
providers.
Major on-line services such as
America Online charge about $10
for 5 hours. Microtek charges
$14.95 for 15 hours and $2 for each
additional hour.
UK will not make a profit from
the service, Friskney said.
"We want to open the door for
the whole state to have Internet
access . . . for as little cost as
possible," he said.
UK's subscribers - including
those living near one of its community colleges outside Leidngton will connect to the service by
dialing a local number.
UK has community colleges in
Ashland, Cumberland, Elizabeth-

town, Hazard. Henderson, Hopkinsville, Louisville, Madisonville,
Maysville, Owensboro, Paducah,
Prestonsburg and Somerset.
Those living elsewhere in Kentucky may avoid a hefty longdistance bill by using an 800 number, which will charge 10 cents a
minute.
In Kentucky, access to the Internet in general has been limited
to universities and larger cities
such as Lexington and Louisville.
Many school districts throughout
the state are laying plans to get on
line in the coming months.
Gene Williams, UK's vice president for information systems, said
UK's goal is to improve the state's
access to information. That "is
becoming the cornerstone for advancing education," he said.

,

UK, WKU
will offer
public link
to Internet
By RIC MANNING
Business Writer
A new co.mputer service
backed by the University of Kentuc~ ~nd _West~rn Kentucky·
University will deliver public access to the global Internet computer network to almost every
corner of the state.
UK On Line and Western OnLine will be available in more
than \5 counties by the end of
the summer, school officials said
yesterday.
The service, offered through
MCI, is aimed at students, faculty
members and school alumni. But
pri_vate individuals, called
. "fnends of the university," will,
also be allowed to· subscribe.
"I guess a friend of Western is
anyone who feels friendly toward
the university," said Charles Anders?n, assistant vice president
for fmance and administration at
Western.
Students, faculty and alumni
will pay $12 a month for up to 15
hours of Internet access. Other
subscribers will pay $17 a month.
Both UK and Western offer Internet access to students and faculty on their main campuses. But
both schools have been searching
for an economical way to bring
the Internet to their satellite campuses.

.,,,

Jefferson Community College,
for example, has Internet access
in the school's library, but not
from most other computers at the
school.
"There is an immense demand
out there for the Internet," said
Jon Hesseldenz, director of technology for UK's community college system. "It has incredible
academic resources."
"Our problem has been, how
could we. get access to everyone
at _a reasonable cost?" said Doyle
Fnskney, UK's executive director
of communication and network
services. "We decided we
couldn't do it alone."
The deal with MCI will cost UK
and Western nothing. The
schools will provide some technical and marketing support and
MCI will keep all of the revenue
from the subscriptions.
The arrangement will also
make the Internet available in
communities that don't have access from any other source. Louisville and Lexington have commercial services that sell Internet
accounts, but residents in smaller
communities would have to pay
long-distance fees to use them.
Access to UK On Line and Western On-Line will be a local call from
anywhere the schools have a regional campus. Friskney estimated
that between 75 percent and 80 percent of the state's residents could
have local access through UK On
Line.
The services will also be available
through an 800 number for a fee of
10 cents a minute.
The Internet offers electronic access to thous~ds of libraries, government agencies, schools, research
centers and business and entertainment services around the world.
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Jones appoints new members
to college boards
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer
Gov. Brereton Jones looked to
some old friends and political supporters in appointing five new members to the state's university boards
yesterday.
The five include no women or minorities. However, one of the six
men reappointed yesterday is an Af.
rican American - Morris A Howard, who remains a member of the
board of Kentucky State University,
a historically black school.
Marsha Weinstein, executive director of_ the Kentucky Commission
on Women, said she was disappointed with the lack of diversity
among the appointments.
"As long as there is only one race
and gender making the decisions,
you're not going to get the best decisions," Weinstein said.
Joe Lilly, Jones' press secretary,
said the governor still wants to increase diversity on state boards. "In
each case the governor has been
trying to chose the right person," he
said, adding that Jones "is the gov•
ernor who has appointed the most
women and minorities to boards."
Including three appointments announced yesterday to boards of the
Kentucky Educational Television
Authority and the Higher Education
Student Loan Corp., Jones' 14 appointments and reappointments result in a net loss of three women on
the boards of state agencies.
The men who were appointed include some of Jones' big political
supporters and friends. Most also
have significant experience and interest in higher education.
Merwin Grayson Jr., 53, of Crescent Springs in Kenton County,
gave, along with his wife, $5,100 to
Jones' gubernatorial campaign and
other causes.
Grayson is president of the Huntington Bank in Covington and is a
University of Kentucky graduate, a
former Northern Kentucky University trustee and a current board
member of Thomas More College in
Northern Kentucky.
Acknowledging. his political support for the governor, Grayson said
he doesn't think that was the reason
he was appointed to the UK board
- one of the most sought-after appointments by tlte governor.
"I would like to believe it is more
a reflection of the emerging position
of Northern Kentucky in the state,"
Grayson said.
Pat Mulloy, the former state finance secretary whom Jones named
yesterday to the University of Louisville board, said he had expressed
an interest in higher education and

in U of L to the governor.
"I know the U of L board and Dr.
(Donald) Swain have really tried to
take the university in a new direction; that is healthy," said Mulloy,
who gave $6,500 to Jones' gubernatorial campaign and other political
committees.
T. Wtlliam Samuels Jr. of Prospect, president of Maker's Mark
Distillery Inc., also was named to
the U of L board. He said he is a
longtime friend of the governor and
his wife. Samuels and his wife have
contributed a total of $7,200 to several of Jones' political campaigns.
Samuels said he spent time with
John Shumaker, who will become
U of L president July I, during the
weekend of the Kentucky Derby. He

found Shumaker's flexibility and
ideas about forming partnerships
between higher education and business interesting, he said.
He said he doesn't think his political support for the governor is a
reason for his appointment.
"I can guarantee you, he doesn't
owe me political favors," Samuels
said. "I don't need political favors."
University board nominees

• Denotes reappaintment.
Eastern Kentucty University: • GIibert T. MIii•
er, Madison Countv, developer.
Kentucky Slate University: • Morris A. Howard,
Jefferson County, public relallons coordinator. ·
Morehead State University: • Louis M. Jones,
Franklin County, former.
Murray Slate University: Richard H. Lewis,
McCracken Countv, ottornev.
Northern KentuckY University: • James Poston
Jr., Kenton County, attorney,
Western Kentucky University: • Robert Fisch•
er, Dovless County, business executive.
University of Kentucky: • Edward T. Breathitt,
Fovette County, ottomev.
Billv Joe MIies, Daviess County, agriculture
business; Merwin Grovson, Kenton County, bank
president.
University of Loulsvllle: W. Pot Mulloy, Jefferson Countv, attorney; WHIiom Samuels Jr., Oldham County, business executive.
KET Authority
• Steven Newberry, Lexington.
Higher Education Student Loon Corp,
• Louis Straub, Louisville; Jim Jackson, Versailles.
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JJniversity trustees, education
board
members announced
'•
:,i:

HF.RALD·LEADER STAFF REPORT

;• The former state secretary of
(irnmce and administration will beci,mc a member of the University
qf Louisville board, and a former
~•vrrnor will stay on the University uf Kentucky board.
;; Gov. Brereton Jones' office yes\hday announced the appoint11cnts and re-appointments of
tllistees at state university boards,
,Is well as the boards of the Ken(l1cky Authority for Educational
Tdevision and of the Kentucky
ljigher r,ducation Student Loan

..

c11ir11,m1ti1m.
i The university board appoind,es will serve through the year
2(101.

j

■ University of Kentucky:
ljlcrwin Grayson Jr., of Crescent
Springs, will replace William Stur_qill of Lexington. Billy Joe Miles,
,)11 Owensboro fanner and busi1jessman, will replace Daniel
li)lmer. Jones also reappointed fort'per Gov. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitl lo the board.
l E University of Louisville: W.
P.alrick Mulloy II, lhe fonner state
i:cretary of finance and administtmion, will replace Mary Davidson
liudcl of Louisville. Taylor William
..;,1111uels Jr. of Prospect will replace

Michael N. Harreld of Louisville.
■ Eastern Kentucky University: Gilbert T. Miller of Richmond
was reappointed.
Iii Kentucky State University:
Morris A. Howard of. Louisville
was reappointed.
■ Morehead State University:
Louis M. "Sonny" Jones of Frank- ,
fort was reappointed.
■ Murray State University:
Richard H. Lewis of Benton will
replace Virginia N. Strohecker of
Horse Cave.
■ Northern Kentucky University: James R. Poston Jr. of Fort
Thomas was reappointed.
■ Western Kentucky University: Robert Earl Fischer of Owens- ·
boro was reappointed.
■ ·Kentucky
Authority for
Educational Television: Steve Newberry of Hiseville was reappointed
for a tenn through 1999.
■ Kentucky
Student Loan
Corp.: Jim A. Jackson of Versailles
was appointed to fill the seat of
Lois Howard Gray, who resigned.
His tenn will end July 15. 1998.
Louis R. Straub II, of Louisville
also was appointed for a term
ending July 15, 1999.
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Homecoming quee11 banned
from Mountain Laurel Festival
Higher Education, 62,544 of the 153,199 who
attended state-supported colleges and univerMona Cohn has the qualities it took to be · sities last year were over the age of 25. That
elected 1994 homecoming queen at the Uni- was just under 41 percent.
Cohn said her reason for seeking the
versity of Louisville. She's witty, smart,
personable and, at age 49, had the gumption homecoming queen title in the first place was
to show that college isn't just for the young.
to even seek the title.
But the justice administration major with
"! wanted to sort of make a statement for
a 3.9 grade-point average had two qualities the non-traditional student," she said. "We
that the organizers of the Mountain Laurel pay equal tuition, and I feel as though we
Festival in Pineville didn't want in a queen
need to have more say ... and not just be an
- she's divorced and has a child.
invisible entity on campus."
So Cohn won't be among the 21 candiCohn has been anything but invisible.
dates who take the stage Saturday at Pine
She represents the College of Arts and
Mountain State Resort Park.
Sciences as a senator in the Student Govern"The bylaws say 'never been married' ment Association. She is also on the finances
and food services committees, and serves as
and 'without child,"' said Susan Combs,
vice chairwoman of both the Golden Key and
chairwoman of the 64-year-old Bell County
Mortar Board societies.
festival.
Cohn
said
she
is
going
to
college·
now
It is at least the second time in four years
because she didn't have time before.
that the rule has been invoked. In 1991,
University of Kentucky homecoming queen
The New Orleans native manied when
Maria Moore, then 28 and a student at
she was 17 and had a son three years later.
Lexington Community College, was declared
She owned a dress shop for a while, then
ineligible to compete for the Mountain Laurel
worked her way up from dispatcher with
title because she was divorced and had a
Greyhound Bus Lines to managing more
child ..
than 200 employees at the company's TamAs a non-traditional student, Cohn said
pa,
Fla., operations.
she represents the new face of Kentucky
Combs,
the festival chainvoman, said she
college campuses today. She said Mountain
regrets Cohn's ineligibility. But she said all
Laurel and others need to get in tune with the
pageants have guidelines, and they must be
times.
adhered
to.
"In the '90s, in. these ages, they can see
"We've had people to say, 'Get with it.
that the times are changing and the reflecGet up to date,'" Combs said. "Our advisory
tions of student bodies on campuses are quite
board looked at those, and they have no
different," said Cohn, a senior with her sights
plans to change them at this time. We feel
on law school.
like that's not an issue."
According to the Kentucky Council on
BY ALLEN G. BREED
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Judge clears student
in harassment case
Rowan District Judge John Cox has ruled that
a Morehead State University freshman did not
criminally harass a teacher who had accused the
student of being disruptive and calling her "racist
and stupid." The ruling Monday by Rowan
District Judge John Cox was a relief for John
Parks, 19, of Ashland, was accused by Yahne
Jackson-Nchami of hara:ising her durin~ a fres~man orientation class this semester. Durmg a tnal
May 9 Nchami testified that Parks' behavior was
so up;etting last semester that his presence made
her vomit and caused her ears to ring for several
days. Parks' attorney, Michael Campbell of Morehead, argued that Nchami created a tense environment that always focused on race.

Student cleared of harassment
MOREHEAD, Ky. - A judge has ruled that a Morehead Stale
University freshman did not criminally harass a teacher during ·
a freshman orientation class this semester.
The ruling Monday by Rowan District Judge John Cox
cleared John Parks, 19, of Ashland.
The teacher, Yahne Jackson-Nchami, who is black, testified in
a May 9 'trial that Parks was disruptive in class and called her
"racist and stupid" because he was racist. Parks vehemently
denied he is racist.
Jackson-Nchami also testified that Parks' behavior was so
upsetting that his presence made her vomit and caused her ears
to ring for several days.
Parks' attorney, Michael Campbell of Morehead, argued that
Jackson-Nchami created a tense environment that always focused on race.
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Bellarmine chief on national body
Dr. Joseph J. McGowan Jr., president of Bellannine College
in Louisville since 1990, has been name~ t? the 44-member
board of directors of the National AssOCialion of Independent
Colleges and Universities.
For the next three years, McGowan, will repre~nt the organization's Region III! ';Vhich includes Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Vll'glllla,
.
The national organization represents independent colleges
and universities on public policy issues involving the federal
government.
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College broadcasters awarded
BY LINDA VANHOOSE
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

ommie Lynn Collins, a
junior at Eastern Kentucky
Uni versity,
and
Jason
I lardin. a junior at the University
of Kentucky, have received Kentucky Broadcasters Association
I la1Ty Barfield Scholarships.
They will each receive $1,000
scholarships for the 1995-96 academic year.
Collins. a Manchester resident,
has earned a 3.9 cumulative
grade-point a verage at Ea tern.
while also working as a television
intern in Lexington and on Easlern·s campus radio station and
campus newspaper. In addition,
she serves as a resident assistant
al El<U and as a clerical e1ssistant
in the office of the College of
Applied Arts.
I Jardin, a resident of Paint Lick
in Madison County, has a 3.8
cumulative grade-point average al
UK A member of the Golden Key
National llonor Societ y, he will
intern this summer al Kentucky
Educational Television.
In addition, he participated in
UK"s Emerging Leader Institute
and served as a camp counselor at
"/\nytown. Kentucky" sponsored
by The Na tional Conference. I le

T

Rogers

Reeves

Layne

Hutchinson

also works in the UK Student Cen- students.
ter.
Edward Reeves. a professor of
The awards are named for the sociology, received Ihe l)islinlate chairman, president and gen- guished Researcher Award while
eral manager of WLEX-TV. William Layne, an associate pro13arfield was a past president of fessor of Iheater. was honored
l<.13/\, and a recipient of the Ken- with the Distinguished Creative
tucky Mike Award. the organiza- Production Award.
tion's highest honor.
The awards were announced at
the university's l l th annual Academic Awards Convocation held
MOREHEAD
earlier this month.
Glenn Rogers, a Morehead
Stale University professor of English was named the 199-1-95 Dis- MOREHEAD
tinguished
Teacher
Award
Brian I lulchinson, a senior
recipient recently, one of the uni- from Louisa. has been elected
versity's most prized awards.
president of Morehead's Student
Rogers. a facu lty member since Government Association.
1967, is committed to the art of
As president , he \\'ill serve as
tearhing and, according to col- the student representati,·e on
leai-,•1.1es, \\·orks hard to nrnke i\lorchead\; 13oarcl of l~c·gt'nls. I le
hakespeare and otlwr prl'-1RI h is a business administration major
century authors come ,tli\'l' f(lr his \\'ilh an option in real estate.
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WKU.regents to vote
on giving mai~tenance
to private company
By M. DAVID GOODWIN
Staff Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University's regents
will vote today on whether to put
the school's maintenance operations
in private hands.
If they vote yes, a second large
department at the university will be
run by a private company - Mariott
handles food se!'Vice now. The move
is part of a growing trend on campuses in Kentucky and the nation,
as schools facing economic pressures and dwindling state support
look for ways to become more efficient.
A statewide survey to be released
Tuesday by the state's Privatization
Commission shows that most of
Kentucky's eight public ·universities
already have a range of contracts
with hundreds of private vendors.
Western would be one of the first
to turn its entire maintenance operation - which has a $8. 77 million
annual budget and about 300 employees, including housekeepers,
carpenters, painters, groundskeepers and others - to a private company. Five companies have submitted bids to the university; the regents are expected to select the win-·
ner today.
"These comp3.nies' core business
is facilities management," said regent Burns E. Mercer. "Our core
business is education. And we feel
they can do a better job than ... we
can."
Mercer said the regents told
President Thomas Meredith a few
years ago that they wanted Western
to focus more on its educational
mission. "And anything that doesn't
concentrate on that mission, we
want to delegate those things to
someone else."

Administration officials didn't return phone calls seeking comment
on the proposal. But officials familiar with the negotiations said Marriott is likely to receive this contract
as well.
Some staff members fear that
Western is headed in the wrong direction,
.One concern is that there will be
layoffs if a private company is selected. But the regents said that
won't happen. The proposal calls
for a private vendor to hire six managers to oversee the department,
but the maintenance employees
would remain employed by the university.
However, staff regent Joy Gramling, an assistant painting supervisor
in the maintenance department,
said employees worry that they will
feel cut off from the university.
"My contention is that the support se!'Vices here are all part of
(Western's) mission," Grnmling
said. "When a student comes here,
of course what goes on in the classroom is the core mission. But life
doesn't stop when they leave the
classroom. They see us throughout
the campus. And I think it's kind of
important to maintain that family
atmosphere."
But the trend is unlikely to stop,
according to the National Association of College and University
Business Officers, based in Washington.
Robin Jenkins, director of the association's Center for Institutional
Accounting and Financial Management, said many universities have
contracted food se!'Vices, bookstores
and police departments with private
vendors. ·
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"Turning over the operations of
maintenance facilities are things
now on the table," Jenkins said.
"But I think the trend is going to
become more fundamental. We are
going to see a continual trend of
payroll, accounts payable departments and other things turned over
to the private sector.
"The days when the university
wanted to be all things to all people
are changing."
John Bugbee, who is conducting
the Privatization Commission's survey, said he has received dozens of
examples from Kentucky universities using private contractors. The
University of Kentucky, for example, sent him five pages of such contracts it has, he said.
Frank P. Justice Jr., the commission's chairman, said universities
are dealing with some of the same
financial headaches faced by many
corporations.
Many corporations contract out
their building se!'Vices, said Justice,
a former Ashland Oil executive.
"They find that it is cost-effective."
But Gramling said universities
shouldn't want to operate like corporations.
"It's like the feeling you get walking into a mall," she said. "They all
look the same, so you really can get
lost in it. And I don't want (Western) to turn into a mall of higher
education."
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BEG YOUR PARDON
Because of a clerk's error, a
story Wednesday incorrectly said
what county Murray State University board appointee Richard
H. Lewis lives in. He is from
Marshall County.
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A gift of love .. -. Professor leaves $3.1 million
bequest to U of L
By PATRICK HOWINGTON
Staff Writer
To decades of frightened freshman engineering students who took
his mechanical-drawing course at
the University of Louisville's Speed
Scientific School, Professor Paul C.
Lutz could seem stem and imposing.
.
"He was extremely inflexible, in
the sense that you did it right or you
didn't do well," recalled Louis
Cohn, chairman of the school's civil-engineering department.
But as a graduate student years
later, Cohn realized that Lutz's
stone-faced treatment of new students was designed to help them
grow up and leave high school behind. "He really loved this institution and loved the students here,"
Cohn said.
Yesterday the university announced one measure of that love
- a $3.1 million bequest that Lutz,
who died last June at 87, left the
engineering school in his will.. The
gift was not made public until now
because Lutz's estate has been going 'through probate, a U of L official said. ,
The bequest was "one of the largest gifts from an individual in the
history of the university," said Aaron Flaker, marketing coordinator
for U of L's development office.
It outstripped other impressive
gifts announced since March, all
from living donors: $1 million to the
Speed School from Louisville builder Bernard Dahlem, $1.2 million to
the English department from banker and businessman Thomas Watson, and $1 million to the School of
Medicine from Drs. Lita and Sam
Weakley.
Flaker said Lutz's gift ranked
with past gifts from the Bingham
family of Louisville and from the
late businessman and philanthropist
Charles H. Grawemeyer, who funded a series of $150,000 prizes in music, education, religion and world
order.
Lutz retired in 1973, and in 1985
he was given the honorary title of
professor emeritus of engineering
graphics.
He was widowed decades ago and
later lived with his sister, Florence.
She said he accumulated his fortune
slowly by investing in tax-free municipal bonds. ·

He had a modest lifestyle, she and
U of L officials said, with the engineering school his chief passion. "It
was pure joy to him to work at
Speed School," Florence Lutz said.
In his teaching days, Paul · Lutz
wore plain suits and "had a kind of
a 1920s accountant look about
him," with horn-rimmed glasses below a shiny bald head, Cohn recalled.
"When we heard about the gift,
nobody around here dreamed that
he had that kind of estate," Cohn
said. "But it didn't surprise me, because he was a frugal guy and
didn't spend much money, obviously, on his living style."
Tom Hanley, dean of the engineering school, said he thought the
.gift was the largest ever given to
Speed. Lutz's bequest stipulated
that the gift's principal remain intact but placed no restrictions on
how the investment income be
spent except that it go to Speed.
Hanley said the school will use
some of the income to buy badly
needed equipment, such as computers and specialized laboratory
equipment ...., ranging from items
"as simple as an oven,, to "some~
thing used to implant ions." He said
the money would help the school
make up for money lost through
state budget cuts in recent years.
A native of Cambridge City, Ind.,
Lutz graduated from Speed in ·1937
with a bachelor's degree. in electrical engineering. A year later he received a master's degree from Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
After working for several Louisville-area firms, he joined Speed's
staff in 1955 as an instructor of engineering drawing. He was named
an assistant professor of engineering graphics in 1958 and was promoted to associate professor in

1964. In the late 1960s he was head
of the department of engineering
graphics.
After his retirement, Lutz often
stopped by the school to visit. Cohn
said Lutz was touched when the
school named him professor emeritus - not only because of the honor
but also because it conveyed an unusual promotion from associate to
full professor.
Cohn said Speed officials didn't
know about Lutz's gift until after
his death. He said they wished they
had known earlier so they could
have thanked him, "but I'm sure he
was the kind of guy that he wasn't
looking for thanks for this or to be
honored."
·
As a professor, Lutz "felt a real
kinship and love" for his much
younger students, Cohn said. "I'm
sure that we were his kids.
"Perhaps this was his one final
act of taking care of us into perpetuity. It was a very selfless thing he
did."
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$3.1 million
bequeathed
to U of L
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Paul C. Lutz, who graduated
from the University of Louisville
and later taught there for nearly 20
years, never lost his deep love for
the J.B. Speed Scientific School.
That love led him to leave the
school $3.1 million in his will,
school officials announced yesterday.
Lutz, who earned a bachelor's
degree in electrical engineering in
1937 from the Speed School, died in
June at the age of 87.
The gift, which can be used for
any purpose at the Speed School, is
one of the largest bequests U of L
has ever gotten from an individual,
said Aaron Flaker, marketing coordinator for the development office.
Thomas Hanley, dean of the
Speed School, said the money,
which is probably the biggest bequest ever to the Speed School,
would probably be used to maintain and repair scientific equipment.
The university plans to put the
money into its endowment and
allow the Speed School to use the
interest - $170,500 each year,
Hanley said.
Hanley, who has been at U of i.
for four years, said Lutz enjoyed
coming to school events when his
health permitted.
. "The one thing I saw constantly was his devotion to the school,"
Hanley said. "It was effectively his
life, and there was nothing you
could say or do that would change
his mind about the Speed School."
Lutz joined the school's faculty
in 1955 as an instructor of engineering drawing. He became an
assistant professor in 1958 and an
associate professor in 1964.
Lutz retired in 1973, but taught
part time for a few years after that.
The school honored him as a professor emeritus of civil engineering
in 1985.
Louis Cohn, the chairman of
U of L's civil engineering department, was one of Lutz's students
his freshman year.

"He had a great sense of 'You
do it right, or you don't do it,' "
Cohn said. "He was tough, but he
was also helpful and concerned."
Cohn said he was not surprised
to hear that Lutz had amassed a
$3.1 million estate.
"I always knew him as an
extremely frugal man," he said.
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UK worker
suspected
of peeping
from vents
PERRY BROTHERS .
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Most spectators at UK's Memorial Coliseum sit in the stands, but
police say one man chose the
ductwork.
Michael Allen Inman, 25, of
Lexington, was arrested Saturday
afternoon and charged with thirddegree burglary - for allegedly
peeping into the women's locker
room from a ventilator shaft.
Inman pleaded not guilty Monday in Fayette District Court.
After his arrest, Inman told
police he had entered the utility
accessway "to watch girls" in the
locker room, reports say.
Inman, an employee of the campus housing maintenance department, was not authorized to be in
the Coliseum, University of Kentucky spokesman Ralph Derickson
said.
Inman, who was arrested about
4:30 p.m. at the campus gymnasium and swimming facility, was
suspended Monday without pay
pending the outcome of his case.
The interior of the women·s
locker room is visible through a
ventilator connected to the crawl
space where Inman allegedly hid,
Derickson said. But the university
plans to make adjustments to the
crawl space so no secret peeping
perches exist, he said.
UK police responded to a call
reporting an unauthorized person
entering a utility accessway beneath the pool.
Inman began working for UK's
Physical Plant Division in October
1994. He transferred in April to the
housing department, where he responded to general repair calls in
campus residence halls, Derickson
said.
Inman is scheduled to appear in
District Court again on June 9.
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State faculty group backs curb.
on ·public funding for athletics
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A group of
faculty leaders at state universities
has endorsed the efforts of Morehead State University President Ron
Eaglin and the school's regents to
curb the cost of intercollegiate athletics there.
The Coalition of Senate and Faculty
Leaders recently adopted a statement'
that contended using state money to
subsidize athletics at the state's six regional universities undercuts the quality and accessibility of higher education in the state.
During -~cal ~94;;,_Morehead
used nearly ,$1.3 million in· public
funds. to'silbsidize. its athletics much of the money goiog to the
school's fledgling football program.
Earlier· this month, Morehead's
regents again told Eaglin to ask
Ohio Valley Conference officials to
let the school- participate-in "needbased" football, which means scholarships are. given based on financial
need, not athletic ability. Presidents
of the OVC schools have already rejected a simillll'. proposal.·. . ..
The regents also have -approved a
report·saying that spetidirig on intercollegiate football should be/'irubstantially decreased; if not"eliintiiatod."
Council 011,Higher·Edacation sta-:
tistics show:· subsidies at the other:
regional schools · range, from
$599,400 at Northern Ken\Ucky University to more than $2:'l.million at
Murray State University.
The coalition's statement said the
rationale for Eaglin's proposal is
clear.
Noting that Morehead's annual•
athletic subsidy exceeds $1 million
and that student interest in athletics
has declined while tuition has increased repeatedly, the statement
questioned whether taxpayers' dollars should support costly athletic
programs.
It also noted that despite proposals by the higher education council
and the Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence to phase out
public subsidies for intercollegiate

Says cost undercuts
education quality
athletic programs, the deficits have
risen to more than $7 million in fiscai 1994.
"To maintain the quality and accessibility of higher education in
Kentucky, we recommend that this
taxpayer subsidy of athletics be
brought into line with budgetary re-

ality," it said. "Further, we strongly
encourage the presidents .of other
regional universities and bolll'.ds to
not only support Dr. Eaglin in his
efforts, but also to assess the role of
athletic programs within their own
institutional priorities,"
·
Eaglin could not be reached for
comment yesterday. :
OVC presidents will meet June I
at Morehead. The agenda includes
action on Eaglin's proposal to make
football an optional OVC sport.
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THE .. COST'OF.ATHLETICS,,-

.1

This chart showswiiafKentucky universiiyathletic'program~·
budgeted for revenue and expenses for the 199~•95 school'/!
year. All schools except Northern Kentucky University have a
football team.
.' · ·
•
"Revenue
Expenditures and transfers
Eastern Kentueky
University

(Revenue shortfall)

$2, 122,600
$2,782,600

(-$660,000)

Kentucky State I $284, 100
'
University- $1,062,300

(-$778,200)

Morehead State •
$908;800
University iiilil■ $2,372,900
(-$1,~64,100)
Murray St~te • $732,300'
· .. · . . . ~:_' . "
Umvers1ty
1 $2,787;000';,q~ j-$2,054;700)
Northern Kentucky ■ $465,600 '
·
•. • University,• ,1;0,92;000,•, ~!'k:!;i - •t:('-$53~f.'!OO);_;;
University of
·
·
Kentucky

,,,,-"':c·

'"'"

University of
.a$15,221,0001 ·
Louisville
•$15,221,000
Western Kentucky $1,429,800
University iiiilli•i$3,688,900 (-$2,259, 100)
SouAcE: Council on Higher Education

HERALD-LEADER

Athletic program
shortf<111s costing
state $.7 million
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER ,

When Morehead State University's president and board started
talking about cutting football
scholarships, they exposed a littleknown fact about the business of
collegiate athletics in Kentucky:
Taxpayers are getting thrown
for a loss,
About $7.2 million in state
money in the 1993-94 school year

went toward subsidizing moneylosing athletic programs at the
state's six regional universities':
For the 1994-95 year, university
budgets predicted an even bigger
ioss: $7.7 million.
A statewide faculty group,
some regents and some higher
education . observers question
whether those numbers are justifiable during a time in which universities have suffered budget cuts

SEEATHLETICS

_,-.
/

ATHLETICS: Programs at state's 6
regional schools losing money

WHO MAKES
MONEY?
Many athletic programs at
the Division I-AA and
Division 11 levels - the two
levels that Kentucky's
regional universities play at
- don't produce a profit,
according to the NCAA.

spending S7 million to subsidize
intercollegiate athletics."
The Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education, a group that's
seeking better funding for state
universities, hasn't officially looked
at the issue of sports budget deficits, said Norma Adams, its chair-

FROM PAGE ONE
'Nature of the beast'
. Morehead, which projected a
and complain of not enough mon$1.4 million athletic budget deficit
ey.
Many of them suggest that for the 1994-95 school year, isn't
woman.
.
other regional universities ought to alone in having a money-losing
"Personally, I'd like to see that
athletic program. Among Kentucky
follow Morehead's example.
Division I-AA
issue reviewed," she said.
Some say they think the 6ther public universities, only the Uniregional universities will have to versity of Kentucky and the UniA different approach
versity ·of Louisville make money
whether they want to or not.
Kem Alexander, president of
off
sports.
"It is inevitable," said Bruce
Murray State University, said he
UK and U of L, both NCAA
Mattingly, a Morehead faculty reagrees that athletic budget deficits,
gent. "How long can we continue to Division I-A schools, reap profits
combined with concern over prospend this kind of money on athlet- from sources including TV reveviding gender equity, will force
nues
and
bigger
stadiums
that
seat
ics, and let our academic facilities
other universities to look at cutting
more fans. In their cases, those
and support decline?"
back their sports programs.
profits get diverted to help academDivision II
Alexander,-whose school is also
ics.
'A remarkably bold step'
a member of the. OVC, said he
But at the regional schools, the
Morehead lost big in 1993-94 wants to cut scholarships, too. But
budgeted 1994-95 deficits ranged
not only on the field, where the from $536,400 at Northern Kenhe disagrees with the way Eaglin
team was beaten eight times, but tucky University - which doesn't
and the Morehead board sought to
off. Tlie school lost $424,000 on its play football - to $2.2 million at
solve their problems.
football program that year. That's Western Kentucky University.
. "I am f9r a scholarship reducabout $28,200 a touchdown.
The trend is a national one,
tion for all these universities that
That same $424,000 would sai_d -Kathryn Reith, director of ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - are of the Eastern, Murray, Morehave paid the annual salary of p11blic information for the !'lational
Sousce, NCAA
HERALD-LEADER head type," he said. "But I believe
about 11 new professors, based on Collegiate Athletic Association,
•
,
we should do.. it in. a systematic
Morehead's reported average facul- . Mosfregional schools piay at DiviiGen'der.:iequlty•· : ; way, where ,everybodr, does it unty wages. that year.
sion I-AA or Division 11
r,}O:-,\'f,)~Y11J, •;-t,M••·}i~:
/'" '~· ..., · <~ der the NCAA regulations, and not
Those figures don't add up, say
About 42 percent of Division IaftentlOn/fiSeS
. where onescliooljusfbolts· like we
those who support the Morehead AA athletic programs had deficits,
1•1 Mof~ead:State·Universi''., have now. .""·
'
board's cutback plan.
and about 60 percent of Division II
tlPtesideiit' Ronald· Eaglinl:
"Moreheadbas made a unilaterThe debate over how to balance
programs did, Reith said.
and his supporters point to · al decis1~n, and. they're trying to
athletics and academics is not a
"That's the nature of the
another reason 'for concern , force that unilateral decision on
new one. In 1981, the Prichard
beast," said Bob McCabe, a re. about university-athletic pro-. ev~ryone in the OVC," Alexander
Committee recommended that the
searcher at Northeastern Universigrams: increased :federal at-; said.
_
_ ,__ _
state phase out all its subsidies for
ty's Center for the Study of Sports.
'., ;teiltimflo the issue of gender· ;
State Rep. Jolm Will Stacy: who
intercollegiate athletics.
"People assume these programs are .
· equity:
·
represents Morehead, said he
But the issue was revived when
big moneymakers, but what people
Under Title IX, a federal• thinks the school is doing the right
Morehead President Ronald Eaglin
miss are the incredible expenses."
·law, any school receiving fedthing in trying to focus _more reannounced plans to move toward
; eralmoney-inust prove that it• sources on its academics. But he
offering non-scholarship football, a
• provides equal opportunity to , said, he is concerned about the ;.ay
move he says will save the school
A matter of priorities
·
women··•athletes:<·-The• issue, it went about trying to cut back on
about $450,000 each year.
No one in the debate is saying
, has<received increased.attenc·"· football.
Football players. could still get
they _want . to see interco\legiate
[',tion: sin?',?I'!?wn. lJnivers\fy ..
. '.'If _a!l':the •Kentucky regional
scholarships if they demonsirateil' a!hlet1cs wiped out. . Eaghn, f~r
~-~l~t,:i;cliscrun1,n:!ti01_1'case inumvers1ties_;wou!,d dothis, I think
financial need, b1Jt·'not'.just:sfo1c. instance, said he thinks athletic
,,,v9!vmg gender ._eqmty.• I:. . that's wha(oilght to be done" said
playing football.
· · -~- " .. •~programs have "an inherent value"
k':?TI!.'fh~ con~ctver'fitlelX; ?lacy, D-West:Liberty. "B~t· I'm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _v
for the overall college experience.
f,l!lso,;,m~s · tha.t women's.. Just concerned about being the one
Others point to the media· expo"How long can. we continue to
sure that colleges get from their f-:sll)l):ts'-1most',lil.«Hy will be,' university oufthere. If we're going
budget-cuts· ,is''' to be a team player with the
spend this kind of money ori , . sports teams, the feeling of pride \:·. spai'ed'.•from
co_lleges also struggle to c<UJeJ' regional universities, we have to
programs
provide
for
their
alumni
athletlcs, and let our
· \Vlth" reductions in funding,", stick with them on all the issues."
and the entertainment value for
academic facllltles and
. · said !3ob·McCabe, a r~hi\.
Eaglin, though, is unapologetic
students.
support decllne?"
e:
with
Northeastern
Umver'
·
'
about
deciding to push forward
"As an academic, I would like
s1ty's Center for the Study of with his plan. .
to think that people pay attention
BRUCE MATIINGLY
Sports.
.
·
"I know I'm kind of the lone
,,..., Morehead faculty regent
to our programs and star stu. According to 1994-95 pro- wolf out there right now," he said.
dents," said Northern Kentucky
jections,_Morehead offered al- "But we have to get this into line."
University President Leon Boothe.
"'The plan, however, has been a
most twice as much m athlet"But we got by far the most
contt:oversial o~e. 01 Thursday,
ic
scholarships to men, about
Eaglm onceagam will ask the Ohio. publicity and attention from a win$588,700,,"'.orth, .-,is it did ·tci
ning·
basketball
season
than
anyValley Collfetence to allow Morewomen,. w~o received about ,
thing else we do."
head to stay in the conference for
$275,000 in scholarships. ·
But
the
Coalition
of
Senate
and
other sports, while not playing 1
McCabe said he thinks
Faculty Leaders; a statewide proscholarship football. So far, though,
the emerging emphasis on
fessors'
group,
is
arguing
that
the
most other OVC members have
gender equity will force other
$7 million now used to plug the
balked.
schools to 'take a look at their
athletics
deficit
could
be
better
The plan also has met with
athletic programs, especially
spent on cutting class sizes, buying
public opposition. One group even
the number of scholarships
new instructional equipment and
demanded Eaglin's resignatioq.
awarded through football
materials, and providing faculty
programs.
"We are taking a remarkably
raises to attract and keep better
bold step, and we're going to face
"People are going to have
professors.
some really hard choices to
heat on it," said Sonny Jones, a
"The athletic budget isn't exMorehead regent who ·is chairman
make on sports scholartravagant. but it is state dollars,"
ships," McCabe said. "You
of the committee examining footsaid Mattingly, the Morehead reball.
basically can't touch a womgent. "When the money gets in
en's sport right now, and for
short supply, you have to start
good reason."
looking at your priorities."
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT
Morehead Regent John Rosenberg said he wonders whether leg"l don't know how people
islators should just decide whether
would feel about that. but at least it
they want to support sports pro•
would be out in the open," Rosengrams - and make a separate
berg
said. "Right now, it's been a
appropriation to pay for it if they

i

·'-

very well-kept secret that thev're
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Cutting athletic budget subsidies:
Lots .of: ta.lk, not SO. much action ..
'

'

, B)'-~G11i"'MuHS

··

alumni," the . ~mmittee ~ate. plan to cut th~- athletic•cteficit.and
"However, the ~entral activities of limit' the amount
stiite •.money
Cutting back on what state higher -education are entitled to . :used for supporting atlileti~ 'prouniversities spend to subsidize. make a greater demand on state · grams to one-half of . the' total
their athletic budgets is far.'from a
general funds than are intercolle- expenses.
•
'.
new suggestion.
·
giate athletics."
The 1987 report - which noted
But although ·there's been a lot
The committee suggested phas- that the board had examined. the
of talk over the,years, there has ing out the· subsidies over four issue three times since 1980,.,..,. also .
;been much less-action.
·.:,.years, But it never-happened. 0
suggested thatctlie schoot'puisueci
In 1981, •for insiance the Prich- .
"The deadline has been missed ways to limit the numbe't'af foot. ard Coirunitta,for Acad~mic Excel- (, by about J.O years now,'' said ball scholarships.
, ;,•. ·. · · '..· .
: lence recommended that the -state ::· Robert SextoO:· its executive diiec. Morehead,. Presia;;;;'{;~~dri~l~'
order universities to quit using tor. "We don't have any reason to
Eaglin first brought up his current
money from the general fund to think differently about our recom- proposal to eliminate scholarship
support athletics. '
'
mendation now, especially· since football in January 1994,_''.lnterq,llegiate athletics are not (the deficit) has doubled."
·inherently: inappropriate activities
Morehead also had tackled the
"I have no earthly idea why it's
· for universities,' and such programs issue before. Its board in 1987, at taken so long to happen," said
: often are sources of pride ·and the recommendation of acting presMorehead Regent Sonny Jones. "I
entertainment for-· students and ident A.D. Albright, approved a
just think it's a shame that it has."

or

HERAUJ.lEADER'°EoucATION WRITER
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Academics over athletics
The Coalition of Senate and Faculty
Leadership in Kentucky,.which consists of·
faculty board of regent/trustee members,
faculty senate chalrs, and. other.faculty
leaders at all.state-suppor(ed;\Jlliversities
and community colleges, strongly supports President Ronald Eaglin of Morehead State University for his leadership
role in the effort to control the cost of
intercollegiate athletics. Eaglin; with the
support of MSU's Board of Rrgents, proposed recently to reduce MSU's football
program to a non-scholarship level of play.
The rationale for his proposal is clear.
Each year MSU must divert more than $1
million of state appropriations earmarked
for academic programs- into its athletic
program. With declining. student interest
in athletics and ·'contiriulng increases in
tuition and fees·- and' ,the ,tj,its, in recent
years in· state •·appropriations to higher
education, we question ·wh~ther taxpayer
dollars sholild be: used· tii'support costly
athletic programs. . · .'
.
The priority _of academic programs
over athletics was recognized by the
Council on Higher Education in 1981 when
athletic expenditures were not included in
its revised funding formula. In addition,
the Pritchard Committee in 1981 stated
that "the use of institutional general funds
for intercollegiate athletics should be
phased out over a four-year period." Despite these recognitions, state supported
regional universities spent' more than $7
million in tax dollars to support their
athletic programs in fiscal 1993-94.
To maintain the quality and accessibility of higher education in Kentucky. we
recommend that this taxpayer subsidy of
athletics be brought into line with budgetary reality. Further, we strongly .encourage the presidents of other regional universities and boards to not only support
Eaglin, but also to assess the role of
athletic programs within their own institutional priorities.
LOYS L. MATHER
COSFL PRESIDENT
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

BRUCE MATTINGLY
FACULTY REGENT
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

f

This lefter was sig1u>d by three uther

cOS'FL memberj,/

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

Friday, ·May 19, 1995
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No expul,s'f:on,
OVC should allow MSU to stay
Let us hope expulsion from another appeal in June to the
the Ohio Valley Conference presidents. of 0VC .schools to
is not part of the price More.. permit MSU ·1to·,, drop· football
head State University must but remain iii the conference.
pay for dropping football Seven of the nine league
scholarships. It is in the best schools rejected _that proposal
interests of both the · uni- a year ago.
versity and the conference to
With more1cfacts .and fig.
allow MSU to continue to ures to support his argucompete in all- league, sports ments, EaglinH said •Jhe hopes
except football_..
to convince'. ~~nough of the
A 15'nieniber ··committee league's ·presiaeiits' to change
made. up-of members.,of the,,;· tl,leir ;min!ls::i~tl~tl).!)pe. so:i,'
MSU Board of Regents;' fac- · ·Morehead,State,is,a charter
ulty; and alumni has re- member of·the:1Ohio Valley
viewed the university's ath- · Conference.. While Morehead
letic programs and reached football teams'•· have rarely·
the same .conclusiQn as Pres-- . been.. able.,,to,,compete,,,with
ident Ron Eaglin: MSU can- such powerhouses.as Eastern
not afford to continue to offer Kentucky and Middle Tenfootball scholarships.
nessee on the gridiron, the
About $1.3 million will school has been:'competitive
have to be transferred from in other league· sports. There
the university's general fund is no sounda,,reason . why
to cover expected losses in Morehead. ·can!t1coiitiliue to
the athletic program. Even in compete for~·league• "fitles in
the best of times, it would be basketball, biiseball;.·soccer,
difficult to justify taking that swimming, tennis an(l other
much money away from sports while withdrawing
other programs to field ath- from football.
letic teams - and these are
Morehead State officials
far from the best of times.
are right in saying the school
The committee report only cannot continue to take
increases the determination money from academic and
of Eaglin and the board of re- other programs, to subsidize
gents to stay the course in re- football. The ·other 0VC presgards to dropping football idents should not punish
scholarships. The key now is MSU for making a decision
what that decision will mean based on sound economics
to MSU's 0VC membership.
and proper educational priEaglin said he will make orities.
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· 1993, said McKinney is more of an
academician than either she or
Jones, who headed the center for
more than 20 years.'
.~ones, "'.h?. founded the Appa)acliian Center 1~ 1970, was most mtereste'd · in the cultural aspects of
Appalachia and Lewis was drawn to
social activism. McKinney will bring
yet another perspective to the job,
she said.
McKinney will be the first Appalachian .Center director to hold a position on the college faculty, which
Lewis said will make McKinney's
job easier.
"He has more rank and more status.... I think that is going to be a
very good thing because it will make
it possible for him to work with all
the faculty and the educational programs to involve them more in the
outreach programs," she said .

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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By JOSEPH GERTH
.. search for the National Endowment
tends to nine
Staff Writer
for the Humanities. , . , .
·
, Appala'chian
,.
;Berea spokeswoman Ann Ford
states, . and he
Berea College named a history 11 said McKinney has spoken at the
!'wilfsei've on the
professor from the University of ·college in 11the. past ,and is well
college's strate•
M~ryland yesterday to head Berea's kl!o'!"I). · ampng the , faculty. "We
gic planning
Appalachian Center and to help re- were yery pleased when we found
committee
define the school's mission.
out, ;he was interested in coming
The AppalaDr. Gordon McKinney will begin here," she said.
.
chian Center
wqrk at the small liberal arts college
McKinney's · appointment comes
provides trainin Eastern Kentucky in ,July, Be- as fll~ schoci~ is.going through some .
. · t eme .
sides working with the Appalachian majqr.changes - including the in- McklNNEYi<c mg O • rgmg
Center, which is the school's out- stallation of a new president just Has written, on leade~s. m th:
reach arm, McKinney will ·hold an last ,month.
·Appalachian:
moun ams an
endowed chair in Berea's history
P~esident Larry Shinn has or- people, ~!story hehlps wodm?n
department.
dered a review to determine how and problems. w O have ec1dMcKinney is the executive direc- Berea can best serve people in Ap·: "
ed to return ~o
tor of National History Day, a pro- pa\achia, and how to integrate the school. It als_o oversees ~e colleg~ s
gram to promote history in elemen- Appalachian Center's programs Students ·for Appalachta service
tary and secondary schools. He has witli the college's academic curricu- program.,,
written extensively on the problems, liim: ·,.
·· .,' ..
· Helen Lewis, who has been the
people and history of Appalachia.
·McKinney will head the review of Appalachian Center's interim direcHe is a former administrator of re- B~rea's service program, which ex- tor since: Loyal Jones retired in
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MSU
liortoree offers wise advice
'
.

In addition fri. being the
worthy recipient of an honorary degree at, Morehead State
University's recent commencement, Sister Mary
Jeannette Wess shared some
words of wisdom with the
graduates.,"·•' .·'t ,,,,~-,
,-.
.!f ',\ } ' ,,,
She told.:thbse:gathered to
not overlook{ffieir spiritual
developmenf.'.~R.eferring to
"The Wizard of Oz," Wess,
who is stepp'irig down as
president and chief executive
officer of St. Claire Medical
center in Morehead, said the
scarecrow needed a brain,
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care of the straw man, but vl l»E ~
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th ey still nee dd
e courage and • ca "'o
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heart," she said. Wise words. ► I: o ~ ';; ~ g : :i: ~
Body, mind and spirit - all~ :§~ z~u 1il ~ !i
are important components in::, 2: ~ -~ C: ,s ~ ~ ~
a cony>ete person.
>, 0 ~ ill'u .c O ,;·Wess, 56, guided St. Claire111 I» ~ !i 8 ~'~ u] ·§. i
through a period of great,=-: iii 6 ~ ll ': .a ci c55 <'a
growth and improved care. • I» I gi ; ] :g § -s .s ~
We wish her well as she re-~:!I: ~; § 8:ll~~-~1'!
turns to Covington where~ >, c5 >< ~ ~ m~ § ~ ~
she plans to live in semi-oil ~~ ,=,~-~~~;g!
retirement.
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MSU, Lees venture
produces 1st grads
JACKSON (AP) - A partnership between Morehead
State University and Lees College to provide a four-year program on the Lees campus is
apparently trailblazing, but it
hasn't been an easy road.
"I would be less than candid
if I said it was going perfectly," said John C. Philley,
Morehead's executive vice
president for academic affairs.
"There have been glitches
along the way, although I do
think we have a better grip on
the situation now."
The partnership has just
produced its first graduates.
Other public colleges and
private colleges have cooperated in the past, but the Morehead-Lees partnership is apparently the first full publicprivate joint degree program
in the state, said John Frazer,
executive director of the Association of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities.
The issue of how to promote
cooperation between public
and private colleges has
gained more attention recently. A delegation of private
college presidents asked the
Council on Higher Education
at its last meeting to think
about rewarding public colleges that seek out such efforts.
Public and private .colleges
in other states also have
sought parfuerships·r "for instance, Virginia is paying_ 100,
community college graduates
to attend one -,of threii"--private
colleges .in .an.area:thatdoesn't
have· a nearby foursyear, state
SC~CJOI. _ _ .L ~-'= __

_

'.I

On Saturday, 14•·studeilts received bachelor's degrees from
Morehead, the first·students to
graduate from the partnership
offering four-year degrees in
education at the Lees campus.
Kathy Jones and her daughter, Lisa, were among the 14.
Kathy Jones knew she wanted fo be a teacher instead of a
teacher's aide. But she didn't
have the bachelor's "degree
that she needed for a job.
The nearest fo4r•YJJ.ar public
college program was "at Morehead State University; nearly
two hours' drive from her
Perry County home. Lees College was closer, but it offered
only two-year degree programs.
"We weren't going to go to
school, if not for this," Jones
said. "It was a lot easier this
way."

Students take their first two
years' worth of courses at
Lees. Then they take their advanced education courses from
Morehead, but the classes are
almost always offered at Lees.

The two schools split the salary of Frances Gibser, who coordinates the program and
makes sure that students take
the Lees courses that Morehead accepts. Lees also allows
Morehead to use space on its
campus for free.
Lees President Charles Derrickson had been a longtime
dean and faculty member at
Morehead, and that helped the
program along.
Lees, by being a private college, .also had more flexibility

in adjusting its courses to
comply with Morehead's requirements. Philley said.
"In some ways, it almost
seems to work out easier than
trying to work with a community college," he said.
Lees and Morehead are con- '
sidering expanding the pro-·
gram to include business de-·
grees, said Kathy Smoot, Lees':
vice president for academic af-:
fairs.
,
"People with families and:
jobs can't just pick up and·
move to Morehead, or drive
there every day," she said.
"We knew from the start a lotof people would be interested:
in this."
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Forgy says
he'd ensure
U ofL gets
new stadium
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By RICK McDONOUGH, Staff Writer
The University of Louisville's.proposed stadium has
become a political football in the governor's race.
Republican Larry Forgy was championing the stadium yesterday. He said if community support for it remains strong, the stadium will be built even if the state
has to help pay for it. It would boost the Louisville
economy as well as the U of L football team, he said.
But Democrat Paul Patton said Forgy was "just pandering to the voters." If the state budget were cut as
much as Forgy has promised, he said, there wouldn't
be any money for the stadium.ci:r,,any new projects.
Patton, who also supports state-budget cuts, said he·
will' not commit himself to any bui\ding project durii!g
the campaign. "l'm·going to be.honest with the people,
and I think that's a good policy,~. he said.
·
Stadium committee chairman,Malcolm Chancey said
he welcomes Forgy's support. "I think it's important for
any candidate to let the people of Louisville know
where they stand on this issue," he said.
The stadium project, which. i)as_ a price tag of $56. 7
million, has been teetering on;the edge for some time
because neither state nor local"govemment has been
willing to underwrite it.
U of L fans have committed $15 million, and stadium
revenues will pay off an $18 million bond issue. That,
· leaves nearly $24 million to be,raised privately.
Stadium backers want all the: money in hand by fall
so construction can begin in November. "If there's a
shortfall and the (next) governor would be willing to
help, I think: that-,~9uld be_ ~i1Jil'; Chancey said.
Pj.,,possible'.,.$I!);;;:millioq,:~fpprate ,. donation fell·

through this month;when·Columbia/HCA Healthcare:

Information for this story was also gathered by staff
wrHers Al Cross and Robert T. Garrett.
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Patton calls pledge
'pandering' to voters

Corp., 'IVhich recently moved;:Jts',.headquarters froll):
Louisville to Nashville, Tenn., decided against it.
The state legislature turned "down Gov. Brereton:
Jones' recommendation last-year that it give $7 million
to the project. At Jones' urging,,· the legislature later
approved a land swap that provided U of L with a stadium building site just south of campus.
Asked if any governor could do more than Jones had
done, given the legislature's lack of enthusiasm for the
stadium, Chancey said:
"It just depends what other projects a new governor
would have on their plate. Brereton Jones had an awful
lot of projects that he felt he"needed to get done. The
stadium project- was-just one of-many."
In an interview yesterday, Forgy said of the stadium:
"I will see that it does not fail for the want of some part
of the amount of money that Columbia/HCA walked
away from. . . • I've been having some conversations
with the stadium people and I indicated that to them."
Forgy's campaign chairman, Ted Jackson, later
called the stadium "a significant issue," and he suggested that Patton is dodging it. "If Paul does not support this project, then he should simply say so."
Patton, who is lieutenant governor, said that he, like
Jones, has supported the stadium. He noted that the
state helped for football stadiums at the University of
Kentucky and other state schools. "While fairness may
say the state should help U of L, fiscal reality says that
we should all be cautious about making commitments
in the face of a $190 million budget cut," he said.

("
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Can we rearrange society?
I read the April 6 article about affirmative action, "UK expanding minority scholarships despite critics, recent court ruling." Daniel Reedy, dean of the University
of Kentucky's graduate school, was quoted
as saying that scnolarships were being
created for use only by minority people.
He said that we're trying to develop a
student body to reflect the kind of society
that we live in.
Does this mean that a lot of minority
students will be dropped from the athletic
teams so as to more nearly reflect our
society?
I hope that Reedy will be able to
arrange society to meet his criteria. There
was a fellow· by the name of Stalin who
was very good at rearranging society. It's
too bad that he is dead now; he would
have been a great help to the dean.
ROBERT E. GRIFRTH
LEXINGTON

.
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Weather ~tops
public radio
station cold
-.-·

No Backup-for emergency
broadcast system member
By· GREG COLLARD
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT-

MOREHEAD - Northeastern Kentucky's public radio
station could not serve the
public when disaster struck
this week.
WMKY-FM was still off the
air this morning after driving
rains and more than 100-mph
winds knocked out electricity
at its Morehead State University studio and tower site on
Triangle Hill. ·
And · it will take only a
power outage at· one of those
sites to knock- WMKY off· the
air agairi· sinc1Fthe ·statfoil has
no ·auxiliary' power at either
location.
· ·
"We really need to be part of
an emergency information. sys-,
tern," said Larry Netherton,
WMKY's general manager.
"We're not helping anybody if
we're not __O!} th.e air."
...., .
A Bath· Couiity country·
music station was the only· station that was never off the:air
this ~eek.. \VMKY news illi-ec:tor Tom Lewi~• phoned, in, re-·
ports throughout Thursday to
WKCA-FM, which has b~ck-up
gener.at~l"!I a~,;both· _its itQW8_f-:
and_ Ow_~_g$yille •St!l<!~Ck,!.vif;,,;j, 'ii
The=: irbnY; 1s:..t~

~-ar_~t:~

kilowatt0stafi1ms-that--serve~,1z;·,
comities, is. part of Kentucky's;:_;
emergencyqroadcast·system,· :
·But the emergency brdadc'ast ·
system isn't worth much-when;
a disaster is weather-related:
Probably less -than 10 percent
of Kentucky's radio stations,
including others on the EBS
network, have auxiliary
power, said Garrett Wood,
chief engineer at WUKY-FM,,
Lexington's public radio ~ta-.
lion.
·
"Most broadcasters- are at
the mercy of the power companies," Wood said. "Only those
that can afford it or feel the
money outlay is worth it have
(generators). It's really kind ·of
surprising."

Like WMKY in Morehead,
WUKY is part· of the eiµergency· 1irciac!cast- system-·15utdoes not· have auxillary _power
at its studio or tower. • ·
Richmond's public radio station, WEKU, has auxiliary
power at its studio but not at
its tower.
WKCA in Owingsville has
had back-up power at it studio
and tower for eight years, said
station manager Jeff Ray.

· - The generator had:to. kick in
at both sites 'l'lilirsday to keep
WKCA, a small-3•kilowatt station, on the air:
·
: The station's -owner, Hays
' McMakin, "has the philosophy
that overkill is better than un' derkill"
Ray said;,-.. ._:~;·,:_•
. ,,,
,. ,.
~.,~.,~i,1.~,-.¾
"When Y.OU're the:oJily;·gaµie
in town, ·the· lnvestmeil.ti is
worth it because people have
told us they really appreciated
Thursday's coverage," Ray
said.
·
WMKY had a nearly 40-yearold generator working at its
studio until it went on the
fritz about a_}'ear,IH!o.J1Nether•.
ton said: Tlif ~tatiQ'.'.liili~;neirer ·;
had auxiliary' power· 'at 'its .
tower.
. .
, ..
Netherton said hels·•:shopping for generators for both
the studio and tower-;.; but
money is an obstacle,:~ new
generator at the· tower: would
cost $33,000; ~nd one,- W:9Jlld
cost about $12;000 for tho/studio, he said.
.
·.;
,
"We have our eyes ontii. used
one for the tower," Netherton
said, but he's unsure if funding can be obtained to purchase it.
Wood said he's implementing steps· for WUKY to "_have
the ability to ho.ok up, to.a-generator almost.immediately; b~t-it's definitely a problem."

The sunaaflnaep·enaent;"Asfilanc1~ Keritocliy;" · Maf2'B."199s·

Oftr tBe~. ai::1~~;~; ,1
1

Owingsville station was ·only·:9,e
prepared,,Y!,_;~e_.
-~:.2\i~f_:J!~~;.~!~M~
~;"o··,•r.-:·,:c
t~~Uen-,~•.:-rnM·RJ.."'.: YJank
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ti

runr:J;TA ..:-:~~
Th
goo ess o~,-~.•.n,':'!,.,!\_",•-,"e:p;r1,,,,,,
i"f'U',t_·.~·""';_.,,,,,F, .Jfo '_l:.·o··,.,c.-",,
1
·· •""' ille,:,.. ~head>:S1ate;-,.:im,r,ers1"lJS
~.......~-.::1
FM.· The small Owmgsv
,· ...2;."
., --· - _,. ,
tati"on~.
• ._ os
•_· 't ·
·
·
·
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·'
.
·
,
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·
·
rrw
''33-lfilowatt
s
1 ·<;.station was the only one pre- .,e !',. "d...
ff th·,. ~·tri··
pared when storms recently,· power' an was o · e; aJ.l'i, or •
swept across north east·ern,
·several
. d' .days.t dThus, t}l.eof stathe
..... , tion·; es1gna e as p.,,._._•.
Ke~tucky.
.
.
emergency · broadcasting-" sys-··
Like other ra~o sta!1ons, tern was powerless in an
WKC~ lost ~lectric s~rvice at emergency.
.. ,
both Its station and Its tower
WKCA did a .tremendous
when high wind~ caused ex- job, but it is a small ·station
tensive damage m Bath and with limited. range. One lesRowan counties. But wtlike son learned from the storm is
the others, WKCA had back- that other radio stations up generators at both its sta- particularly WMKY - need
tion and its tower. Thus, it to rmd the funds to purchase
became a lone source of in- generators to keep _them on
formation for. people left in the air when the mam source
the dark after the storm.
of power fails.
ft~
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:'Uneven' job market surprises
graduates
"Some students are willing to
Start at whatever they can; to get a

.

Tips. for· graduat.;s·

foot in the door," Douglass said.
"But some others will say, 'But I

Devotion to search,
flexibility are key
to success, many say

.
Gfadiia9l}g, without a,f\i~~qffer? _College plasement 'officers' suggest these:s/i'iitegies:
·•
: . ■ :Don't-.overlook your._college,placenient of·
·· ·
'th ll
al
·
:, fices: Most •.oLthem ·work" wi . co ege; umru,
.,_off~~~ ~i<;eS,li_ke ~!;e.(fe~~g ~ acress

have a degree - I can't get into
management right now?' "
I
d'
rect;n:te~ra~ii~~n~ a~::e:i~.-

=~i

I-·

BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Count Kelvin Martinez among
the lucky and happy graduates in
this year's college crop.

';i,;~4ttiiii

· :.\Cl
di;;/:ouraged; It
three
:.'to six months to:find_a job:,;"... •~,;.,;, c'. .. ·
: · , •' ■,Treat the searcli pr~Jike :i, full-time.job.
.•
· ■ Don't be .shy about. letting people know
• that ·you're'lcioking. Friend~.and relatives. might·
, :kno\v'someone'whq couJdihelp. ,;,;:/;_:,,.~,, ··
·t-;:;;,,•a··,n"'Yfl
·'•b·1·•·.,•Reali£'.'tha~if,:Y,;oiire
JU"st•.
.Dt::'w, ext e. ,
." ., ·l ~-~---•- 7
,
11 stilrtii\g out;yoif might hotgefyi:\ur:dri!an!'job;'Be:
·,; repai'ed:to starfin ait"enll'y,leye\c\f(\b\_iti)il{w!)l'k'
,1eoiif
up',.;:·· ,<-,: ~ ' r.,•5:,~,,c,,:,;,l; ,,:,,.,. ·,c;
\':::,:■•R~cli'poteriiialf: a$iiijiiil~,•:,and•,YOW' .
. fiel~;~m~foyer~)ike to"s!¥!~il)¥,l1~t~l\01'ft!Rl':'8.
·,what's:gomg·on·m.that ljii~_:of,:,vor~,:.r. :,;:.,-,, .

said she tries to encourage students
to be persistent - and to look at
all jobs, even entry-level positions,
as possible learning experiences.
"We tell them to cover all their
bases and keep interviewing until
they have a solid offer," she said.
"YOU can take the best offer you
get and learn from it, because you
can learn from any job."

-~ -,,~ J'

•

Martinez, a senior at Berea
College, is in' the enviable position
of having a job lined up and ·
h~~mfri~~s ~!ua~;~ Th;u~=~~yl~~:ye;~e. n;g:hland, Kentucky,
ed
·
lan~.M~~:\:: =~ie I know are
finding things," said Martinez, who
.
Nchami, who is black, testi-

Se~~;y ~t'

•wav

=""""~
Ru:···r_ ;,,t;:;g:,.,;
iii"½T:
:

•

:}l~rS-~~ t: :~;,,,, .':,~ ~~~:rI~,~~~r.

:llh~p~~n~;a~g!~:nt::n: .Li
.c.a·v··•o--·.· 'j-.I,;/~f;;,;:;'1· f~~l~~:t a~f~~~~s h~~~~~~i
surprised about that."
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... ,.,._ ·

;L., · " •
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Thou5a1:ds _of new coll~ge graduates are_ fmdmg out thts m,ol}th , , , •, , 'l ,,3
that _earnmg a degree doesn t,al- o,.... , . . . . ,:, • ,

.

' and stupid" because he was
racist, a charge that Parks ve.
hemently denied.
.;:,! "I'm not a racist>and I never

~tUtle,_:,,D._·. ff!

:ro~ti~/%i1o~ir d.r:ti~b~
1fs1J.;r~~~o~~~:l;~~~·~a~~~
"It's a very uneven year,t's_ilid · :... . , . _·.
.-ll Nchami. just ·got off on the
Mike Hopper, director of. career Pr-T, · .,,,;,c,1.t, ""''"'!i,iiia~llwrong foot."
·
planning and placement at More- naraSSffielll · , Parks' attorney, Michael
1 Campbell of Morehead, argued
head State University. "There are ..._ ·
success stories, but I also see a lot
-'"'?, 'that, Nchami created a tense
of students who haven't even start- ,1 :, ·;
,
,: ,,,:,,(,5, :;; ,• environment that always foed looking yet"
.
•" !la·GREGCO~D'<,/:·Jcusedonrace.
Drema Howard, associate .d.itec-_ 10!'irttE DAJLYlfNUP#;tWmr}; Another ~tudent ~ ~he class,
9
· · ·ty ofK entu"'''"
· ",,,.~-.
tor of the Umverst
c~,. s · ··
·
.. ,,,
• --- 1 Bryan . Smith, testified that
.
Career Center, said she thinks the, , . ,, MOREHEAD,, "-'->•Rowan Ncham1 tu~ed the class mto
"r - , -- ~ , ., '°"'· tt••<- ~ · ua race war by among other
job market hl!,s improved, although . :'D_i$trict J)Jd&\bi1g!!Il!t_GOJ.(·: things, assigning ·~tudents to
studen_ts mus( sttll put a lot_~!-; 1-ruled Mo!l,,cJa:v,,;;t!)a_.,.t:J.1/-, write whether their parents
effort-mto their searches.
" . ' _,¥,orehead ,State."-Qmy~r;• would .prefer to meet a Nazi
"It's better than last year's ~;~. Ul!~Y · _fres~1!1J1Jli.[,!il;!~n!Wt,1 sympathizer homosexual or a
ket, bu~ it's still not like the. '8P.!<{:. C!,'µJllllallx_rr,~11~:"!'!~{J biack,person'..
she 5'\I~.,;-:students who-~ J~~j ~1/,vh!Jr.' AJ.H,'f·;~~tfe..'!Jl):J ~ "F'r9l11 all,~!lli.crjp:!~c¥e.s,
~ow s~g to look are findmg 1t/lo3 1/-Cox wrote_,i~\~~ ~~;, I've: handle,ti•)(:ftJ~; '!!¥ ;)>Y\{i:td
httle less ~pen than they hacl: 1.:Wat,ld1.e,h,"'!,'?RJ-,gA.hbt'i,~<'lf,J1 .the· farthes~.,one:•away from ..
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Having realistic expectations of :,ra:'ssing lier ·d·uring,:a• She often snapped _at Cox
entry-level jobs also helps, said- fre'shmanCofient'iition. when he spoke durmg the
Rose Douglass, director of human·:
this·seinester: :~i.,li,,t,_; trial.
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relations for Central Bank & Trust, ,W"'If I gotl<OOougI:W!fif~· Campbell _sru.d he hoped _fuCo. The bank usually starts recent, semester, then· ·next{l'§e-1 lure accusa!Io~s,would.rece1ve
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Mbibong Nchami was a
signed non-classroom dutiE
last semester and prohibite
from entering Allie Young Ha
after MSU ruled in favor of
female student who filed, a se:
ua1,1,,harassment. complair
against'. film. His contract w~
not renewed for next year.
The Ncharnis have said th1
plan·to·f!le,an employment di
crimination lawsuit again:
MSU, but they have yet to c
so.
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~at's next? Four graduat~~
\1

tants and lawyers to investigate
white-collar crime. Having served
in the Navy might help, she thinks.
"If they don't nibble, I'll go out
and pound the pavement again,"
said Loftis, 35, of Berea. "Right
now my energy is going to be
focused on doing the paperwork for
the FBI and studying for the CPA
exam."
Loftis, who worked as a respiratory therapist before she went
,.
back to college full-time, said ·she
Sonja Loftis, Eastern
was prepared for not having a job
Kentucky University
immediately after graduation. In
. . Loftis graduated May 13 with a July, she'll start an intensive review
bachelor's degree in accounting course for the certified public acand a perfect 4.0 grade point aver- countant exam, which will require
age - but with no job.
her to commute to Louisville every
Saturday.
She'll take the exam
Loftis
isn't
wo1Tied,
however
..
1
She plans to apply for a job with itself in November.
"Once I get the CPA \Jnder my
the FBI as an agent, something she
couldn't do before because the FBI belt - and I want to do it right the
.required her to have her degree first time - I think I'll be more
first. After that, she'll· see what marketable," Loftis said. "I'm still
optimistic that the degree is going
happens.
The FBI recruits many accoun- to be worthwhile."
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

.~:· Four college seniors from Ken:;ucky schools have shrred their
Job-hunting experiences with readers throughout the year. They have
looked for work in diverse fields,
from health care to computer science to accounting. Now, all of
them have graduated. Two have
]"obs li_ned up; the other two are still
looking.

.

Lori Lindsey,
Kentucky State University
Lindsey decided to accept a job
offer she got early on, from AT&T.
She had interned at the company
for two summers.
Lindsey, a com puter science
major, will work as a systems
verification engineer. That means
she will test and analyze computer
software and hardware. She will
. start there in July.
One reason the job appealed to
Lindsey is that she'll be working in
her hometown o( Columbus, Ohio,
offering her the chance to be near
her family.
Lindsey, who also graduated
May 13, said she's sure that having

.
'

.

shate ·Stories

her internships . was' 'w'hai landed
her the permanent job.
,I
"You just have 1t<i';try tb get''
involved in internshijis'a~d make a
good impression when you're
there," she said. "Hopefully, if you
do, they'll want you bacf when
you're looking for a job."
-~" ·
' • ·« ·
Kelvin Mart
.. In_ ez,
Berea College ·
Martinez also is going to be
returning to a company where he
worked as a summer intern:
He had the offer to start as a
management train~ atJCPenney in
Cincinnati for several months, but
had delayed his decision while he
researched other options.
The market, he' found, wasn't'
as encouraging as he had hoped.
"Quite frankly, there was nothing else out there;;;said Martinez,
who graduated Sunday with a
major in business administration
and ·a minor in Spanish.
But Martinez, 22; also said he
realizes now that he was ''highly
selective" in the jobs he applied for.
"That's probably the main reason I got turned down," he said. "I
didn't have enough experience for
the jobs I was looking at."
Martinez, who is from Washington, D.C., said he plans to stay
at JCPenney for at least two years.
He starts there June_ 19.
"I really want to· get my foot in
the door and get off to a good start
and get a good reputation," he said.
"We'll see from there."
I

.

Sabrina Kimbro11gh,
Transylvania Unlve.rslty
Kimbrough, who graduated
Saturday, has one job interview

still pending. ·If that doesiit ,pan_ ;
out, _she'll return 'to h~ hoifie?iti: r
Nashville and launch a:,fu\1-fted~-.
job search.· · . ' ·, •·· )t9°.~ /ij ·:·,:- ··. I
Kimbrough, who had ·a,double
major in business administration•
with a health-care emphasis and
sociology, says she thinks . s)le
should have devoted more' tinie to
1·ob hunting.
: ,•_?..if·~.- .
•
"It's just so difficult to' pound
the pavement and look (foi' ·a ,job)
when I'm still worried abciut get,
ting decent grades in my last
classes" she said. "I didn't•.realize
how m'uch time it would taKe." ·
Kimbrough said she hopes that
her internship this semester .. at
Humana Hospital will help her land
a job. "It was a great experience,"
she said. "It's the best thing l'.ve
done."
·
Her forthcoming interview will)
State Farm Insurance came from a
contact she ·made at· a college
career fair in Louisville.
"It would be an ideal job because it would allow me to use the
knowledge I've learned in customer
service and health-care terminology," she said. "If it falls together,
I'll be so happy."
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first child was due just four days

able,
though,
because of the
nneff~~~Bardey proba- ~er the Ma,y 13 commencem~nt. flowing gradua<bly ·•will·_'be; remembered
I really don t remember anythmg tion gowns.
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. In her speech, Lane-Bartley dis·TEBOOK
cussed her fears on the first day of
CAM
••
college. How she had gained deterIJ]ination and how· those fears had
returned again as graduation
approached.
Besides anxiety from life
'beyond college, Lane-Bartley had
her own health to be concerned
·with: · · · · · · · · ·
=~• 1~ A week before ·graduation, her
_blood pressure. s.~cf ~P, a1,1d. doc,tors ordered ~. rest Her aJ)pear;¥'1ce as stuqe_nt s~~ Y:llS iffy..
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Student. wins
nationa1:·honor·

force," said Lane-Bartley, 21, o1
Ezel in Morgan County, ~My doctor told me to tell theni that 1
couldn't speak. But the blood pressure came down, and everything
was fine."
Lane-Bartley, a 1991 graduate
of Morgan County High School.
gave her speech as planned and
received a. bachelor's degree with
honors. A 'dean's list student, she
was a memlier of Phi Kappa Phi.
vice president of Pi Gamma Mu
and president of the Morehead
Social Work Honors Society. ,
Lane-Bartley also• received a
Morehead Regional Honors I]
scholarship ·_and a Christian
Appalachian scholarship. She wa~
named the 1995 Outstanding ·student in Social Work and recently
completedfi.~-1!,acticurn at the
Menifee.Famify;Resource Youth
Servi~€enter._ ]
She plans a'·sci'cial work career
and will pursue-a master's degree
at Moreheaa;"·lhough-the degree
will ~~ the University of
Keri,!_~.:.t:!:J.·t.~4

.

-~i~t~~~'--' ; ··-

.

"I epJOY,.7,i.elpmg people," she
said. "That's· the type of .person
that I am:"
In the meantime, she· and her
husband, Heath, are busy taking
care of their new son, Johnathan
Zachary, who was born May 21.

BEREA
Two Cottrell Science Awards
will enable Berea College students
to participate in research directed
by faculty members Jay Baltisberger and Michael Crescimanno.
Baltisberger, an assistant professor of chemistry, received
$37,000 for a study involving
NMR spectroscopy.
Crescimanno, an assistant professor of physics, received $28,690

for implementation of a technique
for imaging spectrometers.
The Cottrell program supports
research in chemistry, physics
and astronomy. The awards are
administered
through
the
Research Corp.
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College grants to inmates
to continue a year
Limited number
can still get aid
By MARK SCHAVER.
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Prisoners
will be able to get state grants for
college for another year.
~e Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority called off a
public hearing yesterday on a proposal that would have banned prisoners from receiving- state grants
for poor students, · ·
•· ·
: 1:)le·KHEAA> agreed'to~perinit· a
lin_tited _number of""piisQners··to receive the grants.'' That will' give the
Corrections Department time to ask
the 1996 General Assembly for more
money so it can offer its own college program for prisoners, said
Paul Borden, the KHEAA's executive director.
·
_.,- ___
The KHEAA . moved .. to· cut off
state grants two· mori~ ·ago after
Congress banned-inmates from.getting Pell grants for college; The education assistance authority· was
a~d that once the federal .money
dned up this spring,· prisoners
would flock to apply for state
grants. Without the ·grants;· correc~ons officials say all, higher-education programs for: irunates:in. Ken,
tucky will shut- do'wn; ·. ·
It is not clear how' many prisoners
receive state grants liecause-the.authority does not keep· such -numbers. Last year, 799 inmates• took
college courses, and 24 received associate degrees, according to the

~,r,,.,,_

Corrections Department.
The grants are controversial.
Critics argue it is unfair to give
convicts grants to attend college
when many law-abiding students
are struggling to pay tuition.
But many corrections officials
strongly support their college programs. They argue they are one of
the most successful .ways to rehabilitate prisoners.
.
"We need to do something to
train these guys when they get out
or they're going to be back in," said
Michael O'Dea, warden at the Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex
in West Liberty, who helped broker
the compromise' witli •the education
assistance authority;·· = · • · ·
The one-year 'agreement will allow 130 inmates to receive $125,000
in state grants, Borden s,aid .. The
money will come from the $18 million College Access Program, which
helps students attend public colleges and. universities, and the $8
million Kentucky Tuition• Grants
program, which helps students attend private colleges.
Male prisoners attending college
will stay at the Eastern Kentucky
Correctional Complex and attend
classes offered by Lees College and
Morehead State University, O'Dea
said. Female prisoners will stay at
the Kentucky Correctional Institution for Women near Pewee Valley
and attend classes offered by Kentucky State University.
.
The grants, which will be about
$980 for each. inmate, will cover
only about half the. cost of college·
tuition and books, O'Dea said. He
said:ihe prisoners will·have to come

up with the rest of the money, either
by working at prison jobs or from
family and friends.
·.
Even with the reprieve, the future
of the program is uncertain. The
chairman of the House Judiciacy
Committee, Rep. Mike Bowling,. DMiddlesboro, said there is a pressing need for more beds in prisons
and juvenile detention cente~,i and
those needs are likely to take precedence.
· ·
"! think the prospects are very
dim" the legislature will appropriate
more money for a prison college
program, Bowling said. "That's ·not
to say the program hasn't been a
good program."
·
But Bowling added that the topic
has yet to be discussed by legislators. "! don't think it would be .fair
to say there's no chance."

